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SANTA FE. NEW MEXICOFRIDAY,

$1.50

bill really to give this man who volCOLORADO RIVER WATER
unteered his services to save the pro-- ,
RIGHTS BROUGHT BEFORE
CONGRESS BY BURSUM perty of the Government the same
advantage and the same relief which
Joint Resolution
h,e would have obtained had he been
Senator Bursum introduced the fol- 'in the actual employ of the Govern-jmen- t.
Senator Walsh of Montana
lowing Joint Resolution :
WHEREAS, the Stat of Arizona. introduced the idea of giving Mr.
California, Colorado, Nevada, New Hunter the advantage of vocational
Mexico, Utah and Wyoming have by training.
appropriate legislation, authorized the
Governors of said states to appoint
The women of the Wasington Re- commissioners representing said 6tates lief Corps will serve lunch on May
a
into
of
for the purpose
entering
ijlltli at Arlington to five thousand
compact or agreement between said ' veterarls and members of the G.A.R.
and
states
said
between
and
states
The women's Relief Corps has servthe United States, respecting the fu- ed similar luncheons at Arlington for
ture utilization and disposition of the more than 35 years, and in the 37
waters of the Colorado river and the years since its organization throughstreams tributary thereto:
out the country has expended more
AND WHEREAS, the Governors than five million dollars in relief
and
laid several states have named
work.
appointed the Commissioners contem- aforearts
plated by the legislative
Secreary of the Interior Fall in
urging the passage of a bill for
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RE- monthly instead of quarterly payment
SOLVED That the Congress of the of pensions to war veterans as provUnited States be and it is hereby re- ided for by the writer of the bill
quested to provide for the appoint- Representative Bland, wrote that it
ment of Commissioners on behalf of would put ( ivil War Veterans on the
the United States to act as mem- basis as men who fought against Gerbers of said Commission.
many.
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that Governor Thomas R. CampMr. and Mrs. Tan Van Houten of
bell of Arizona and the Governors of Raton were registered at the Hotel
the other states in the Colorado river Washington this week as from New
Basin, or such repesentatives as they Mexico and San Diego. They are on
may seveally designate, be and they their way to Holland and during their
hereby are authorized to present this stay hern were much entertained. A
resolution to the President and to the dinner was given in their honor .by
Congess of the United States.
Mr. and Mrs. Ulysees S. Grant, Jr..
We, the undersigned, do hereby where they met many old friends
resolution
Mr. Van Houten
is one of the large
certify that the foregoing
was adopted by unanimous vote at jcoal operators in New Mexico with
Ariof
Governors
of
the
a meeting
mines ft Dawson and Koehler. Mr.
zona, California, Colorado. Nevada, and Mrs. Van Houten will visit the
New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming, Hague and various European points
held at the Capitol at Denver in the and their Washington friends look
state of Colorado on the tenth day forward in anticipation of their
of May, 1921.
visit here when again enroute
The above resolution was signed to the west.
by the Governors of the states mentioned above as follows:
Colonel E. C. Abbott a former judge
Thomas E. Campbell of Arizona. of the Santa Fe district and an able
Emmet D. Boyle of Nevaaa
lawyer left a short time ago to spend
Charles R. Mabey of Utah.
some time with his parents in Santa
B.
for
Davis
acting
Fe. Col. Abbott is a regular Army
Stephen
Governor M. C. Mechem of Colnnfl now and ic In tw TiirltrA Ad
New Mexico.
vocate's office assigned to the inves- William D. Stevens of Calit'o tifT'itifitl of
l r rlfii.na and aeti.i.r i,i
rrnia.
a judicial capacity in the military
Robert D. Carey of Wyoming. branch of the government.
Oliver 1L Shoup of Colorado.
Pursuant to the above Senator Bur-suAttorney Stephen B. Davis of East
will in a few days introduce the Las Vegas is in Washington at pre:
hill
sent attending the meeting of the
following
To provide for a compact commis-iiio- n Governors of several western states
between the states of Arizona. at the representative of Governor M
California, Colorado. Nevada, New C. Mechem of New Mexico.
Mexico, Utah and Wyoming between
said states and the United States,
T. M. Wingo, hanker of El Paso,
respecting the disposition and utiliza- was in Washington last week on bustion of the waters of the Colorado iness and called on Senator Bursum
River for irrigation and other uses, on business pertaining to El Paso.
and for other purposes.
BE IT Enacted by the Senate and
I.. E. Foster of Carlsbad, proiect
of the manager of the Carlsbad ReclamaHouse of Representatives
United States of America in Congress tion District, has been in the city
assembled,
some days attending conferences at
That a joint commission, to be com- the Department of Agriculture reposed of representatives of the states garding the extermination of the pink
of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nev- boll weevil which is a menace to cotada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyom- ton growing in the southwest.
of
ing,' and of one representative
the United Stales of America,' to be Secretary of the Interior Fall has
President
of
the
appointed by
expressed the intention to visit AlStates, is hereby authorized aska in June and July but it is said
and constituted, for the purpose of that he may defer the trip until Augnegotiating and entering into an ar- ust that he may accompany Presidrangement compact or agreement be- ent Harding who hopes to go at that
tween the said states and the Unit- time.
ed States, respecting the further utilization of the waters of the Colorado
Mr. and Mrs. Powell Stackhotise.
River and streams tributary thereto, San Antonio, New Mexico, are at tne
and fixing and determining the rili s New Willard this week enroute to
of sail states and of the United States their old home in Philadelphia.
in and to the use, benefit and disot
said
Miss May Church of Santa Fe, is
position of the waters
Miss Church is a
streams; provided, that any arrange- in Washington.
ment, compact or agreement so en- candidate for appointment as Receivtered into by representatives of said er in the Santa Fe Land Office.
states and of the United States shall
not lie binding or bigatory upon any
Former Roswell Resident Hera
of the parties thereto unless and unF. II. Long of Fairbanks, Alaska,
til the same shall have been ratified is a visitor to various government deand approved by the legislature of partments in Washington at present.
each of said states and by the Con- Mr. Long was formerly a resident of
New Mexico living there until about
gress of the United States.
I'Xil at Koswcll.
He is now a
U. S. Marshal in Alaska and is
Mellon Favors Liberal Credits
Secretary Mellon favors more liber- also engaged in milling, both vocaal credits and extensions of the pre- tions having taken up his time tor
sent six months rediscount limit by the last ten years, lie will return
Federal Reserve Hanks on agricultur- to Alaska via Kuswell in a lew
al paper. He also favors rediscount weeks.
time limit on livestock paper as high
Mrs. C." W. Hague was the honor
as two years, and favors extension
of nine months on ordinary tarm guest of a luncheon given by her huspaper. Extension of the maturities band's mother, Mrs. Orrin A. Foster,
on agricultural paper would require as her farewell to a number of
legislation, he added, and measures friends whom she has much enjoyed
were already before Congress at that during her residence in Washington.
end. Senator Bursum has had sever- Mrs. Hague will leave in a few days
al conferences with the President and for Denver and Raton, the latter bewith Treasury officials to the end ing her former home. Mr. Hague
that the abovr may be enacted into will join her there during the sumlaw as speedily as possible.
mer months.
'

Dcp-jtit-

y
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Relief for the Fir Fifnter
Congressman
Montoya has introSenator Jones of New Mexico has duced a bill for the enlargement of
introduced a bill for the relief of the post office at Albuquerque, the
Reuben R. Hunter of Deming. New building to cost $100,000. Mr. Monto-!y- a
considered this building an actual
Mexico, and asking that the United
States Employe's Compensation be necessity as the post office is now
authorized and directed toward and cramped for room and wnen built
pay to Mr. Hunter the sum of $6667 the addition will hold offices for the
per month from September 7. 1916 Collector of Internal Revenue and
as a compensation for a total and 'other Federal officials. Congressman
permanent loss of sight in both eyes Montoya also introduced a bill to
as a result of. voluntarily fighting pay the city of Albuquerque $75,000
a forest fire on government land in for the paving of the streets around
the vicinity of Cloudcroft, Otero the Federal building. Mr Montoya
county. New Mexico, in May. 1904, is very busy with post office matters
in an effort to protect valuable standalthough the executive order given
ing timber and other property of the in our last letcr will somewhat relieve
United States. This bill has passed the situation as all applicants must
the Senate and gone to the House take civil service before applying.
where it is quite certain of passage.
New Mexico Hoaored
Senator Jones in his argument on
New Mexico honored at the presthe bill said. 'This young man was
serving the Government in putting entation ceremonies in the presentaout a forest fire. There was vast tion of the gram of radium to Madralue in money save4 to the Govern- ame Curie this afternoon, as Secere-tary- Fall will address the assembly
ment through the effort to put out
that fire. This young man suffered feliciting Madame Curie upon her
the total loss of both eyes. I saw gTeat discovery and expressing the
him last when at home and I say to joy of America at furthering in this
the Senate that a more pitiful spec- way the great cures undoubtedly to
tacle I have seldom seen. He a a be made by Madame Curie through
young man, totally blind: he is dep- the use of this gift of the American
endent; he has no resources upon women. Senator H. O. Bursum will
which he can rely for his support." meet Madame Curie by appointment
The committee reached the conclu- on Saturday at the residence of .3rd
sion that cases of this sort should Assistant Secretary of State and Mrs.
be put upon precisely the same basis Robert Woods Bliss, whose guest she
as are in direct sen-icis and will present to her a package
of the
and it is the purpose of the of the containing radium crystal and
j

e
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BURSUM CLUBS BEING
SANTA FE LAND OFFICES
ORGANIZED ALL OVER STATE
.ANNOUNCES TERMS AND TIME
OF LANDS OPEN TO ENTER
Bursum Clubs, whose object is to
work, push and use every energy to
Department of the Interior,
send Bursum back to the United
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M, May 21, 1921. States Senate, at an election to be
held in September, are being formed
To Whom It May Concern :
Mr. Bursum s
all over the state.
Notice is hereby given that Sees friends will use
every honorable en15, lb, 17, 20. 21, 22, 28 and 29, T. 16 N
deavor to return him, and while opR. 12 E ., NMPM. have been officialposition will develop in spots, and
by the U .S. Surveyor-Generly
other men will, no
enter the
and the plat thereof will be race, it seems to be doubt,
a foregone con-- I
officially received at, and filed in. elusion that Bursum will receive the
this office on July 1, 1921. at 9 o'clock endorsement of his
party in the pri-- I
A. M.
maries, and also carry the state at
As the land lies within the Pecos the
election by a large majNational Forest it will not become ority.general
Socorro formed a strong Bursubject to entry until listed under sum club last Saturday evening, and
the act of June 11, 1906, by the Dep- Magdajena has circulated petitions
artment of Agriculture.
for membership in a club there, and
All patented areas within the above it was
signed
every republican to
sections are not affected by the dep whom presented,by and
also by a large
endent
number of democrats. Steps wili be
A. M. BERGERE.
taken at once to organize the Cub.
Register and it will start off with a very large
JUAN VIGIL,
membership. Reserve, Quemado and
Receiver. other
points in the western part of
the county are busy organizing Hubs,
Interior.
of
the
well
as
as all points up and down the
Department
Rio Grande river. Inside of the next
United States Land (Jffice.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 21, 1921. te deys Bursum clubs will have been
To Whom It May Concern:
organized in every precinct in the
Notice is hereby given that the state. Magalena News.
15
R.
8
E
N.,
West Half of Township
NMPM.. has been officially resurv-eye- 'STATE'S FIRST FISH
General
S.
U.
Surveyor
by the
HATCHERY TO BUILD
and that plat of the survey will be
ON LISBOA SPRING
on
in
oiice
filed
this
July
officially
1, 1921.
at 9 A. M., on which date
New Mexico's first fish hatchery
and uinurveyed with a
all unappropriated
of 3,002.000 trout a
land therein will be subject to en- year, willcapacity
be located at Lisboa spring,
try as follows :
on the Pecos
not far from the
For a period of 20 days prior to Valley ranch, river,
some 28
miles east
July I, 1921, discharged officers, sol- of Santa Fe, Thomas P. Cable, state
diers or marines entitled to a prefand
fish
announced
warden,
erence right of entry under Public game
that the commission had
Resolution No. 29, approved Feb. II, yesterday
a final decision in the matter.
reached
1920, and those claiming a preference
The attorney general's office is now
right superior to such officers, sol- 'xatnining
title to the spring and
diers, sailors or marines, and oth- the 5
acres of land which will be
ers, may execute and file their ap- purchased. Construction work will be
plications for such land and all such commenced in July, Warden Gable
applications will be treated as filed believes.
simultaneously with those presented
The state selected only after the
July I, 1921, at 9 A. M. And that for three members of the commission
a period of 20 days prior to Sept. 2.
Judge Colin Neblett, of Santa Fe ; A
1921, any qualified applicants may file L. Hobhs. of Raton and William
their applications for such land and
of Helen had inspected the
all such applications will be treated
sites. The commission, acwith those proposed
as filed simultaneously
companied by Warden Gable, recentpresented Sept. 2, 1921,' at 9 A M.
ly went to Denver and made a study
Patentees, or their assignees, and of the Colorado state
that
claimants of allowed unperfected en- is located near Denver.hatchery
After this
tries may file applications to amend careful
of
whole
the
situation
study
their entries to conform with the plat it was decided
that the I.ishoa spring
of the resurvev at anv time.
would meet all requirements and was
A. M. BERGERE.
the best available.
Register.
The last legislature authorized the
JUAN VIGIL.
use of $30,000 fr.un the gasoline colReceiver. lections for this
hatchery.
The state of ("(dorado now has 10
the
of
fish
in
Interior,
hatcheries
Department
operation,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.. March 28, 1021. PRETTY GENERAL RAINS
To Whom It May Concern:
BRING IMPROVEMENT IN
Notice is hereby given that townRANGES AD CROPS
31
ship
N,. Range 6 West of the New
been
Mexico Principal Meridian has
Showers that had a fairly general
by the U. S. spread made a further improvement
officially
Surveyor-Genera- l
and that the plat in
crop and range conditions in New
will he officially Mexico
of such
during thrt week ending
received at, and filed in, this office
Tuesday, the federal weather bureau
on May 1. 1921, at ) o'clock A. M.
Conditions throughout the
On and after that date the land reports.
state are described as follows :
will become subject to, entry by pref'Mild, showery, favorable weather
erence right claimants who flie withthe week, although
in the time provided by law.
No prevailed during
there
was considerable wind, and
filial ptoofs on any of the land withmoisture is needed in south and
in said township will be accepted un- 'more
southwest districts. General improvetil after ninety days from above date,
is noted in range and stock, and
unless the claimant's right to t In- ment
districts report eood range
land u'.is initiated prior to Sept. 24, 'northern
in
ninny localities, but additional rains
1913, the date the former survey was.
and favorable weather are needed in
suspended.
For a period of 20 days prior to the south half. Planting of corn, milo,
and ka firs progressed rapMay 1, 1921, discharged officers, sol- sorghums:
in north and east districts anil
dier.-,
sailors or marines, entitled to idly
plantings,
along with small
preference right of entry under Pub- early
lic Resolution No. 2). approved Feb grain and alfalfa, are doing nicely.
'Ihe itrt cuitin" of alfalfa
veiural
14.
'J0, and tho.e chiming a pref- in southern
valleys and rapidly aperence tiht superior tit stub officin
central. Further reports
ers, soldiers, sailors or marines, and proaching
indicate a fair cr. p of apples in many
others, may execute and file their northern districts
and good prospect
S.
applications for such hi:d, and all for small fruit.
llows:
:,
such applications f,t officer-- . s.d.ihrs,
MO.Hix
Other Bonds
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
to.
ii;
sailors or marines, recei;
14.000
jSt ck Federal Reserve
Santa IV. X M Mav 20. l'l.'l office oil or before 9 o'clock A M COMMUNICABLE DISEASFS
422.4oo.7"
Banking House
TOOK BIG SLUMP LAST
TO
OF.
CITIZENS
THE
THE
a. til. .1
257.fi52.4s
Furniture & Fixtures
May 1, I'Ol. shall be tr,
WEEK, BUREAU REPORTS
STATE OF XI W MEXICO:
It is i:ot necessary
257.79.14
simultaneously.
Real Estate Owned
The American Franco
Children's however, that any such claimant
'Due from banks
2,370 '2.(J I.ea'-'iillier.' was a decrease of 80 cases in
of which Ma'or General Leo should iiV within the 20 davs period
(.8.30K.93
Checks on other banks
the total number of coimnunicalile
is chairman, w ill rond'irt
Wood
nard
15
2't
for
the
And
of
83.3X4
davs
Cash Items, etc.
period
pr;r
to the star- bureau
report.-C.30.K27.91 a Poppv flower sale on Mav 2M to Inly 3. 1921, any qualified applicCoin & Currency
public li.allh '.as' week, it is
every state in the Union ants may execute and file their ap- ofhovvr.
24f.,Ol.fi8 throughout
Other assets
in the official weekly bulletin.
ami I take pleasure in hi inning the plications for such land and such
Thr total number of rases for the
'io-i- reTotal
24.423,4 .8 lo sale to the attention of the people; applications, together with
ceived at 9 o'clock A M
'utv 3. week was 113. as compared with 13
jof this state.
Liabilities
silk Poppies which you will 1921. Actual bona fide settlers claim, the v e. k before. The bulletin d ies
J.2io,moo he The
Capital Stock
solicited to buv. are made by the ing under any law requiring s, m, not include the 40 eases of typhus
988.895 .9.t
Surplus Fund
on that northwestern part
242.619.75 women and children living in the ment. must file their applie:.t;ons reported
Undivided profits
of the Navajo Indian reservation
n
devasterl regions of France, and the within 90 days after May 1, 1921.
252.785.'
Due to banks
San
Juan
The
state
w ill be used to
county.
sale
of
thr
TRANCISCO
proceeds
DELGADO,
2.078.01)
Dividends unpaid
l ur au of
public health lias no jn-- i
Kciri-tDemand deposits
10.159.577) maintain hospitals for these war tor.
diet on over, the reservation, whi. n
JUAN VIGIL.
WJ94.834.03 tured iwople.
Time deposits
The Flanders Poppy has become a
Receiver. is ruder control of the I'tiitxl States
3,520 90
Trust funds
Indian service, a bureau of the
Its
emblem to Americans.
1,190 r .2.69 sacred
Rediscounts
partmrnt of the interior. The in
1
Bills payable
,352.737.92 name is associated with the supreme! TOTAL RESOURCES OF
' C't'g.ition of the outbreak was in id
271.00 sacrifice of thousands ot our boy
Letters of credit
STATE BANKS DECREASE
bv Dr. C. V.. Waller, commissioner of
Vi J31 ( who now sleep in the region where
U. S. Bonds deposited
GREATLY IN A YEAR the state bureau of public health, but
this
flourishes.
flower
59.247.57
Cither liabilities
he was acting in his capacity as a
I am sure I do not nerd to make
Total resources if the state banks 'captain in the l'nite.1 Stales army, decitizens
of
to
the
appeal
ja
lengthy
24.42J.4fi8.16
in New Mexico, on the call of April tailed to the t'nited States
Total
iiihlic
'our state to generously patronize the 28, showed
a decrease of nearly health service, and under rerun st of
POPPY DAY SALE The flower and
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT
$2,fl0".MI. as compared with the same 'the
of the interior.
NEW MEXICO STATE BANKS the cause speak for themselves.
call in 1920, it is shown in a comRespectfully sours.
issued
by James GROWERS OF ALFALFA
parative statement
M. C. MLCHEM.
Loan and Discounts
B. Read. Mate bar k examiner.
The
IN ARTESIA HAVE
Governor
I9.438.397J1
May 4th. 1920
in 1920 was $3.321.174.71 : in l'J2!
total
FORMED CORPORATION
1921
18,850.213.46
April 28th,
it was $24,423.4.16. the decrease beELEVEN COUNTIES TO
The
Artesia
ing
$1j7.9(..16.
Alfalfa Growers assoHOLD NO INSTITUTES
588.1835
Decrease
On the last call the demand dep- ciation, with principal office in Ar- DURNC NEXT VACATION
Cash and Da frosa Baaka
osits totaled JIO.159.57771). while the sia, ba filed its articles of incorpor4 430.433.65
May 4th. 1020
ime deposits amounted to $6.894,834. ation with the state corporation
On account of lark if funds in some u3.
3,153.503.62
April 28th, 1921
The total of all deposits was
It is a
concm.
instances, and because a great num $17,057,938.72.
which was a decrease ard has m capital stock. The
176.93003 ber of teachers mill attend the stim-m- of SJ.411J.15.8L
Decrease
who. will form ihe fir-- t
It counschools, in other
Individual Deait
The rediscounts al ne showed an
arr: V. P. Hr.rnbik.-r-. C F.
ties have decided not to hold a teacb- 3 469.7M
Mar 4th. 1V20
the
this
amount
ot
increase,
increast
Martin. Charles Rogers. A. D. Ifill.
ers"
it
d'tritisr
institute
this
1921
17.057.93872
vacation,
April 28th,
$718.,.:578.
all of Ar'es'a
The
is annonnc.-agent
br the state d'Tarl- - being
Ihe oher items showing decreases is p. P.. P.nllock. also statutory
of Artesia.
of education. The conntirs tbat were:
J.411,815,81
Decrease
and
Discounts.
will hold no institutes Are Bernalillo.
Rediscaaats
cah and die from banks. SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
471.406 91 San MismcL Santa Fe. Hidalgo. Cha- May 4th, 1920
.27. 930 '13; bill, pasablr. $7J2'4.f4
WILL BUILD ANOTHER
1.190.ff2.69; ves. Lnna. "Hero, Don Ana. F. Idy.
April 28th. 1921
FEDERAL AID BOARD
Grant and Sierra.
71855.T8 j The other connties are going abesd A MINING COMPANY
Increase
A proiect statement is being preparINCREASES CAPITAL
Bills Parable
plans for their institute work
TO HALF MILLION ed by the state hiehway commissi ri
.19753J8 Dates have hern announced as folMar 4th. 1920
;Oti a new federal aid road that will
11;
1J52.737.92, lows: Coifs. Var 30 to
April 2th. 1921
in San Miguel county, between
iTorrarre. Mir 30 to Inne 24: Gnsda- - The Cooperative Mining company,
732.984 64 l"pe. Mar 30 to June 9: Ottar. Mar with principal office in I.ordsbnrg. ;I a Vegas ard Watrous. The road
Increase
will
be about 15 J miles tn length, surTotal Rni
.) to June 9; Mckinley. Mar 30 to has amended its articles of incorporarock
26.321.374 71 June 11: San Juan. Mar 30 to Jrne tion to irrrease the capital stock faced with gravel or
Mar 4th. 1920
24 423,16 11: Socorro, Jme 13 to Tu1r 9: Rir from $250.(11 to $.Vlm0. H. C Wal- (arid will have such drainage strucApril 28th, 1921
estim-jated
be
Charmar
as
needed.
Its
13
is
of
the
tures
Arriba. June
to Julr 9: Sandoval. ter president
company.
cost is api'"imately S80OM0.
les O. Ball the secretary.
Decrease
lj7.906.55jjune 6 to July 15.

sent from Silver City, New Mexico, GOVERNOR'S MEMORIAL
PROCLAMATION QUOTES
by the Radium Treatment and SanaLINCOLN'S FAMOUS WORDS
torium Company of that city accompanied with an invitation to the celA
Memorial
ebrated scientist to visit Silver City
Day proclamation,
and view the property from which quoting the words of Lincoln at
this ore was taken.
Gettysburg, has been issued by Gov.
Merritt C. Mechem. The governor
The Phipps Road Bill passed the says in his proclamation:
17th
has
on
Senate
the
of May and
MEMORIAL DAY
gone to the House with a fair chance
A Proclamation by the Governor
of being ratified there. This bill provides $100,000 for the building and Memorial Day since the recent great
maintenance of roads there. Instead war has been given a broad, world
For over fifty
significance.
of the present ratio of expense to the wide
the new rate years we have observed the day in
states which is
will be about 62 to 38 in favor of honor of the soldiers, living and dead,
who fought in the Civil War; and in
New Mexico.
more recent years the ceremonies of
Miss Mary L. White of Roswell is the day have included the boys who
n
for the Roswell Post defended us in the
a candidate
Office and is highly recommended by War, also the brave lads who gave
Mr. Cahoon and other members of up their lives at Vera Cruz. We now
Roswell's business circle. Miss White have the sacred privilege of including
will come to Washington next week in our tributes of gratitude on Memto attend the commencement exercis- orial Day the soldiers, sailors and
es at the National Park Seminary, marines who served in the world war.
Over fifty thousand American youths
her alma matter.
made the supreme sacrifice and great
numbers of them rest on foreign soil.
OUTBREAK OF TYPHUS
The deathless words uttered by
AMONG NAVAJO INDIANS
NOW UNDER COTROL Abraham Lincoln at Gettysburg have
become a national ritual in our MemThe outbreak of typhus on the Na- orial Day services. As these provajo Indian reservation is serious, but found words applied to our country's
the general public need teel no great condition and life in those days, the
apprehension over the possibility that now apply I to the entire civilized
the disease will be spread beyond the world, and deem it fitting to incjude
reservation. This is the suhstance of herein the last paragraph of that
the statement made by Dr. C. E. Wal- great American document :
"But, in a larger sense, we cannot
ler, commissioner of the state bureau
we
uf public health, upon his return to dedicate we cannot consecrate
hollow this
The
cannot
ground
Santa Fe after a thorough investigand
brave
who
dead,
men, living
ation of conditions on the reservastruggled here, have consecrated it,
tion. Dr. Waller made the investigafar
our
above
poor power to add or
tion and report for the United States
public health service, to which, as an detract. The world will little note,
nor long remember, what we say
army captain, he is detailed.
The United States Indian service her, but it can never forget what
has a sufficient personnel on the re- they did here, it is for us, the livservation to look" after the medical ing, rather, to be dedicated here to
and nursing needs and to attend to the unfinished work which they who
the dclousing. Control measures are fought here, have, thus far, so nobly
now in effect to prevent the fur- advanced. It is rather for us to be
ther spread of the disease, and it will here dedicated to the great task renot be necessary for the bureau of maining before us that from these
public health to establish quarantine, honored dead we take increased devDr. Waller said. He regretted that otion to that cause for which they
the suggestion had been made that here gave the last full measure of
thr further '.spread of the disease devotion that we here highly resolve
might occur through the handling of that these dead shall not have died
in vain
that this nation, under God,
blankets of Indian make.
shall have a new birth of freedom
In explanation of the lark of danand
that
said
cer from this source. Dr. Waller
government of the people.
that the disease mav be spread oulv !y the people, for the people, shall
"
by the louse. This pest, he said, is not perish from the earlh
M. C
NOW THEREFORE.
parasitic, and can live only four or
five days, under the mist favorable MECHEM. GOVERNOR OF THE
conditions, after having been separ STATE OF NEW MEXICO, do herc-hated from a body. Under these cirdi'signate
MONDAY, MAY 30, 1921
cumstances, it would Je practically
an impossibility for the disease to be i Memorial Day in the State of New
commerMexi:o,
spread through the general
and respectfully invite all citizens to
cial handling of blankets.
observe
is
make
the
it
to
as
near
As
day in a manner suitpossible
an accurate estimate, there have been able not only to reaffirm m'r devoonly about 40 cases of typhus, and tion to the memory of those who
these have extended over a period participated in the defense of our
of four or five months, indicating a country many years ago, but to those
very slow spread. Dr. Waller felt who stepped into the broach for the
certain. There are only six or seven cause of human freedom in the
world conflict just ended.
'comparatively new cases. The cases
DONE AT THE EXECUTIVE
have occurred in an area about 15
30
soutwest
miles
OFFICE
about
THIS THE 2:th DAY
miles square,
OF MY. 1021
of Shiprnrk, the reservation agency,
MY HAND AND
WITNESS
land not tar from the New Me.xico-- '
THE GREAT SEAL OF THE
Arizona state line.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
The suspicious cases in Sandoval
M. C. M Ft. HEM.
.county, about 15 miles northwest of
Dr.
Governor
Cabezon will be investigated.
Waller and Dr. G. S. Luckctt. chief ATTEST:
disof the division of communicable
MANUEL MARTINEZ.
eases, are leaving now for that disSecretary of State.
The
make
the
trict to
investigation.
district adjoins the Navajo reserva"BUY POPPIES
tion.
MECHEM ASKS
LOYAL NEW MEXICANS
REPORT OF CONDITION OF
NEW MEXICO STATE BANKS
Ail appeal to the people of New
ON APRIL 25,
Mexico to support the American-- ,
Franco
Children's league, through!
(From State Bank Examiner)
the purchase of poppies, has been
Resources
made
by Gov. Merritt (". Mechem.
Loans and Discounts
$15,550.213. 4
Ihe short letter, addressed to the
.7.12l77 citizens
Overdrafts
is as foof New Mcxic
524.244 JV
Bonds
U.
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PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
A Preliminary
Discussion by the
Director of the Taxpayers' Association of New Mexico:
On the third Monday of September, 1921, the people will have an
to vote on eleven (11) proposed amendments to the Constitution of the State of New Mexico as
follows :
1.
To permit women to hold public
office.
2. To prevent aliens who are
to citizenship from owning
real estate.
3. To remove the limitations as to
the number of terms for which the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction may be elected.
4. To permit an exemption from
taxation of $2,000.00 worth of property belonging to a soldier, sailor,
marine or army nurse who has served in the armed forces of the United
States in time of war.
5. To
permit the legislature to
charge the powers and duties of the
Commission, to make
Corporation
binding any order of the Commission
as to rates until otherwise provided
by legislation, and to throw the burden of proving unreasonableness
of
rate.
(i.
To provide for a State Budget.
7. To provide for a "State Land
Commission."
8. To establish maximum
limitations upon tax levies.
9. To permit
cities, towns, and
villages to vote upon bond issues at
regular as well as at special elections,
10. To
remove limitation
upon
number of terms for which a county superintendent of schools may be
elected.
11. To make possible ihe
early issue of a bond issue of $2,000,000 end
to validate certificates of indebtedness ami debentures authorized by the
Fifth Legislature.
In this amendment it is our purpose to discuss only two of the proposed amendments, Nos. 6 and 8.
Proposed Amendment No. 6 will
change Section 3, Article NX, and
Section 5, Article IV of the Constitution. It provides that all officers except the Governor shall begin their
terms as at present, and that the
Governor's term shall begin one
month earlier than at present, that
is on December 1st following his el- - '
ei tion.
The opening of the legislative
will take place two or thrc;
weeks later than as at present. The
object of these provisions is to give
time to the Governor to study the
financial needs and abilities of the
state with a view to his submitting
a carefully prepared budget lo the.
legislature. In fact the sole purpose
of the amendment is to estaUVvu
n
tlfe.iive budget system as
tejture
of the state's financial administration.
If the .'intendment Is ratified, the
Governor will have the power to
information from state boards,
and institutions, hold
departments,
hearings thereon and t arraKP 4"
budget for the, guidance of the legislature. The executive will also submit a general appropriation bill with
the budft, both to be presented not
hi'er than the twentieth, day of the
legislature. That body will thus be
able t begin early consideration of
the departmental and institutional requests.
Through the Governor all
necessary data may he made available lor the proper legislative committees. The items in the general
appropriation hill as submitted by the
Governor may be revised downward
by the legislature, but no item can
be increased.
It should be kept in
mind, however, that the Governor
may amend or supplement the bud-gand general appropriation bill,
and alter linal action upon the general appropriation bill, special
n
bills may he eiiai led. The
. d
there-lore,
amendment would,
pr..po
permit the executive and the
legislative branches of the government to en operate ill studying the
Held, of il, st.n.- and m providing
funds therefor.
The ratification of
the budget amendment will place.
New Mexico in hue with other states
where advances have been made in
cilicieiiiv of governmental administration. Our state will als . ne in hue
with the Federal Government if the
present efforts in. Congress are successful as seems highly probable,
foresight, and system should he applied. Hit and miss methods ot
j
pnl, lie funds must he discarded.
I
'pon the chief executive officer rests
the responsibility of managing the
public business, and upon bis shoulders that responsibility is .1. finitely
placid by this amendment. With two
months in which to study the needs
oi Ihe state, and after due consideration afler hearing those interested,
the Governor will be in position to
present a well balanced appropriation
measure based upon a budget prepared accordin gto the relative merits of the various and several demands for revenue. I'nder present
conditions lobbying methods may secure for some department or institution more than it deserves. The
budget plan embodied in the prop- sed amendment w ill, it is believed,
distribute public funds not only more
economically, but also tnore fairly,
and justly.
ProjKised Amendment No. 8 changes Section 2. Article
III oi the Constitution so as to place a maximum
limitation of
1.
Six ((.I mills for all state purposes and uses on each dollar of the
assessed valuation of all property
subject to taxation in the state. Other
hniiiatkms are also established as folr.es-fio- n

ccil-e-

it

appro-pri.itio-

(

nand-line-

low s :

2. Five (5
mills for all countr
purp 'ses and uses excepting special
school levies, special levies for health,
and special levies in specific classes
lot property.
3.
Two (2) mills levied on all
prnpertv in the state outside the
titration- - for State highways.
4. Fifteen
(15) mills for general
c 'rntr school purposes, of which the
(Continued on page ten)
c;

PUBLIC GETTING
SLACKER

LISTS

NAMES OF THOSE WHO DODGED
THE DRAFT ARE PRINTED IN
SOME NEWSPAPERS.

WAR DEPARTMENT

IS CAREFUL

Tries to Avoid Injustice Through Similarity of Name Only Hersoni
Having Authority May Arrest Any
Slackers They Find.

luter was interpreted into the phrase,
"Scrap the league." This utterance
on the part of the President led a
considerable number of l'nited States
senators to believe that scrapping the
league meant a determination to keep
this country entirely out of all the
councils of the allies formed for the
put pose of seltllng the disputes w ith
tlcrmuny and the troubles over the
of new
(lelinoa Ions
geographical
countries burn of the war.
Ticre were other senators who look
particular note of what Candidate
Harding said about an association of
nations, what might be called a sublimated Hague Tribunal, and other
things which tended to s'mw that he
did not believe that the l'nited Stales
could afford to appear to be indifferworld.
i the
ent to the happenings
Not until recently has either set of
the would-binterpreters of President
Harding's intentions heen able to get
any definite knowledge of the admin
istration's actual intentions. Now the
light seems to he coming, and the
chances appear to he that while tne
Fulled States will have nothing of
the league, the administration li.iciids
to participate through representatives
in the present councils of the allied
nations.
Opposition in Congress Certain.
I'liquestioiuihly there will be opposition in congress, especially hi the senate, to the administration's action.
There are, as there have been from
f thought Hi
i,,,,,
(i.s, ,w
l"nit-i- l
Slates senate on the itib- f our fn.t.
r,,ations po Icy.
WM lllled irreconcilable
rt.
who do not believe that the l'nited
States should enter In any way into
the matter of the adjustment of postwar conditions as they affect the allied countries in (lerinuny, ami who
think also that the l'nited States
should take no active part In anything
which looks toward participation In
any of the European readjustments
made necessary by the results of the

DR. WILBUR F. CRAFTS

ADDED

$200,000

REJECTS LEAGUE

TO DRY LAW FUND
ENFORCEMENT CHIEF IS
TERLY ASSAILED AT SESSION OF CONGRESS.

OUTLINES NEW POLICY

DRY

PLEA FOR CLOSER
BETWEEN
TWO NATIONS.

ENVOY MAKES

ENFORCEMENT HAS COST
$6,900,000 FOR CURRENT
FISCAL

YEAR.

the war that slackers and general
derelicts in the lurid of duty guve
trouble to the war department. The
tleiuirtinent ollicials have heen strug-glint- ;
for some time with what ale
failed the sluckcr lifts and it is only
Dow that they seem to have heen uhle
to emerge l'roui some of their ditlicul-ties- .
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MATHEMATICAL PRODIGY.
Some years ago the Londoa Lancet
remarkable case In which excited
traordinary ability la arithmetical calculation wat associated with general
mental inferiority. If net actual Insanity. The patient was completely blind
and waa able ta make elaborate calculations such as square root of tiny
comber running Into four figures la
an average of four seconds and the
cube root of any Bomber running hit
six figures la tlx seconds; that be Kara

the cube root of 465.4S4.373. which
waa 775, In 13 seconds. These are
mere trifles, however, compared with
the following: He was asked how
Saany grains of corn there would be
In any one of 64 boxes, with one In
the first, two In the second, four In
the third, eight In the fourth and so
oa In succession. He gave the answers for the 14th (8.192). for the
18th (13L072). and the 24th
&388-60Instantaneously, and be gave tha
flgnres for the 48th box (140.737.4SS.-355,328- )
In six seconds.

Austria-Hungary-

1

Not Scatter Ashta.af Lans.
Chicago. The ashes of Franklin K.
Lane, former secretary of the interior.
who died at Rochester, Minn., ret en
not be taken to the top of El
Captain peak In the Tosemlte valley
and scattered to the winds, as requested by Mr. Lane. Mrs. Lane, the
widow, announced that the family had
abandoned the plan despite Mr. Lane's
request, ss they looked on It as
sacrilege. The remains will be held
here pending final disposition, Sirs.
Lass said.
WiTI

Objector Diea Waiting for Bleating.
Pel ma, Iowa. Walter Oliver, son of
a wealthy farmer living near here, died
on the sixtieth day of his fast. Oliver
was a conscientious objector and was
sent to the federal penitentiary when
he refused to don a uniform st Camp
Dodge. I'pon his return to his home
here a short time ago he became a recluse and sixty days sgo entered Into
fast, declaring. "I will not take food
until the Lord blesses me." He took
nothing bat water from that time.

,

anator ta Study Russian Conditions.
Senator France of
Washington.
Maryland, on leaving for Baltimore,
preparatory to Ids trip to Russia, is
sued a statement asserting that his
proposed study of conditions In Rus
sia would be "wholly in the Interest
of the public welfare." He sailed on
the Aqnitanla.
wish it to be clearly understood," he said, "that I go entirely on my own responsibility, not
In any sense representing any depart
ment of our government. I am going
unofficially.

)

La

i

m Bmiiv.

Chicago. May 10. "What will labor
do':" was the question that became
uppermost us a result of the announcement of the Fulled States Railroad
Ijibor Hoard that wages of railrond
employes will he revised downward,
effective July 1. On the nttitinle taken
by the labor organizations, observers
declared, hinges the ipiestion of eace
In the railway industry.
No inkling of their attitude or intentions was forthcoming Wednesday
from leaders of the railroad workers
here. It was the evident desire of
the men who have directed labor's
f.ght to prevent wage cuts to wuit until the full details of the board's plan
are announced before making definite
statements.
Railroad heads, however, were In
clined to see belter times ahead for
the roads as a result of the ruling. In
railway executive circles there also
was manifest a disposition to await
II. E.
details before commenting.
liyruiii, president of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul road, pronounced
the board's statement "encouraging,"
but said the benefits to be derived
from it by Hie roads will depend on
the "reductions to he made."
The announcement of the bourd declares thai, in lis Judgment, a "readjustment downward of wages of
duplexes of the cijrriers which are
parties to the disputes already heard"
is Justified.
The board promised to
announce on June 1 a decision covering these disputes, the decision to become effective July 1.
tin Monday, June 0. the bourd will
hear wage reduction cases that have
been filed since April 18, or which
will be filed between now and June 0.
The decision in these disputes also
will be effective July 1.
Although no inkling of the extent of
the reduction to he made was given by
the board, it was the general belief
that the wage cuts will aggregate np
L! per cent. I'nskllled
proximately
employes of the roads will be chiefly
affected. Percentages of increases
grunted to skilled workmen by the
board's decision of July 10, 1',1'JU, were
not so great, hence it is believed reductions now to be made w ill be less.
The advance In pay last July was 20
per cent and amounted to fd.VI,(MKI,

-
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The dinner of welLondon, May
come by the Pilgrims' Society lo the
America n ambassador, lieoige liurvey,
was enveloped In far deeiier interest
than usually attends such a reception
to
eliminate
picture producers
to a new ambassador.
Not only was
all Improper, salacious and degrading it Mr.
Harvey's first public appearmatters III their productions. The ance since
Ids appointment, hut there
"
National Association of Motion
was
that he would
Producers has promised to aid revealgeneral expectation
something of the new adminisIn the movement for clean motion pic
tration's policy toward Europe.
lures.
The ambassador did not disappoint
his audience, for he brushed aside any
illusion that the l'nited
STATE TROOPS CALLED lingering
States would huve any relations Willi
the League of Nations. He also announced his appointment to represent
MINE FIELDS IN MINGO COUNTY
he President III the Supreme Council
PUT UNDUR STATE CONTROL.
In the discussion over Silesia.
Mr. Harvey's plain words on the
hill is passed.
league were a revelation and his plea
who favored the SHERIFF CALLS
Even the inembei
ON ALL CITI for the closest
between
Bmeiiilmelil. however, doubled whether
ZENS TO AID IN RESTORcounthe two great
it would afford relief In time lo be of
ING ORDER.
tries was impressive.
much value, inasmuch as the bill after
The llrltisli premier rather disappassage by the House must go to the
those who hoped for more of
pointed
I
Western
I
Stmt
t'Diun
Smiot.
Xewiair
Senate.
international plain speaking. He deChairman
the
wrangling.
Imrlhg
Charleston, W. Va., May "Jl. Gov scribed the
plight of Europe, enmeshed
Good of tin- appropriations committee, ernor Morgan has issued a proclaimi
in ancient feuds, and gave warm welwl
pposcil the Volstead aiiiendnieut, tloti declaring pmrtlal law In Mingo come
tn the new cooperation
of
said Mr. Kramer hail violated penal county, the scene of Industrial strife
America in world affairs.
for more than a year.
provisions of law by Incurring a deThe duke of Coiiiiaught presided
ficit anil "had made himself liable to
Concurrent with Governor Mor and Lord I'esborough read a message
Jail sentence."
gan's proclamation official announce
"I want Mr. Kramer to obey the inent was made here to a summons from the American Pilgrims.
There were X diners, among them
t
law just as much us
loggers," he addressed to Colonel Arnold, superin
the duke of York ami many members
hail tendent of state
declared, adding that .tt.t .(M
police, by Sheriff of the peerage and representatives of
been appropriated for prohibition enIllnson of Mingo county calling upon
forcement during the current fiscal him to command the services of pub the American colony.
Ambassador Harvey declared:
year.
lie officers and ciiizcns in the county . "There still seems to
linger In the
Mr. Kramer was definiled by Rep
to help In the restoration of law and minds of
many here the Impression
resentative llyrnes, Tennessee, ranking order."
that In some way or other America
Iieinocrat on the appropriations comThe summons was Issued under an may yet he beguiled into the league
mittee, as a conscientious official doing act
me show you how utpassed at a special session of the of Nations.
his best to enforce the law.
Legislature In Will authorizing tin terly absurd such a notion Is.
Mr. Volstead defended Mr. Kramer's
sheriff to call not only officers but
"I need not recall the long contest
administration, declaring there was no all
citizens to the aid of waged between the two branches of
ground for criticism.
the county authorities.
our government over the proposal. I
I lecturing no estimate for additional
President Keeuey's call upon the need hardly mention that the conflict
funds for prohibition enforcement had
nonunion miners of the Mingo fields became so sharp that even the treaty MX).
been submitted to Hie appropriations
shared
Interest here with Governor went by the board, to the end that to
no
one
had
and
that
apcommittee,
enough, America
day, paradoxically
Wife Escapes Murder Prosecution.
Morgan's
proclamation.
exto
committee
the
peared before
continues to he technically at war but
The
call
that
"Instead
of
.Mr.
charges
said
the
Fiiriiiliigton, Mo. The charge of
situation,
Hyrnes
plain
at peace, but according to all murder
that if the secretary of the treasury the coal operators of Mingo county actually Is not
against Lett a Parsons, the
wholly free from the "baby bride" of the Ozarks, has been
had requested funds he would have pursuing a policy which would meet reports
with the approval of all reasonable clash of arms.
dismissed. The lilyear-olgirl wife,
gotten all he wanted.
Finally, the tpiestlon of America's accused of killing her
and
Americans, they have
As the House milled through the destep
came
in
the
before
league
participation
to
besettle
the
differences
child, Lilly, was held In custody, how
ficiency hill a provision for the crea- sought
a
who
decided
the
by
majority
people
imtween
them and their employes by
ever, and will have to fuce trial later
tion of an office of first assistant
Prior to that election on
of 7,HKI.IHMI.
a charge of fourth degree manof the treasury at a salary of porting thousands of
discussion
of
much
the
had
been
there
and employing hundreds of gunmen to
slaughter in connection with the slay(Iii.imni a year and an amendment prothe
mandate.
word
of
real
meaning
shoot and bludgeon the workers into
Trial will he In Juvenile Court.
viding for purchase by the government
There has been little since. A single ing.
of . Mil s i,i h of farm loan bonds submission."
Prosecuting attorneys decided to dis
a
mandate
of
7,K"0.msi
conveyed
The direct cull to nonunion men Jority
miss the murder charge when Judge
were eliminated nn points of order.
MM conveyed at mandate
Jorlty of 7,1
lloiick ruled that the girl was too
One provision approved would per- follows :
could neither be misunderstood
that
mit the Treasury I lepartment to spend
young to be tried in Circuit Court.
"We appeal to you as men to cease nor disregarded.
work Immediately and stand by your
any part of the .lS,timuMHl appropriIt follows, then, that the present
ated last session for additional hospi- brothers who have carried on the government could not without betray
Gets 25,000 Volts Through Body.
tal facilities for disabled service men fight for recognition of their demands al of Its creators and masters, ami will
Walla Walla, Wash. Although 2.V
in the Improvement of existing facilfor one year, and to stand solid until not, I clin assure you, have another (M volts of electricity passed through
ities. The original hill provided that the coal operators of this territory are thing to do with the league or any his uly, (ieorge Henry, an electrician.
h
II.Th
was to be expended for new convinced that civil government must commission or committee
appointed by Is still alive and is eecieil to recover
hospitals.
prevail Ins'ciul of gunmen rule and It or responsible to it directly or indi- from the heavy shock. Henry was in
that human conditions must he grant- rectly, openly or furtively."
and
jured at a mountain
ed In reference to conditions of abject
Mr. Harvey paid tribute to the Pil was brought twenty-fivOver Four Million Idle in Europe.
miles In an
grims as the most distinctive link In automobile for treatment here. Two
Washington. Aproxlmately 4,:i(l,(KK) slavery."
the chain of blood relationship be of his fingers were so badly burned
workers are Idle In Europe, exclusive
Williamson, W. Va. Major Ike Wil- tween the Itrltlsli and American peo- they had to be amputated.
of Russia and the Balkan states, Secretary Hoover said on the basis of es- der, commanding the Kentucky state ples and one of the most jsuent agen
timates cabled to the Oepartnielit of troops along the I'lke county border, cies of civilization.
Man Sans After Operation.
reported here to county authorities
"Inevitnhly, you tn the east of us
Commerce from Its agents.
Osslnlng, X. Y. Itoman Leondowskl,
thut he found eight newly made graves derive your Information respecting our
from whose
in the little cemetery at Stringtovvn, a public opinion from the great cities on the Sing Slug prisoner
L. Chapman, Invalid
Twenty Girls Rescued by Firemen.
union stronghold on the Kentucky side the Atlantic seaboard," he continued, brain )r. William
of Brooklyn, removed a bulfamilies were of Tug river, opposite Merrininc.
Chicago. Fifty-twprecisely as our friends to the west physician
let several weeks ago, has been taken
made homeless and a hundred girls
l'ersistent denials that they sus- take theirs from the states on the I 'a to the
Ihinnemora hospital for the
forced lo flee for their lives when fire tained any casualties in the recent clfic. Inferences thus drawn may lie criminal
insane to be recommitted to
destroyed seventeen homes and a rifle battles are made by leaders of right or wrong, but whether right or prison as cured of Ills Insanity. I .eon
wrong their bases obviously are the dow ski was an Inmate of
broom manufacturing plant on the the strikers.
the Panne- The
subject of sectional influences.
In
the
West Side. The fire started
uiorn hospital prior to his
in
our
heart
of
lies
the
great
republic
to
Charles
Quit Switzerland,
Rich & French Company's broom facwhich stretches from the Alle
(Jeneva. Former Emperor Charles plain
Idaho Town Wiped Out
tory and spread to a nearby row- of
ghenies to the Rockies."
,
notiof
has
of
the
formally
buildings. Twenty girl employes
Idaho.
Crsngevllle,
fied
the
Swiss
federal
authorities
that
broom plant were rescued in sensationtown of alKiut I,,"00 persons In north
Wants Divorce "By Mail."
he
will
leave
Switzerland
with
his
al manner by firemen when they were
Mandan, X. I. A divorce "by re ern Idaho, was practically wlHd out
family and staff the coming August
to word reby a cloudburst,
cut off by the flames.
and that meantime be will abstain turn mail" Is asked of County Judge ceived here. ' Oneaccording
life is reported to
Casklll
Clinton
of
by
Wlltuore,
Shaw,
from political propaganda.
He de
The letter says: "About- nine have lieen lost. Four feet of water
One Shot in Attack on Priest.
clined to say where he Intended going. Ky.
One
years
ago you married Miss Louise raced through the main street.
Detroit. Andrew Ktlllck, 37, wat The Swiss government received the ex
man is reported to have been caught
As
Clinton
and
she
has
Gasklll.
Kopp
shot through the lung by Rev. John emperor's decision with relief.
left me, please send me a divorce by when a wall fell In.
Kovalsky, pastor of St. Cyril's Catholic
return mall."
Good Old Days Return.
church, when with three other men he
New Ship Mteta Tests.
Is alleged to have attempted to break
Grants I'ass, Ore. The "good old
Xew Tork. The battleship TennesPops Makes Appeal to Irish.
Into the rectory In Hamtrainck, a sub- days" have returned in Oregon, A
Dundalk, Ireland Pope Benedict see arrived In port after tests off the
urb. Father Kovalsky was released miner In the Josephine county gold has written to Cardinal Logue, pri- Maine coasts. All contract requiremines sent to town for a pair of boots mate of Ireland, appealing to both the ments were met. with a good margin,
following a statement to the prosecuting attorney. He said his objection to and Inclosed with hit order were sev English and Irish to abandon violence, officers said, adding that the Tennea certain dance hall in the vlcltinty of eral gidd nuggeta, which weighed at and proposing that the Irish question sseeone of the ta-- electrical drive
his parish had led to threats against about 120. The boots and his change be settled by a body selected by the Iwttleshlps now in commission was
In coin were sent him in return.
hole Irish nation.
ready to put to sea for any task.
his life.
After heated
discussion of the prohibit ion ipiestion,
during which Commissioner Kramer
was bitterly criticized and as vigorously defended, the House voted an
additional SUiki.iwki for enforcement of
the Volstead act until .Inly 1.
Volstead proposed
Representative
the increase in the total of the deficiency appropriation bill lo permit
retention on federal pay rolls of TOO
prohibit ion agents w ho. Mr. Kramer
had announced, would be dropped for
the remainder of the fiscal year
of shortage of funds.
The amendment was adopted, 77 to
3s. loss ilmn
of the House
Ineinlsi ship being present, but another vote can be demanded before the
Washington, May

Throughout the Cnlted States today
places the lisis of the names of
men who dodged the draft are being
printed in the newspapers, Some pa'
pern are printing them anil some aie
not printing them. The ditliculty Is
that even yet there seems to he some
doubt In places as to whether or not
a newspaper which prints t lie mime
of a supposed slacker, but who proves
hot to have been one, Is free from
the dangers of being sued for libel.
It is the intention of congress, so
It is said, to print the slacker lists In
the Congressional ltecord, uud this,
some persons hold, will preclude the
possibility of any man, who feels thai
he lias been injured, recovering damages. The Congressional ltecord con- w a r.
tains the ollichil records of the proThere Is another school of thought
ceedings of the congress of the l'ni- In the senate on this matter, and the
is
ted Slates. Therefore, one opinion
believes
administration
apparently
that anything which appears therein that the school includes the majority
Is privileged inateriul.
of the Itepiibllcan senators. This
Where Confusion May Arise.
school objects to a League of Nations
One trouble w hioh will come to some of any kind, hut apparently Is willing
men who served their country well, that some kind of an association of
may arise from the fact that there nations shall be brought Into being.
are a good many men In the United This mutter of an association of naStates of the same name. So It is tions, however, Is for the future, and
that If John Smith In a certain local- Just now the importance of the secity Is set down as a slacker It may ond school of thought In the senate
he thut the people will think it is an- is that It seems to he back of the
other John Smith, a man who served administration In Its willingness to
Ids criiftitry well. It Is understood that take part In the councils of the allies.
an attempt will he made to ovoid
Result of Newberry Decision.
trouble of this kind by giving the speFederal restrletlans under a decific address of each slacker, that is,
court have
cision of the
the address which lie gave at the time heen removed Supreme
from the Held of
of the (fraft.
senatorial and representative primaArm
headiiarters have explained ries. Is it
that this may mean
that crr'ain rules governing the ar- that it willpossible
be easier in the future for
rest of slackers have been misunder- some fewgentlemen with senatorial
stood ly the public. It seems there
what they want"?
was un Impression abroad that any- ambitions Is?"to get before much
time hns
that
It may
one cot) Id arrest a slacker and that
things will he restored to their
f50 would he paid to the arresting elapsed
old status, and that the L'nited States
person for each duty dodger that lie will still continue to rule in party priover
to the army ollicials.
turned
maries In senatorial and representative
Mutt Have Authority to Arrest
contests.
The regulations uctually provide, It
It Is the Intention of several of the
a
stated at the war department, national legislators to introduce resothat the person arresting a slacker lutions for an amendment to the Conmay he allowed the actual expenses stitution of the L'nited States which
Incurred In delivering him over to the will make It possible for the governarmy authorities, hut that the person ment not only to control the elections
who dues the arresting must have ac- of senators and
representatives, hut
tual authority to make the arrest. to control also the primaries.
It will
it
down to the take some
Seemingly this brings
time, of course, to secure
n
properly au- the amendment to the Constitution
proposition that only
thorized person may make arrests, hut which is necessary, and there Is althat everyone is exectcd, If he knows ways a possibility that It may not he
the name and the whereabouts of a
adopted. Senators and representatives,
slacker, to provide the Information however. In the main seem to believe
and to do what he can to help in land- that
virtually all the people will aping him.
of such an amendment.
prove
It is said that there are somewhere
There has been time enough for the
about lOO.miO slackers scattered over
to take some rather carethe United States, Of course some legislators
ful note of the effect of the Supreme
of the men who dodged their responcourt decision which was handed down
sibility have cone to other countries, In the case of Truman II.
Newberry,
but this number Is fairly negligible.
senator from Michigan. The ConstituForeign Policy Crystallizing.
tion gives each house of congress the
It looks today as If plans for
to Judge the elections, qualifithe Immediate foreign policy of power
cations and returns of Its own memIt
to
as
relates
Cnlted
the
States,
bers. Now It Is definitely known, by
the war and Its aftermath, are fairly reason of (he decision
In the Newberry
well crystallized. The l'nited States
this power docs not extend
that
case,
Is to be represented at the meetings to
the primaries.
of the supreme council, the council
May Havt Further Effect
of ambassadors, and the reparations
It Is possible that the reasoning
commission, all of which are bodies
which led to the pronouncement In this
representing the allies.
The question today tin linger Is us ense by the Supreme court mny he
to what form the representation of carried farther, and that congress may
the Cnlted States on these bodies determine that it has no authority in
shall take. The jrovernment Is send-ln- law to nps'lnt investigating commitofficials with Mwer actually to tees such as one which within the last
represent this country, to present Its year was authorized to look Into the
views and, under Instructions, to act. subject of the exjiciidltures of money
Gradually matters have developed In the contest for the Hepuhllcan and
nominations for the presl
until the point has heen reached
where It seems likely there will be deticy, and In the campaigns after the
an Immediate clearing up of the nominations were made.
It will be remembered that a com
policy of the administration concern
lag foreign affairs of Immediate mo- mlttee of the senate, of which Mr.
There Is still a division of Kenyon of Iowa was the chairman,
ment
opinion In the United States senate was extremely busy a year ago trying
as to whether or not this government to find out how much money was beshould enter at all Into the councils ing spent In behalf of the candidacy
of the allies, but It Is apparent that of Leonard Wood, HI ram W. Johnson,
the President and the secretary of James M. Cox. William G. McAdoo,
state, and presumably the other cab- and the other Republicans or Demo
inet officers also, bare come to the crats who were ambitious to be named
conclusion that
majority of the na- by their party for the government's
tions! legislators are willing that the highest office.
There Is seemingly a feeling that.
Cnlted States shall take part In the
Impound Funds to Collect Taxes.
process of clearing up the European If the government of the l'nited States
Los Angeles, Calif. In order to en
troubles and particularly of settling under a decision of the Supreme court force
payment of income taxes claimed
has no control ovr--r the primaries In
the German reparations question.
by the government from the owners of
for
federal
Intentions
Clear.
offices,
congress the Tijuana race track at Tijuana,
coming
Harding's
campaigns
Washington has been studying the has no authority even to investigate Mexico, the American government has
how
out
to
led
much
have
find
which
the pres- to
events
up
money Is being
impounded about half a million dollars
ent situation. It It certain now that the spent to aid a candidate for federal of
the collector of
their money
no
Cnlted States la
longer to stand office at the primaries, or. generally Internal revenue here,
here announced. Colentirely aloof from the councils of the speaking, his campaign for nomina- lector Carter said the owners have deallies and that It will take a more or tion. Of course the elections are a
to pay the tax because the
lees active hand In the European pro- different matter. The government hat clined
source of income whereon the governauthority In federal elections, the deceeding. During the campaign.
ment seeks to collect taxes is outside
Harding mad a speech which cision referring to the primaries only.
of the United States,
In

Western Newspaper I'uioD

Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, superintendent of the International reform bureau,
wlio has agreed to halt his campaign
for a federal motion picture cei
ship law on the promise of the

SCULPTURE MIS HOBBY

REVISED

LEADERS QUIET IN FACE OF
NOUNCEMENT
OF COMING
CUT IN WAGES.
I

KRAMER LIABLE TO JAIL

WAGES

OFFICIALS CLAIM BETTER TIMES
UNDER LOWER SCHEDULE.

GEORGE
HARVEY ANNOUNCES
APPOINTMENT IN DISCUSSION OVER SILESIA.

BIT-

e

By EDWARD B. CLARK.
Washington. It was hut only durlus

RAIL

AMBASSADOR

William Wllloughhy,
.ciilptor of Washington, had an Interesting display of models at the "hobby show" in the V. M. C. A., a yearly
event when boys of all ages bring
their particular hobbles to display.
twelve-year-ol-

d

RECOGNITION

TERMS READY
PRESIDENT HARDING OUTLINES
TREATY TERMS FOR PRES.
ENTATION TO MEXICO.

MEXICO READY TO SIGN
CONDITIONS BASED ON RECOMMENDATIONS OF SECRETARY
OF INTERIOR FALL.
(W'tturo

Ncppcr

t'oion

Kl Serrlct

I

Washington, May i!!l. A definite
statement
outlining conditions on
which the United States would extend
recognition to the Mexican government
has been prepared for submission to
President Ohreguti.
Conditions for recognition, it is understood, are practically identical with
recommendations made by Secretary
Fall In his report to Congress as chairman of a subcommittee of the Senate
foreign relations committee.
The communication Is said to insist
Hint Obregon must sign a document
giving assurances that Americans and
their Interests will he safeguarded In
Mexico before the L'nited States will
consider resumption of formal relations.
If such assurances nre given, it is
believed, Henry I'. Fletcher, undersecretary of state, who was ambassador to Mexico under Wilson until he
resigned, will be designated to represent the Fulled States In drafting a
treaty.
The communication contains nothing
which can Justify Its being churacter-lr.e- d
as an ultimatum, but, it is under
stood, ohregou will he left in no doubt
as to the determination of the American administration to see that American Interests are not Indefinitely discriminated against.
It Is said to have been prepared In
collaboration with Secretary Fall.
Among conditions set forth nre:
Kllminatlon of provisions of Articles
'27 of the Mexican constitution relating to the nationalisation of the subsoil rights insofar as they affect ten
ure of land to which title was ob
tained prior to the adoption of the
constitution In 11)17.
Humiliation of the provisions which
deprive Americans of the right of dip
In cases where prop
lomatic apis-il- l
erty Is acquired.
Modification of the provisions which
prevent Americans acquiring and owning proierty within a certain zone
along the Mexican coasts and international boundaries.
Assurance that Article 3.1, providing
for the expulsion of foreigners, will
not lie applied to Americans without
filing charges and opportunity of a
fair trial.
Modification of the provisions governing religious worship In such manner that American clergy shall have
the right to exercise functions usual
in their denominations.
It ia also suggested that the two
governments agree to the creation of
a mixed court for the adjudication of
claims.
Some optimism is expressed by officials regarding Obregon't reception
of the decision, hut in other quarters
the opinion prevails that he may submit counter proposals, and If they arc
rejected, refuse to sign.

150,000.

Master Bomber Conf
Chicago. Chicago's "master bom
ber." charged by police with having
dealt death and destruction In a hundred labor disputes, has been arrested
here. The prisoner, Andrew Kerr,
member of the Engineer's Cnion, Is
said to have made a complete confes
sion, involving eight alleged confeder
ates. All eight suspects have been arrested. The confession, police said, re
vealed the nsst deliberate "terrorist
plot" in the crime annals of the middle west.

Will R esters Shantung ts China.
Tokio. Japan Is to evacuate Siberia
and restore .Shantung to China "at the
earliest iosslble moment," according to
a statement by an official of the
office following adjournment of
the colonial conference which has been
in session for a week. This, he de
clared, meant that there would lie "na
change in Japan's fundamental policy"
in the Far East. The government has
decided not to publish any of the conclusions reai-heby the conference at
preheat.

Cable Bill Passes House.
Washington. The Senate bill giving
the President authority over cable
landings on American shores and empowering him to Issue licenses for ca
ble opera t km has been passed by the
The
House, It goes to conference.
measure baa been pressed by at least
two administrations and Is designed to
remove any doubt as to the right of the
executive to prevent unauthorized cable landings. This right has been
questioned for barf
century.

Lans Is Dead.
Washington. Former Secretary of
the Interior Franklin K. Lane expect
ed death to follow tlie operation per
formed oa him in Bochester. Minn.
'It was a bet on the high card with
a chance to win, and I took it," he said
in a remarkable message dictated In
the hospital to a friend here. Word
of the death of Mr. Lane came as a
peculiar shock to the nation's capital.
for so many years even more bis aratnei
than California.

Chief Justice White Is Dead.
Edward
Douglas
Washington.
White, chlefjustlce of the l'nited
States Supreme Court, died at Garfield
hospital here. Death came after a
valiant struggle by the sged Jurist
against complications which set in following aa operation for blsdder t row-hie. At the bedside when the chief jus
tice passed oa were Mrs. White sad
dose relatives. Close by the bedside
there stood a pile of briefs of cases before the l'nited States Supreme Court.

52 Saved From Stranded

Steamer.
Miami, Fla. Thirty one passengers
men of the crew
and the twenty-tw- o
of the Itrltlsli steamer Thetis were
brought to Miami by the schooner
Sarah E. Douglas from Cat Cay in the
Bahamas, where they had taken refuge
after the Thetis went on the rocks
forty miles out. Tire Thetis plies be
tween Miami and the Island of Nas
sau and was on Its return trip to
Miami when it went on the rocks. The
damage to the steamer is estimated at

tor-eig- n

PROMOTE TRADE
IN NEAR EAST

tions per minute.' The wily adviser
of Abdul Haiuid is said to have thrown
up his hands at the suggestion and
remarked with some heat that Turkey
'had enough revolutions on her hands
at the moment without encouraging
these
Opportunities Are Great,
"Constantinople now has an inadequate system to provide substantial
harlMir craft for use in the waters
around Constantinople. IVople living
on the other side of the Bosphorus
lack sufficient facilities for commuting
to Constantinople.
"The development of roadways on
the European side of the Bosphorus
Is another matter for business enter
prise. If the Bosphorus Is not the most
beautiful body of water in the world,
I should like to know where it is to
be found. A proper driveway along
the shores of The bosphorus would
r
rather tax the memory of a
to recall anything more charmd

the American Chamber
of Commerce for the Levant
Ars Set Forth.

Aims of

TO OPEN UP

IMMENSE

FIELD

Constantinople Oeitined to Become
the "Chicago of Europe," Says New
President of Organization Opportunity for American Capital.

trouble-raisers-

.'

HOW LEGION

MEN GET LAND
!

long-stapl- e
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In response to many Inquiries from
men in the Middle West regarding government land grants, Irvin
I. Kenirite, secretary of Argonne post
of the American
in Ies Moines.
Ia., has made on Inves Jgation of the
situation.
"Persons desiring to make homestead
entries," said Mr. Femrite, "should
first fully inform themselves as to the
character and quality of lands they
desire to enter and thonld in no case
apply to enter until they have examined each legal subdivision for
which they make application. Satisfactory information concerning the
lands may be obtained from a personal
visit to the district In which one
wisUes to take out land.
"Each applicant is required to swear
that he is well acquainted with the
character of the land described In
his application and the only way that
he can assure himself that prior
settlers have no claim Is to make a
personal inspection of same.
"Au
man is required to
establish residence on the hind in
volved after his entry Is allowed,
s
an extension of time is granted
on account of sickness, climatic
reasons or similar excuses. Credit Is
given for service In the Army, Navy
or Marines, provhllifg the applicant
has bad eighteen months of service. If
such Is the case, the applicant is re
quired to live on the land only seven
months. If he obtains so much credit
for military service thut there is re
quired only one year's residence, he
must prove only such amount of
cultivation as will prove his good faith
as a homestead claimant.
If hi
credit for service requires more than
one year's residence, he must show
cultivation to the extent of
of the area of the land be
ginning with the second year. Itegard
less of credit for service, nil appll
cams must prove that there is a
habitable house on the land.
"There Is only one Hirtion of the
country where land may he obtained
without the requirement of a home
stead. At Sentinel, Ariz., there are
10,000 acres open, for which no home
stead is required, but which necessi
tates the payment of seventy-fivdollars for three hundred ami twenty
acres and an expenditure of one
dollar per acre for Improvement. Tills
Is arid land which may be used for
cotton raising If irrigated.
When
irrigated, it sells for from two to
three hundred dollars an acre. It
is estimated that the cost of Irriga
tion on three hundred and twenty
acres Is about f10.0)0.
"Approximately i:J,mm 1,000 acres of
land are open, Including every state
west of the Mississippi river except
lowu and Texas. The tlrst thing to
do is to decide on the state. Then,
get the location of the land offices In
that state. All blank forms of affidavits and other paiers may be obtained
for the district otllce In which the
land lies.
"Taking out a homestead Is not a
speculative proposition. If the applicant can afford to establish himself
for the period required under the
homestead laws, taking advantage of
the credit allowed him for service In
the World war, he will be well repaid
after a few years."
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TO THE DOGS."

The ancient Romans called tbe ace
In dice "cants," tbe Latin word for
dog. To them three aces was to lose
tbe pot In their gaming, whence came
the saying "gone to the dogs" as a
synonym for ruin or bad lock. Tbe
expression "dirty dog" means one morally filthy ; one defiled with mere skin
ftlirt Is called a "dirty pig." Our literature Is sprinkled with references to tbe
dog, many of them highly

ANIMAL8

FOND OF FISH.

Tbe assertion by White of Selborne
that all quadrupeds which feed on
fish are amphibious Is erroneous. No
one would regard the dog as an amphibious animal, while aa for tbe cat.

It Is well known to be the one quadruped above all others thst hates even
wetting Its feet. ' Yet few. If any.
quadrupeds are fonder of fish, though
one that actually engages In fishing
Is no doubt a rarity among tbe feline
tribe. Exchange.
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THE FLAG GOES BY
Hats off!
Along the street there come
A blare of buglet, a ruffle of drums,
A flash of color beneath the iky:
Hats off I
The Flag is passing by I
.

as,

aj

Blue and white and crimson it thine
Over the
ordered linet.
steel-tippe-

.Hattoffl

Ik

The Colore before ut flyi
But more than tbe Flag it patting by I

las.

a

and
grim and great, aj
Fought to make and to tave the Statet
Weary marches and sinking thipti
Cheers of victory on dying lipt;
Dayt of plenty and years of peace)
March of a ttrong land't swift increase
St)
Equal justice, right and law
Sal
Stately honor and reverent awe
fas.
Sign of a nation, great and ttrong,
To ward her people from foreign wrong i na
Pride and glory ant! honor all
Live ia the Colon to stand or fall.
Sea-fight-

s

Dulce e4 Decorum Z$i Pfo
PaiiiaMori-HOPAC-

AMERICA
'tis of
Sweet land of liberty,
I
Of thee
ting)
Land where my fathers died,
Land of the Pilgrims' pride.
From every mountain-tid- o
Let freedom ring.
-- 6- F. SMITH.
fas foe aa
BANNER
THE
0! thut be it ever, when freemen thall ttand
Between their loved hornet and the war't desolation!
Blett with victory and peace, may the heav'n- retcued land
Praite tha power that hath made and preserved
ut a nation.
Then conquer we mutt, when our cause it it jutt,
Banner in triumph thall
And Tha
wava
O'er the land of the free and the homo of the
bravo.

land-fight-

Hate off I
Along the street there comet
A blare of bwglet, a ruffle of drumti
And loyal hearts are beating big hi
Halt off!
The Flag it patting by I

-- HUN It V HOLCOMB BENNETT.

-- FRANCIS

ttaggerin' rankt

Wat wot in 'ell would 'appen w'en the 'Una 'ad
'it the Yanks.
My word, it 'appened tudden w'en the drive 'ad

first begun;
Gaw Blimy, how
Wo eeen the Yankt
they runt
But the only thing that bothered ut that teen the
chase begin
Was 'ow in 'oil to ttop 'em 'for they got into
Berlin.
They didn't 'eve no tactict but the bloomin'
ananualt
They 'adn't learned no orders but "Ooray" and
"Give 'em 'ell!"
But the only thing that bothered at about them
leggy ladt
Was 'ow in 'ell to get the chow to feed their
Kamoradt.
Oh, tha English and tho Irish, and the 'owlin'
Scottiet, too,
and the 'airy
Tho Cannckt and Anatriloo-nna- ,
French poiia;
bother nt
don't
Tho only thing that bothered ot
oo more.
It'a only w'y ia 'oil wo didn't know tho Yankt
before.
-- ANONTMOfS SONG OF THE A. E. F.

HAILt HAIL!
Hail! Hail! Tho gang'a all novel
What the h I do wo care?
What tha h I do wo earn?

Hail I Hail I Tho gang'a all bevel
What tho b I da wo care now?

Premium for Marriages.
Marriage Is subsidized In the American Legion Post at West Warren,
Mass. The post has voted to present
member who gets
$25 to every
married. The offer Is retroactive to Not Every One Who Maa Done Bril
the date of organization of the post;
liant Work Haa Cared Little
consequently seven of the members
for Slumber.
will receive the gift.
It may be some comfort for light
The Modern Instance.
"You've heard of the patience of Sleepers and those who require many
boors of sleep to properly refresh
Jobr
"No. Was he another wounded sol. themselves to know that they "are
w
ne nnlv ooea." AH aneat mea
dJerT" American Legion Weekly.
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" THE UNKNOWN DEAD "
hath buried ona beneath
Wettmineter Abbey's dome,
And France hath made her Triumph
Arch
Britain

M
M

A poilu'e final home.
With this to be of all men read:
" In Honor of the Unknown Dead."

Isa

Columbia, see thou (hti done:
Bring home an unknown soldier son
And bury him in Arlington,
With all the jmgeantry of state
Well earned in death, denied by fate,
s
With pomp of peace and show of war
s
And honors of a conqueror:
a Armistice
day forever wed
To mem'ry of thine unknown dead,
While grass shall grow and waters run.
fta

SCOTT KEY.

JOHN

He hat found a way to be free
Of that dun Immensity
That would ewallow up such at he.
Who would burrow when he could fly?
He will climb up into the iky
And the world thall watch him die I
Only hit peert may dare
Follow him there

THE YANKS ON THE MARNE
Oh, the English and the Irish, and the 'owlin'
Scottiet, too,
and the 'airy
Tho Canuckt and Austrilee-uns- ,
French poilut
Tho only things that bothered ut, a year before
we knew,
Wat 'ow in 'ell the Yanlu'd look, an' wot in 'ell
they'd do.
They 'adn't 'ad as trynin'i they didn' know tho
gimei
They 'adn't never marched it much; their shoot-iwas the timai
An' the only thing that bothered ut that day in
lawtt July
Wat 'ow in 'ell the lin'd 'old if they should run
aw'y.
Tha
jutt come acrosst the
tool
Wo couldn't 'elp wonder 'ow in 'ell their gutt'd be;
An' the only thing that bothered ut in all our

'j

I

I
I
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a Ms Psj
EAGLE YOUTH
They have taken hit horte and pluma,
They have left him to plod, and fume
For a hero't tcope and room I
They have curbed hit fighting pride.
They have bade him burrow and hide
With a million, tide by tidei
Look into the air he springs.
Fighting with wingtl
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Homestead Entriet
Applicants
Should First Make Personal In.
spection of District.

New York. Constantinople is
tined to become- - the "Chicago of
Kurope," according to an Interview ing.
authorized
by Mr. Lucleu Irving
"Opportunltes for housebuilding and
Thomas, a director of the Standard other forms of construction are open
Oil company of New York, which comIn the other cities of the Levant as
well as in Constantinople.
pany has extensive Interests throughThere Is
out Asia and the ISulkan states.
widespread need for railroad construcMr. Thomas lately returned from tion and rehabilitation; while at the
a visit to Kurope. "I leurued, while seaports modern docks and wharves
In London, thut I hud been elected and
freight nandling equippresident of the American chamber of ment must be provided.
commerce for the Levant," said Mr.
"The Levant should heroine a growThomas. "I refer to the
ing market for American machinery
American section of the chamber, and manufactures of all kinds. Imnow maintaining headquarters in New portations from the Levant must be
York. It will
with the
stimulated, loo. In order to Improve
chamber of the same name the exchange ami credit situation so
In
which has its seat
Constantinople. that the Near East can buy more from
"The organization of this chamber America. Tobacco, licorice, valonlu,
Is a timely movement to promote reattar of roses, raisins, currants, dates,
ciprocal trade relations between Amer- figs, goatskins, bides, furs, olive oil.
ica and that great area extending
cotton, rugs, carpets, and
from Kgypt to Russia, anil from I a oriental objets d'art are among the
to Ituly of which Constantinople Imports coining into the I'nlted States
Is tile center.
from the Levant. It will be the aim
of the American chamber of commerce
Gateway to Vast Empires.
"Very few people appreciate that for the Levant to help establish trade
Europe and Asia meet at the feet of connections between responsible merConstantinople," continued Mr. Thom- chants on either side of the ocean.
as. "The chain of waters, tiie Dar- and to furnish all possible Informa
danelles, the Sea of Marmora and the tion and assistance to those engaging
Bosphorus, made available for free In trade In this field."
Those in Movement.
commerce, open the guteway to vast
Officers of the American chamber
empires of populous and fertile terriof
commerce
for the Levant include.
tories beyond. When we realize that
Russia, a country considerably more in addition to Mr. Thomas, president.
than twice as large as the United the following: Chairman of the hoard
States, has few seaports that are not Mr. J. M. Dixon of the TolHtcco Prod
for the greater part of the ucts corporation; vice president. Capyear, except those situated on the tain J. V. Lucey of Hie Lucey Manu
Black sea, we may Imagine what facturing company; treasurer, Donald
1'
rothlngham of the American Express
enormous traffic will flow through Con
company; secretary and managing di
with
a
hun
when
Russia,
atantlnople
dred million of her people nearby, rector, Dr. K. E. I'ratt.
Temporary offices hove been estab
gets Into her commercial stride."
afreet.
"Then consider Itoumnnlu, now with lished at 200 West Fifty-sixttwice her former area a country of New ork city, but It Is expected thut
15 the chamber will be lo
great natural resources, with a pres after May
district of
nt population of 15,000,000. Bulgaria cated In the down-towNew York.
too, noted for a sturdy and IndustriFirms represented on the director
ous population, has her commercial
outlet on the Black sea. And even ate of the chamber, or as life memon the farther side of the Bluck sea bers, Include:
American International corporation,
Is a group of states which eventually
must occupy an Important place In K. I. Dul'ont de Nemours Co., U. 8,
Hubher Co., Guaranty Trust company
over-sea- s
trade.
"Jugo slavia, now vast in area by of New York, General Motors company,
comparison with Old Serbia, with Amory, Browne 4 Company, Great
substantial natural resources and n Lnkes Trust company, Commercial
of America, Ixckwood, Greene
population of over 14,000,000 has. of Union
& Company, Hammond
course, one trade outlet via the AdriTypewriter
atic, and another via the Danube to company, A. B. Farquhar company,
the Black sea. Without any doubt the Itohert H. Ingersoll & Bro., Kobert
Danube la soon to play a much more College, James A. Farrell, U. 8. Steel
company,
Important part In the trade of the corporation, I'helps-DodgBalkan states than It has ever done Brown Shoe company, International
Western Electric company, H. J. Helnx
In the past.
company. The membership covers a
Has Natural Wealth.
"Both
and Greater growing list of merchants, shipowners,
Greece will hold a more Important bankers, manufacturers and other business men of the United States.
position than now In the Levantine
BACK TO NATURE FOR HEALTH
trade of the future. Egypt is growing
Into a land of commercial significance. GAINED AND LOST FORTUNES
Man is Attending College
While certain territories have been
In Bathing Suit and Living in
detached from Turkey since the war, English Dandies Played for High
Pup Tent.
Stakes in the Latter Part of
there remains much fertile and valuable land. Turkey Is rich In minerals
Eighteenth Century.
Attending college in a bathing suit
of all kinds.
and living In a "pup tent" on his
one
Almack's
was
of
the
old
famous
"The war and Its aftermath upset
alma mater's campus, II. It. I'arker,
exchange throughout the Near Kast, gambling clubs of London. It was at of Boston. Mass., Is gaining In a hard
Its
in
the
latter part of the
height
and this has made commercial transfight for life and an education.
actions difficult for the present. But Eighteenth century, and the play there
Mr. I'arker, formerly a student at
was
enormous.
It was not uncommon
the natural wealth is there; and a
for the losses In a single night to Boston university, had to leave the
population for the most part Industripolder climate because of the Impaired
amount to upwards of $100,000.
ous. Trade must surely grow.
The young men, dandles all, who in- condition of his lungs following serv"A high official of an International
ice in the army during the World war.
bank, one who Is recognized as having tended to play set about the matter
a
with
deal
of
great
knowlceremony.
accurate
They
and
broad
unusually
edge of Ottoman financial matters, wore straw hats with wide brims,
atated to me at Constantinople that flower and ribbon trimmed ; the brims
In Turkey fully 03,000,000 in gold la intended to keep the light from their
eyes, and that the spectators might
boarded by the people In 'stocking-lebanks,' and not deposited at all with not see their emotions they often wore
the public bankers. In this connec- masks. They also often took oft their
tion It should be remembered that the nifties and silk or satin coats ami wore
or
oriental mind is accustomed to think, In their place a rough great-coa- t
financially, in terms of 'hard money,' else wound leather bands about their
and that prior to the European war arms to protect the delicate lace anil
hues of their coats from the soil of the
only gold and silver were in circulation, to any extent, in Turkey. There table.
At each player's side was a small
Is evidence that great private wealth
exists there today. In gold, silver and table that held their tea, wine cakes
jewels, not to mention other valuables, and rolls of rouleaus or chips. Most
and this wealth will come Into the of the players wore long curls, eyecurrent market as trade returns to glasses mounted on long sticks, were
'
normal.
perfumed, powdered and painted like
li.ll
Vw-- 2
"The Levant offers a splendid op- court ladles, and some of them even
portunity for the Investment of Amer- affected a mincing ladylike walk. But
those who made the error of thinking
ican capital, in a wide range of enOne of the great openings them ladylike in their fighting ability
terprises.
f the present Is for the construction made a mistake that often cost a life,
of dwellings, warehouses, harbor Im- for the gay young sparks would draw
H. B. Parker and His Pup Tent
swords at the drop of a hat and meet
provements, and ao forth. Constantia
with
death
laugh.
Itealizing his condition, he sought
nople alone has lost 25,000 to 30,000
houses by Ore since the war began,
schooling In a warmer cone and took
to the oMn. Through an arrangement
and affords a magnificent opportunity
Confusing Incident.
"How was your
for housebuilding activity. I know
speech with Dr. W. S. Currell, of the Unifor a fact that the Turkish authorities received, dear?"
versity of South Carolina, be pitched
"Not so well. While I was talking his tent on the university campus.
would welcome anyone coming there
With a mosquito bar and a folding
for the purpose and that they would one of the guests actually snored."
"You should not have stopped for a cot to furnish bis habitation, be Is
ven be (lad to offer concessions. The
pursuing his studies and is steadily
prevailing spirit Is progressive. Mod- little thing like that"
"I had to stop. The other gun s progressing on the road to recovery.
ern Industrial equipment, too, is now
It
Before leaving Boston, Mr. Parker
was woke him up and wanted to know
where
formerly
sought
was appointed by the American Legion
shunned. I recall that a long time where he got It." Birmingham
to Investigate conditions at state instiago, nrior to the coming Into power
tutions In behalf of the Legion's deof the Toung Turk party, a business
Helpful Hints.
partment of vocational training. Ha
cablegram was Intercepted by the
Jones I want to do something big urges all men afflicted aa himself to
Turkish, authorities because It conseek the open and to find health ia
tained an offer to Import some elec- and clean before t die.
Bones Wash an elephant.
tric dynamos capable of '1,500 revolu
the "back to nature" plan.
world-travele-

1

for

SHEKMAN.

DICKINSON

DECORATION
Mid tho

flower-wreathe-

tombt

d

I

ttand

Bearing lilies in my hand.
In what toldier-grav- e
Comrades:
Sleept the bravett of the bravo?

Turning from my comrades oyet.
Kneeling where a woman lie.
I ttrew lilies on tho
grave
THE BLUE AND THE GRAY
Of tha bravett of
No more thall tha war cry sever,
the brave.
Or the winding rivert be red;
TIIOS. W. HKJUI.VSON.
banish
forever
our
They
anger
When they leurel the gravet of our deadi
Under the tod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment-day- ;
Love and teart for tha Blue.
Teart and love for the Gray.
--

UAKF.n in Vale Review.

KHANCIS MILES FINCH.

BATTLE-HYMOF THE REPUBLIC
the beauty of the lilies Christ was bora
acrott the tea.
With a glory ia Hit botom that transfigures you
and me;
At He died to make men holy, let ut die to
make men free.
While God it marching on.
J I'M A WAltU HOWE.

la

h

N

THE FIGHTING RACE
"Read out the names:" and Burke tat back.
And Kelly drooped hit head,
While Shea they call him Scholar Jack
Went down the lilt of the dead
Officera, teamen, gunnert, marinei,
Tha crews of the gig and yawl.
The bearded man and the lad in hit teem.
all.
Carpenters,
Then, knocking the ashei from out hit pipe,
Said Burke in an offhand way:
"We're all in that dead man's list, by Cripe:
Kelly and Burke and Shea."
"Well, here's to the Maine, and I'm sorry for
coal-passe-

Spain,"

Said Kelly and Burke and Shea.
-J- USKPH
I. C. CLARKE.
a

MONTEREY
The foe himself recoiled aghast.
When, striking where he ttrongett lay.
We swooped hit flanking batteriet past.
And braving full their murderout blast.
Stormed home the towert of Monterey.
We were not many we who prened
But who of s have not confetted
Betida tho bravo who fell that day;
He'd rather share their warrior rest.
Than not have been at Monterey?
-CHAKI.K8
tot

I'EXNO HOFFMAN.

A HOT TIME
When yon hear dem belli go ting a ling.
All join round and eweetly wo will sing;
And when do verse am through, tho choral nil
join in.
There'll bo a hot time ia the old town tonight I

CONCORD HYMN
By tho rode bridge that arched tho flood.
Their Flag to April's breexo onfarled
Hero once tho embattled farmers etood.
And tired the shot beard round tho world.

-- JoStl H HAVDEN.

RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

at his desk only two or three hours
each day. Spencer worked only four
hours out of the twenty-four- .
And the famous philosopher. DesDoccartes as well as the
In
their
didn't emulate the weasel
tor Johnson, used frequently to lie
sleeping habits.
shed until two or three In the afterIndeed, some of tbe most brilliant noon.
men. Instead of calling three or four
Iierbaps the champion of all longboors a night's sleep, were able to distance sleepers, however excluding
work only two or three hours out of Hindoo fakirs, buried alive for months
twenty-fon- r.
and
o'her trance
subjects was
Darwin, for all his prodigious out-p- lloivre. the French mathematician.
of creative work, was able to be Mo'.vre. ilurins bis old age. used to

Great Men Fond of Sleep

sleep 20 hours a day, tenting only
four hours for science and everyDr. Edwin F. Bowers In
thing
"Sleeping for Health."

el.

d

Unci Charlie's Whistle.
Anna and ber mother often go to
see ber aunt and ancle. Her uncle
plays a clarinet, of which she Is much
afraid. When she sees him reach for
it she takes hold of ber mother's han-- t
and says, "Come home, msmma.
Uncle Charlie Is going to blow him a
whistle."
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Graiing Entry, No.
NEK;
5,
, 7, 8, NW
E'iEVS; Section 9, Township 15 N, Range
li E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make three year final Proof,
to establish claim to the land above desat
cribed, before the U. S. Commissioner,
Santa Fe, N. XI., on the 1st, day of June,

recorded in Bonk 3 of the record! of
75. on this 19th. day of Jan.

12. 1917, made
for Lots
0316"1,

t orn, nan
A. I).,

OF NEW MEXICO
Witness my hand and Scat of offii-eP. O. Box, 1102, Denver, Colorado.
ALFREDO LUCERO,
Certificate of Comparison
Chicks
10,000
Weekly
Oyer
Capacity,
M.
II. Ilain
)
County Cterk, ismnn Fe I o..
(l.y
I'mteil States ol America
with
We
can
quanG. B. POP,
any
yon,
supply
in
)
rain
the
Another good
valley.
15
Varieties
)
State .f New Mexico
Those of our colonists that have fol- tity of Babv Chickens. Parcel
1921.
that Ihe annexed
Post j it is Herel.y IVrtitu-iiClaimant names at witnesses: Herculano
lowed the advice of Mr. HoiiKatt and Live delivery guaranteed
and complete transcript
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
true
full,
xun
ana
tor
Write
Pedro Padilla y Ortiz. Facundo
Prepaid.
prices
are
and
certainl)
planted
plowed
of the Interior, f. S. Land Montoya,
Department
Tomai Urban all of Cerrillos, N.
Romero,
Certificate of Incorporation
Santa Fe, N. M., May A M.
Office,
wearing a broad smile, for if any particulars;
of
i.
A. M. BERCERE, Register.
country ever had an abundance of
THE WATSON LAND COMPANY
Notice is hereby
given that James L. First Publication April 22, 1921.
rain for spriiiK planting, we have.
(No Stockholders' Liability).
Shaw, of Tascosa, Texas, who, on Oct. Last Publication May 27, 1921.
MEXICO
NEW
10901)
STATE OF
(No.
The writer has never seen ground
Homestead. No. 0283K6. for
28, 1916, made
DEBENTURES.
HIGHWAY
STATE
ith the endorsements thereon, as same Lois 5, 6, 11, 12, HV 'A. Section 1, Townin more perfect condition anywhere
on file and of record in the
11
12
appears
N.,
sale
Range
fur
t., N. M. P. Meriship
will
(fer
all
t
The
FOR PUBLICATION
to
NOTICE
is
a big rush now
undersigned
There
.Stale Corporation Commission.
gi
flee of
debendian, has filed nutice of intention to make
of New Mexico
Highway
In Testimony Whereof, the Slate Three Year Proof, to establish claim to Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
the ground possible broke, and plant-- i tures, dated
due
IW.IKIO.IU
1,
Auicust
l,
of
the
N.
Commission
20,
V.

EDITOR

FRANK STAPLIN.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

HATCHERY

COLUMBIA

SUNSHINE VALLEY IS FAST
BECOMING A FINE COLONY

X

IM.III

Frank Staplin, Receiver
second-clas- s
matter at the post office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.

Entered as

Jl-'-

ed.

Auuust I,

dm- -

VU2. Slu.lMUlO

August

1.

Corporation
of

l'U.l.

has the land above

Mexico

New

the Reg

described, before

Office,

at Santa

Fe,

M.,

April

Slate
ister and Receiver, L. o. Lana itltice.
Win. Delehant and wife of Arroya, tlU.OHO.OO due AllKUst 1, I'M, and $10,UUU.(l0 (tscah
caused
Notice
this certificate to l Sonu
is hereby given that Crover
$1.50 per year
ne.
.'e N. M., on the 27th, day of
Subscription
due August I, 1W5, interest six per cent.
i 1WL
Moore, of Stanley, N. M., who, on May
Sluueu oy lis t iiaiouai. a
Colorado arrived last week with a payable
J
and August first,
first
be
of
eliruary
201
to
Homestead Application,
said
seal
Commission,
h, 1916, made
l laimant names as witnesses: A. N. Chilvery large emigrant car loaded to the principal and interest payable at the Slate
aiiiKcd at the t ity of Santa Fe dress, W. S. Foster, S. J. Wren and W. No. 0J6637, for SW54; WJ4NW54; WyiSEi.
l e. New Mexico,
lard
on
their
settlement
Santa
make
to
Treasurer's
office,
of
35,
Section
top,
this
15lh, day
January J. McFadilen all of Rincona, X. M.
Township 12 N, Range 11 E.,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO FRIDAY, MAY 27, 1921
M
'in Section .15 south of town. The ur at the Seaboard National Hank, Niw
P. Meridian, has filed notice of in- A. 1). W21.
A. M. IIKROKKE,
Register V
V.,rk
11.
5 year Proot, to estabCity.
to
WILLIAMS,
make
llL'lill
.
tention
besides being real farmers,
Delehant-First Publication May 27, 1921.
liids will be opened at Ihe office of tile
Chairman Last
described,
lish claim to the land above
Publication July 1, 1921.
Mrs.
l e. New .Mexico, at
Santa
are
Treasurer.
Slate
people.
professional
S.
at Stanley,
U.
hefore
the
Commissioner,
TAX
Attest:
SATISFIED WITH SALES
BURSUM FOR SENATOR
N. AL, on the 1st, day of June, 121.
A.
MllKRISllN,
Icing a high school teacher ltliUU A. M., Wednesday,
1921.
FOR
PUBLICATION
NOTICE
JUNE 29,
Clerk.
Claimant names as witnesses: Bud Giland Mr. 'Delehant is a Civil 1'ngiueer.
Bids must be accompanied
tiy certified
I. (.'. McKenie, oi W'al
Land bert and Cuy O. Patrick, of Stanley, N.
K'
I
a iitlv
Department of the Interior.
l! is evident limn the entliUMait ic
CERTIFICATE OF INCUR FOR A I iol
We are of the opinion that we have check for two per cent ot amount bid.
N. M
of
.May
,
Santa
AL,
at
Office,
Sen
Ray Canon and W. J. McFadden,
the
before
OF
V.,
tint all
ugitinu
Republican ton,
approval of i
N. M.
Kincona,
mighty fine man to serve allThebids.right is reserved to reject any and
THE WATStlN LAND COMPANY
t'onuniitee in opposit ion another
il.e am! ,le
M. BERCERE, Register.
mi
the ,1;tr nl llie hu - in
A.'
Notice is hereby given that Juan Jose
on
ditch
our
of
directors
hoard
the
t'HARI.KS I'. STKOMi.
1921.
Liability)
(No Stockholders
effective manner in wlni h Scnal r o the ales tax. Canada which had (on
(inegu, uf labezon, N. AL, who, Net.un April First Publication April 22, 1921.
'
State Treasurer.
'construction, lie brought a Waterloo
We tlie undersigned, all being persons 4, IdS, made Homestead
Uoj.vO, Last Publication May 27,
Kntry,
I'.iiraiiin h.i-- . pi,..i,...l in the few lie. it forced to repeal sc. turns of its liov
citizens of lor
of twenty-onl.
Publication May J",
13
some
I'irst
well
as
as
the
over
years,
good
Section
age
V,
't.
Township
tractor,
SiN,
Last Publication June 10. lljl.
n a meiulier 'if the law imposiun the tax on retail sales.
lilt- L'nileO States ol America and residents
week lie lia
Kange S W., N. AL IV Meridian, has
mules.
of the State of New Mexico, desiring to
notice of intention to make Three Vear
Two davs alter Mr. Mckenzie's stateI'. S. Senate tli.it they it t ml Li
( ).
ed
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
arriv
and
Kvehner
laws
family
to
the
a
form
pursuant
corporation
Herald' pubI'ruof, to establish claim tu the laud above
OF SALE
NOTICE
ment the Washington
liiin fur tlic n.iniinatinn an
U. S. Land
a well
with
Kansas
Eastern
from
Her Department of the Interior,
oi llie Stale oi New Mexico, do hereby de sen bed, he tore Probate.
at
Clerk,
corhathe lished an article iron) its special
THE DISTRICT COt'RT OI" THE
thi fall Mr. llnrinn
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., April 20,
as follows,
lotwled emigrant car, and are now IN STATE
nahllo, N. AL, on the bth day of July,
WITHIN
MEXICO
NEW
to
the
1921.
OF
relative
in
Ottawa
Claimant
names as wituessus: Herman
respondent
aliility anil every iua!iiii atiun
at home on their SO in section ). They
shall lie Romero, Jose Trinidad, Jose A. Cionzahs
Notice is hereh-AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SANTA
given that Pablo Con- The name of this
t w Mesirn the nin-- t
taxation policies of Canada for the arc
to in.,ke
N. M., who, on April 14,
FE.
Tlie Wat son Land I tjiii pa ny (no stuck hold
busy building and getting things
l elix Anuijo, all of Casa Salazar, .N. aalea, of Cuba,
and
dei'ar-ini- ;
and
had
far
alter
we
immediate
ha'.e
"
future,
made Homestead
iffietiii' seiiatur
entry. No. 0.15350,
AL
in shape before starting their plows. Elsie Clew Parsons,
l'jj,
its liahilily).
for SkiXEJ4. NWV4SEJ4, Sec 34, SWtfNW'4,
are
II
i'iat tin- Canadian tariff revision
A. AL HKKt.KKb,
Plaintiff,
Register.
.i. our iieid- - anil ilteie-t- from
arrived
Martin
and
Mr.
family
20
N
Section .15, Township
W.,
No. 5579
Range
vs.
The principal office of this corporation in First Publication May 27, VJJl.
would iii all probability await the Idaho this week to
he lias the
uality oi, li
the son, wliO( lara D. True,
baa filed notice ol
N. AL P. Aleridian,
this state, shall he in Santa 'f, fount y Last Publication July 1, l'A'l.
to a yreati r decree than any tariff revision now brink' under;.'' ke i bought last week, join
Three
to
Proof, to
make
intention
year
of New AUxico, anil
on
to
settle
of Santa h'v. State
anil
Defendant.
establish claim to the land above desother Veiv Mexican, ami a personal by the Cniteil States, the correspoiul-- i the K0 he bought for tliein. The Mar- - NOTICE IS HEREBY OIVEN that pur- - tlie name 'of the aReiit therein and sin
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FOR PUBLICATION
before the U. S. Commissioner, at
thereof and upon whom proei
ut went on to say S.
iolloieim; uhiw' loa!lv - lllnre
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of
he Interior, L
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Department
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be
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servt
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of
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3rd
corporation
'above entitled cause on the
day
"A general turnover tax
X. AL, A!ay 20,
th.iii that of any other
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Office,
le.
names as witnesses:
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Claimant
kind
that succeed
the
1921.
May,
19i, the undi rsigned, as special Win. J Harker.
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but the existing principle
Maria Salazar, Jose (Jonzales,
with tlie-- e ail.antais In- - nomination
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Pal Hollifield of Telocaset, Oregon is master,
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Nut ice is hereby
by
that
M.
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appointed
Riven
all
of
Atencio
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will
which
this
for
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ami election
The objects and purposes
an enthusiastic puchaser of 80 acres i..r sale, to Ihe highest and best bidder
I'eha, of tialisteo, N. AL, who, on JVb.
A. M. BF.RCKRE, Register.
ami an amplification of its rates will in Section 4, North
a poinical
aturc can lie.
i
for cash at the front door of the court corporal ion is formed, are as follows:
made
Homestead Entry, No. First Publication April 22, 1921.
1917,
1st,
culof
town.
lie
and
says
To purchase, settle, improve,
In. use
in the City of Santa Fe at the
Tlie present one per lie
(I.lu7l)l, tor SijN'!,
SfJ( Section 25, Towntake place.
Last Publication May 27, 1921.
to be helping on the big liiuir of ten o'clock
in the forenoon of the tivate land; raise ami sell anneultural
E., X. AL P. .iLn.
ship 15 X., KaiiKe
THE AMENDMENTS
cent and two per lent rales on dom- ditchhopes
lo acquire water rights, water
the following desHth day of June,
before
of intention to make
filed
notice
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limn,
long.
very
iiertnit to appropriate water. Tlm-estic transactions will be increased to
Year Proof, to establish ciaiiu to
Albert E. Yale, of Brighton. Colo- cribed property,
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' per cent and
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of Santa Fr, N. M.t who, on April
A. M HKRCKRE, R gister.
Ids. male Md App!.. No. 02ti4. tor I "ir t PuHicat ion April 2V, )A.
XW'i, Lots 1. 2. Section 3. Town, LpI Public., tin June 3. I'c'l.
f
ship 1,, kanire g E., V. M. P. Meridian,
Th" period limited for llif luratin
.has fibd notice of intention to make I
this corporation shall be fifty years.
r establish
vear Pro.f,
claim to the land
VII
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
The H nrd nf Directors of this c or pom above dt scnb.d. before the U. S. Com- - Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
N.
at
Santa
M.f on the 2nd,
mustomr,
re,
(,.'
of
consist
members
oilit-e- ,
ti"n
N. M., April
lline
h;Jl
at Santa
t,
.1
l..- -.
lull
all nf whom shall 1m stotkhoblers.
11.
IliUrio
Claimant lunn-- i as witnesses:
Notice is herrlty rien that Abran He
Mil
Th- - officers of this corporation shall lw
"nc,co ar" rrera, tif
Kianca, N. M., who, made
M il, linn
Small
hum. Nil. l.'JO UM), for
prrstdi nt, Vice President, S';-etarR gistrr.
a. m. hkki.kkf.
Tract 7 in Sics. 1 ani 2. Tract 8 in Sec- Treasurer, nil of whom shdl be memlrr
ruhltralittn April 2i I'iji.
,
( rirrrinr
rirsl
I., il,. B.....d
.Wi.d
turn
2,
., Kange S E., X.
Township lb
I
,
May 27, 1UI.
a" ''""-ali...f Secretary an.l Treasurer may
fM. I. M.rnlian, has lilt-notice of intra
j,'
I rocf,
t by
n
final
n
to establish,
the
use
to
"iti.
ptrson.
IX
claim to the land ahotc drscrilied, before
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The M inn! of Directors shall have power
the LT. S. Commissioner, at Santa Fe, N.
... .1.. 6tn jttV D( tune. 1'tJl.
U. S. Land u
Department of Ihe Interior,
ami attlhority lo make anil amend lite
iMt'tt-eN. M., April 2.
at Santa ,
Cantle.
for tltts corporatiitn, but the stock
Claimant names as witnesses:
19 'I.
Francisco
larin kiittirrn. Xirolas Lofics.
holders mav at anv annual meeting, amt-nil.. . t
.
., t. ... ...
Notice is hertby riven lhat Emtltano
I . ., I .
all ol aanta re.
Carrillo
rrancisco
ipti,
of Santa I e, N. M , who. etn April X. M.
Tlie Roar l of l.rettors may sppotnl an.l 1' mtrn.
h- Hd. Appl . No. I6K. for
A. M. BKROFRE,
ee.-utnrommiltee c.nsi.fin "I three (li
Rtfister.
of
hoard and ronf.a on .tilhlM'. Section J. Township 16 N.. Kance First Publication April 29, 1921.
m,n.l.-t- .
s
hat filed notice Last Publication June J. 1921.
Ai.
r.
jnerittian,
eseculive committee such powers and pre. of c,
tntentiii to make J year Prool, to
rilr such dunes as the Hoard shall deem
the land above des
for the lie.t irrteresls of the rorptrfali't establish claim to
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
and may also appoint an arent or agents, crtbed, brfore the U. S. Commissioner, at
N.
oa
Santa
the 2nd day of June, Department of the Interior, MU. S. Land
M.,
Fe,
manarer or manarers and fta the comien-satto- 1921.
Santa
at
Fe. N.
, April 11,
Olltce,
and presenile and authorize their
I9J1.
Hila
Claimant names as "witnesses:
,
duties.
ia hereby rive
Notice
that
J. Pablo
Mors.
Francisco
Bernardino
rio
X
Grrrorio Mora all of Santa Fe, Conralca, transirrre of Teofila (.alleros, of
The three incorporators shall tie and act f'srrillo,
. M.,
matle bmall lloldinr
X M
Ahtuuiu,
who,
as tlie Board of Directors of this corpora-ti..No. 913 04UD. lor Lot 3, Tract A
A. M. BERCERE. Reenter. flatm.
f.rr the first three months and until
m S. etion 4, Township le N., Ranre 9 E.,
First Publication April 22, 1921.
their successors are duly elected and quaL-tieN.
M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of
1921.
Last
PuM.rrtion May 27,,
and at the first annual meetinr of the
intention to make final Proof, to estabthere shall be elected
three
claim
to the land above described, he
lish
directors, all of whom shall be stockholdfore the V. S. Commissioner, at Santa Fe.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
M , oa the 7th day of June. 1921.
ers, two of whom shall lie elected ft the
N.
Land
V. S.
term of one year, and one for the terra Department of the Interior,
Vicente
as witnesses:
at Santa Fe, N. M., April 2t). Claimant names Romero,
office,
of tw-L. J. Gonzales,
years snd at each annual meet me
.OTS
Garcia, Gaspar
thereafter directors shall be elected to sue
N.
M.
JOBe
of
Sanfa
all
Sandoval
Fr,
Ntrtice is hereby riven that Hipofito
ceed those whose terms have expired.
A. M. BKKGERL. Rrrisler..
M ., who, made
of Santa re,
XI
PuMtration
l'2L
First
29,
April
Holding Claim, No. 709 04 17 77, for La.t Puhhratioa June 3, 1921.
The Board of Directors shall have auth- Small No
T. M N., and Sertioa
2, Sec.
Tract
ority and power to adopt a rotntr av seal 31. Township 17 N..4, Ranse
E- -,
N. M. P. j
and shall use the same on all offteait doFOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
of intention to1
filed
has
Meridian,
notice
cuments of the corporation w bee a seal is make final
U. S. Land1
proof, ta eetahlish claim to Ihe Department of the Interior,
required.
V. S.
land above described, before
th
Otlior, at Santa Fe, N. M, April 21.
C. A. WATSON.
f921.
N.
oa
Com
nt
the
M4
is sterner, at Santa Fe,
WM. I. BAKKFR.
Notice is hereby riven that Ines San- 1st day of June 192L
'
CEORCE M. XfcEL
Aatonie doval de Ortera. widow of Eustaquio
Claimant names as witnesses:
State of New Mesieo
of
alley Ranch, who on
Francisco Lopes, Felia Lorjer, Caa- - "ra. decei-e- d
County of Santa Fe.
Jan. 29, 1912, made Homestead, No. 016076,
delano Romero all of Santa Fe. N. M.
On this 13th day of January. 1921.
A. M. BFktiERE. Refster. for
personally appeared C. A. Watson,
TRACT A.
19JL
Ceorsre M. Xerl and Wm. J. Barker, to First Puhliratioa- April 22, 1921.
PuM.eati.nVgrr.ninr at Cor. No. I, a sandstone mark-m-May 27,
me personally known to he the persons desed I HF.S on NW fare, whence the
and who executed the foretroinr
cribed
see. cor. bet. Sect. 2$ and JO oa E buy
j
instrument and each for himself at know .
cnains Oit.
bears S. 71- - yr t.
FOR
NOTICE
PVBUCATION
Irdred that he executed the same as his
West 35 chs. to cor. No, J,
Thence
free act and deed.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land thence North 2 05 chs. to cor. No. J,
IV WITNESS WHEREOF. I have here
Santa
Office, at
Fe, N. M.. April Ja, thence N. K9 6 E. JS chs. to cor. Xo 4,
unto set my hand and affined my oral
P2L
thence South 26 chs. to cor. No. 1, the
noSarial the day and year last above srrit-tea- .
Notice ia berrbv riven that Raasoa San
of
point
-who, oft
oval, 4 Cow Sprrars, nj,
y y.
N.
. L.MT.HLIX.
September a, 1916, ma ie Homratead Entry, Berimiinr at cor. Ka J. a Sandstone saark- Notary ful.Re. No. u2TM. for SEltNEu;. NE4SEI4. Sec i
d i HIS 2"3 on S w lace, wnence cor.
7. K',S
(SEAL!
1. Section a. Townshrp 14 N
No. 4, heretofore sWacribrd Wart SOS I k
Mv commissi.. expires Tanuary 4, 1924.
stanre si r. . js. as. r. m rnotsn. avas hi- - I'
Iks. asst.
ENDORSED
ed notice of rntentson to snake three year
S. l-- OS W. JS chs. to cor. Na.
Not
Proof, to establish claim to tbelrmd above thence North. 2
chs. to eor. No. 7.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7 Pare at
described, before the U. S. Cotamistioa- - ,henc N. i 5 E. M cha. to cor. No. t,
er. at Santa Fe, K. M, on the lot, day, , hence South 1.9S chs. to eor. No. J, th
Certificate of Incorporation
I
of
June I92L
of berinnin.
Oaimant names at wrtnesara: Patnrio AH pomt
THE WATSON LAND COMPANY
fn Sec. 2$, T. 17N, - II E eoataiafnc
Garcra. Carloa Esarrnoza, Santiatro
it
am-a- .
N. M. P. Meridian, hat
15
(No Stockholders' Laabihty)
Filed1 an Office of State Corporal 10a Com
laartraer all of Cow Sprmra, N. M
aottce of fntewtioa to make five year
Remster. rvoof. to estaMtsh cUrm to the land above
of New Mexico.
AM.
BERGFRE,
snion
Aan-i- l
First PpbfK-at-o- n
P M.
isVserifwd.
I
22, 121.
Jaw. IS, 19a
before- the V. S. Commissioner,
Last Pakdicatioa May 27. I92L
M
A. L. MORRISON.
j,ca the atk siay of
s, 1"21.
Csr-f- c.
lone.
1
rompareu JJO to LMA.
( laimant nansea at witnessea: DionicnsFern arid eu
rtOTrCst FOVt PUBLICATION
,
STAT. Of AtW MtAJCU
Sandoval, Emnerio SandovaL
S.
Land
Boro
all
af
Sandoval
facie
Ansnjo,
alley
Dryart Tejent af the Interior, V.
Off sec, at Santa Fe, M. M, Atari Ja, Ranch, H. M.
)
County of Salt a Fe.
I
A. M. BERGERE. trmMec.
t BKltf.y certify that thra saatrwasena sras 1971
fi led for record oa the 17th day of January
Notice ia hereVy frvew ha Jwaa Pa-- 1 First PnWicatioa Aorii 2, 92L
, Ma,
K. M, who, ata March Las Pabbcmtwjo June
A. D- - nzL at 4 'dock P. M. and was aUla, d
m.
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Itailv

shares common.
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X.

R.imern.

1Mb,
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r.
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the sale and prior to the expiration of
thirty years from the date of the contract
and to provide for the payment of any
unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty
years from the date of the contract with
interest on deferred payments at the rate
of four per cent per annum payable on the
anniversary of tbe date of the contract, partial payments to be credited on the anthe date aet therefor, deposited with the niversary of the date of the contract next
Commissioner of Public Lands, or with the following the date of tender.
officer in charge of such sale, cash or
sale of land selected for the Santa
certified (exchange to the amount of the FeThe
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
above minimum bid.
Deposits of all unbe subject to the above terms and
successful bidders will be returned. The will
conditions except that the successful biddeposit of the successful bidder will be held der must pay
in rash or certified exchange
by tbe Commissioner of Public Lands and at the time of
h
of the pur
sale,
by him applied in payment of such bid chase
offered by him for the land.
but if the success (ul bidder shall fail to tour price
cent
tor tne
advance
interest
in
per
complete his purchase by then and there balance of such purchase price and will be
paying any balance due under bis purchase
a contrsct providing
to
execute
required
and
the
cost
the
of
includingadvertising
for the payment of the balance of such
expenses incident thereto, then and in such purchase
in thirty equal annual inevent suh deposit shall be forfeited to stallments price
interest on all drferred paytbe State of New Mexico
as liquidated ments at with
cent per
damages. Lease will be made in substan annum in the rate of four per
advance, payments and intereat
tial conformity with form of oil and gas
lease No. 35 on file in the office of the due on October 1st, of oach year.
Commissioner of Public Lands, copy o
The above sale of land will be subject
which will be furnished en application.
to valid existing rights, easement a, rights
w ay, and reservations.
of
The right is reserved by the Commissioner to reject any and all bids, either
All mineral rights in the above described
at the time of sale or subsequent therela n d s a re r e ser ved to t he State.
to.

SWSWM. Sec 25; StfNE.
NWtfNE, SEtfNWtf, Sec, 26; NtfNE.
Sec. 33; WKEj, WKNWtf, S4SWJ4, Sec.
Sec, 35; T. 33
34; SWtfNW, NWWSWK.
N., R. 35 E'., containing 999.36 acres. The
of
improvement a consist
fencing, value
NEtfSWtf,

particularly aet forth in oil and gas lease,
C P. L. form 35, being a lease for tea
years and so long as oil and gaa to produced in paying quantities, copy of which
may be badoa applications
The Commissioner reserves the right to
reject any and all bid a.

Sale No. 145ft
Lot 2, Sec 19; T. 7 S. of not leas than
of ninety-fiv- e
R. 22 E., containing 42.22 acrea.
There
per cent of the purchase price at
are no improvementa.
any time after the aale and prior to the
expiration of thirty yeara from the date
Sale No. I see
SWKNWK. Sec 1. T. of the contract and to provide for the
I S., R. 21 E., containing 40.00 acrea. There payment of any unpaid balance at the ex$100.00,
are no improvemeata.
piration of thirty yeara from the date of
the contract with interest oa deferred paySale Ne. 175t
Lots 1, 2, SEtfNEjs. Sec
No.
lftftl
Sale
See.
EV.SEK.
ments at the rata of four per cent per
SEKNEK.
Witness my hand and official aeal of
19; Lot 4. SWttNW.
Sec 20; T. 32 N.. the
26: T. 8 S, R. 21 E., containing 120 00 annum psyable on the anniversary of the
of
Office
State
of
State
Land
the
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
R. 35 E., containing 114.43 acrea
There NVw Mexico, this nineteenth
acres.
fenc
The
of
date of the contract, partial payments to
conaist
improvementa
day of April,
are no improvemeata.
be credited on tbe anniversary of the
1921.
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
ing, value $50.00.
date of the contract next following the
A.
N.
FIELD,
Sale No. 17s
Sec 9; T. 28
No bid on the above described tracts date of .tender.
SEtfSE.
of
of
Commissioner
Public
Lands
PUBLIC LAND SALE
40.00
29
R.
N..
E.. containing
acre. There
the State of New Mexico. of land will be accepted for less than
are no improvemeata.
FIVE DOLLARS
The aale of land aelected for the Santa
($5.00)
COUNTY
First Publication April 22, 192L
TORRANCE
per acre, which
is the appraiaed value thereof and in ad- Fe and Groat County Railroad Road Psusd
Last
Publication
July 1, 1921.
New 1781
30
Sale
T.
19;
Sec
SWgNEti',
will
dition
be subject to the above terms aad
thereto
the
bidder
must
auccessful
Public
of tbe Commissioner
of
Office
w., iL
t., containing 40.00 acrea. Tttere
pay for the improvements that exist on conditions except that the auccessful bidLeads,
are no improvemeata.
tbe
land.
der
must
piy ia cash or h certified exchange
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
at the time of aale,
of the purSanta Fa, Naw Mexico.
Sale No. 1782
NEV.SWU.
NWtfSEtf.
SWKSFK-SecNo.
Sale
lftftl
chase
SEKSWK.
price offered by him for the land,
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
Sec. 29; T. 30 N., R. 34 E., containing 80.00
16, T. 11 S., R. 25 E., containing 8000 four per c nt interest in advance for
h
Notice ia hereby given that pursuant to
fencacres.
The improvements consist of
No balance of such purchase price and will
acres.
There are no improvements.
the provision of an Act of Congress, apPUBLIC LAND SALE
bid on the above described tract of land dc required to execute a contract providing, value $50.00.
proved June 20th, 1910, t he laws of tre-hewill be accepted for less than TEN DOLing for the payment of the balance of
state ot new Mexico, ana rules ana
DE BACA COUNTY
No bid on the above described tracts of
LARS ($10.00) per acre, which is the ap such purchase price in
gulations of the State Land Office, the
thirty equal anland will be accented lor leaa than FIVE
thereof.
nual installments with interest
value
Commissioner mi Public Lands will ofier
praised
on all deice
Off
of the Commiasioner of Public
DOLLARS
($5.00)
per acre, which is the.
ferred payments at the rate of four per
at public sale to the highest bidder at 9
and
in
addition
trereof
value
Laada,
appraised
Each of the above described tract a will cent per iTinura in advance, payment and
'clock A, M., on Tuesday. June 21st, 1921,
thereto the auccessful bidder must par for
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
be offered for aale acparately.
interest due on October 1st of each year.
in tbe town of Estancia, County of Torthe improvements that cxiat oa the land.
Notice ia hereby given that pursuant
rance, State of New Mexico, in front of
The
above
aale
of
will
the court house therein, the following desThe above sale of land will be auhir
land
be
of
to
an
the
of
Act
aubject
Congress,
provisions
Sale No. 173
NWKNEK. Sec 22; T.
to the following terms and conditions, to valid existing rights, casements, rights
cribed tract a of land, viz:
29 N., R. 28 E., containing 40.00 acrea. There approved June 20th, 1910, the lawa of the
of way and reservstiona.
vis:
re
of
rules
and
and
state
Mexico,
ftrw
are no improvemeata. No bid on the above
Sale No. 17U
N54, Sec. 4, T 1 N., R.
State Land Office, the
tract of land will be accepted for (gulations of the
s
11
Witness my hand and the official seal The Commissioner of Public Lands, or his described
All mineral
The im., eeataining 321.36 acres.
in the ihnva
ommissioner of Public Lands will oftVr The successful bidder must pay to the
reserves the right less than $10.00 per acre
such
sale
holding
agent
of
of
of
of
the
Public
Commissioner
and
Lands
house
consist
fencing,
provements
at public sale to the highest bidder at Commissioner of Public
Lands, or bis crtbed tracta of land are reserved to the
said
offered
to
at
and
bids
alt
reject
any
the State of New Mexico, this fifteenth day
value $175.00.
such sale,
of
v o clock A. M., on
State
agent
holding
ana,
Each
will
of
luesday, August
the above described tracts
aale.
of March, 1921. i
the price offered by him for the land,
1921. in the town of Fort Sumner. Coun
be offered for aale separately.
Sale No. 1714
KYVtfXEK.
The Commissioner of PntihV T 9mt
fres for advertising and appraisement and
NE$4NW,
ty of De Baca, State of New Mexico, in all
N. A. FIELD,
Possession under contracts of sale for
Sec. 21, T. 1 N., R. 13
., containing 80.00
costs incidental to the sale herein, each his agent holding such sale, reserves' the
fol
of
front
the
the
court houae therein,
The above sale of land will be subject
Commissioner of Public Lands, the above described tracts will be given on
acres.
There are bo improvements.
and all of aaid amounts must be deposit right to reject any and all bids offered
vis:
to the following term a and conditions, vis: lowing described tracts of land,
State of New Mexico.
or before October 1st, 1921.
i
ed ia cash or certified exchange at the at said sale.
First Publication March 18, 1921.
Sale Ne. 171$
Sec. 29;
WyaSWtf,
NEK. Sec 11; T. 1 N., time of sale and which said amounts and
Except for the land aelected for the San- R.Sale No. ltM
Witness the hand and the official seal
Last Publication May 27, 1921.
Sec. 31, T. 1 N., R. 14 t., conall of them
Possession under contracts nf
are subject to forfeiture
U fn
160.00
NSa,
E
25
There
acrea.
Bond
,
Fe
Railroad
ta
and Grant County
containing
of the State Land Office this twelfth day
There are no imtaining 561.50 acres.
to the State of New Mexico, if the suc- the above described tracta will h
Fund, the successful bidder roust pay to are no improvement a.
of April, 1921.
on or before October 1st, 1921.
condoes
provements.
a
cessful
bidder
not
execute
the
or
his
Public
of
Commissioner
Lands,
N. A. FIELD,
AH of Sec. 31; T. 1 N., tract within thirty days after it has brcn
of
Sale No. 1S3T
sgent holding such sale,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Sale No. 1714
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Witness mv hand and th
W,, Sec. 30; N1,, Sec.
The mailed to him by the State Land Office,
.i
the price offered by him for the land, tees R. 27 E., containing 639.12 acrea.
31, T. 1 N., K. 15 E., containing 639.14 acres.
State of New Mexico.
to provide that the pur- of the State Land Office of the State of
of 2 houses, car said contract
for advertising and appraisement, and all improvement a consist
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
There are no improvements.
First Publication April 15, 12L
this twenty-eightof
costs incidental to the sale herein, each hrd. feed house, corral and feucing, value chaser may at his option make payments New Mexico,
day
of not less than
Last Publication June 24, 1921.
of ninety-fiv- e April, 1921.
and atl of aaid amounts must be deposit
$600.00.
Sale No. 1717
EjSEtf, SWtfSEjL Sec. OIL AND GAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS
ed in cash or certified exchange at the
per cent of the purchase price at
N, A. FIELD,
29, T. 2 N., R. 11 L , containing 1JJ.UU acres.
time
sale
4
after
the
and
T.
and
Sec.
lftlft
No.
All
said
of
any
of
and
N.,
time
Sale
amounts
ssle
which
55;
prior to the
QUAY COUNTY
Commissioner of Public Lands,
There are no improvements.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
all of them are subject to forfeiture to R. 25 E., containing 640.00 acrea.
There expiration of thirty yeara from the date
State of New Mexico.
of the contract and to provide for the
the State of New Mexico, if the auccessful are no improvement a.
Public
of the Commissioner
of
Sale No. 1711
First Publication Mav
1971
NESE, Sec. 3; Ea OfficeLands,
NOTICE
payment of any unpaid balance at the ex Last
FOR PUBLICATION
bidder does not execute a contract within
Sec. 4, T. 2 N., K. 11 E., containing
Ey,
Publication
15, l9il.
S N.. piration
of
from
of
July
T.
See.
date
the
mailed
No.
to
lOft
has
been
Sale
WKEK.
it
after
thirty
years
32;
thirty daya
2U0.00 acres.
The improvements consist
on
contract
R. 23 E., containing 160.00 acrea.
with interest
him by the State Land Office, aaid condeferred oav
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
PUBLIC LAND SALE
There the
of fencing,
value $175.00.
ments at the rate of four per cent per
tract to provide that the purchaser may are no improvements.
annum payable on the anniversary of the
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
UNION COUNTY
at his option make payments of not less
Sale No. 1711
All of Sec. 13, T. 4 N.,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
the provisions of an Act of Congress, apof ninety five per cent
than
Sale No. U4t
R. 13 E., containing p40.00 acres.
The imW4, WSEK. Sec. 10; date of the contract, partial payments to
Public of the purchsse price at any time after NV4. SEK, Sec. 11; T. 4 N., R. 25 E., be credited on the anniversary of the
June 20th, 1910, the laws of the Office of the Commissioner of
of
NOTICE
consist
FOR PUBLICATION
feucing, value proved
provements
date of the contract next following the
State of New Mexico, and the rules and
Land a,
the aale and prior to the expiration of containing 880.00 acrea. There are ao
$300.00.
date of tender.
from the date of the contract
regulations of the State Land Office, the
yeara
thirty
PUBLIC
LAND SALE
offer
Commissioner of Public Lands will
and to provide for the payment of any
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
5 N.,
Sale No. 172
SW, Sec. 35, T. There
for lease, for the exploration, development,
The above aale of land will be aubject
Sale No. lftfl
R.
unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty
SEK. Sec 35; T. S N.,
E., containing loO.OO acres.
LUNA
COUNTY
and
of
oil
at
and
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to years from the date of the contract with R. 25 E.t containing IjO.OO acrea.
gas,
production
pu!lit
There to valid exiating rights, casements, right
are no improvements.
auction to the highest bidder, at 9 o'clock the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap interest on deferred payments at the rate are no improvemeata.
of way and reservations.
A.
the
on
1921,
ia
Office
of
laws
the
of
28th,
June
M.,
of
the Commissioner of Public
Tuesday,
four per cent per annum payable oa tbe
proved June 20th, 1910, the
Sale No. 1721
EjAVtf, Sec. 11. T. 5 N., town of Tucumcari,
All mineral rights in the above des
County of Quay. State State ot Jew Mexico, ana rules ana
Lands,
of the date of the contract, parlbO.Uu
R. 14 E., containing
All of Sec 15. T. 4 N..
Sale Ne. 142
acrca. There of New
Mexico, at the front uoor of the
of the State Land Office, the tial payments to be credited on the
rribed tracts of land are reserved to th
R. 25 E., containing 640.00 acrea.
are Bo improvements.
Tbere
Court House therein, the following des Commiiiioner of Public Lands will offer
Santa I'e, New Mexico.
State.
of the date of the contract next are no Improvemeata.
at public sate to the highest bidder at 2 following the date of tender.
Sale No. 1722
NV& Sec. 1; NWJ,, enbed lands,
Notice is hereby given that
o'clnck P. M., on Tuesday, July 12th, 1921,
The Commissioner of Public Lands, or
4 N.,
Sec. 12, T. 8 ', U. 9 h.; lots 1. 2,
See.
No.
Sale
Ifttf
T.
pursuant to
12;
N&
T. 13 N., R. 36 E., Sec in the town of t
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t-Sale No. lata
E,SEU. SFUCWLf c..
Sale No. 177ft
ti c-NEHSW.
Lsst Publication July IS, 1921.
GUADALUPE COUNTY
the above described t ract a will be gi ven Sec 2.1; T. 2S N., R. 24 F... Lot
11
Sale Ne. 174ft
NEW. WNWU. SFU
Iv-c,0: to,Eyi7 SWh
4, Sec
'
containing loo.oU ,rr. Th...
oa or before October 1st, 192L
Lot 2. Sec 19; NWKNWK
Sale No. L-NWK. NWSK, Sec. 12; T. 2ft N.t R. 23 E.,
Sec.
19; WSWK,
j.-- 5 " 7., ate u; 1. is a., JL, la
20; SWNEK, SE
"7..
improvementa.
v., containing otu.uu acrefc
SEK. NEK SWK. Sec 13; T. 29 N., R. 33 Src. 21; NWKSWK. Sec. 28; ESEK. Sec.
The irnDrove
Sec 29; T. 2 N., R. 25 E., containSTATE OF NEW MEXICO
Witness the hand and the official seal NWjf.276.23
Sale No. Ill,
ments conaist of 1 well., windmill..
.
All of Sec. 10; T. 21 S ,
acres. The improvements con- K., fc'ahWS4. SEW. Sec 20: NWWNWW. 29; SWKNWK. Sec. 33; T. 2 tiH R. 16 E.,
of the State Land Of'ice this twea'y-aixt- h ing of
H. 11
14:
Sec.
NWK
value
NSec.
.U50.00.
11;
W.,
SEKSEK.
SWKSWK.
29
R.
NWWSEW.
00.
29:
T.
ing,
Src
sist
The
containing 640.00 acres.
fencing, value (200
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
day of March, 1921.
34 E., containing
Src. 4i; i. z
of 2 wells and fencThe im- NLK. Sec 15; SEK-K- .
1,000 00 acres.
improvements
consist
Sale No. 1111
k V E, Lot 1. Sec 19; Lot 4, SEKSWK,
SWUNEll. U'lcrti
SMSKU. Sec 30: Tots provements consist of feacina. value $300.
Sale No. 1771
ing, value JolO.OO.
LAND
SALE
PUBLIC
1ft
19
2
R.
T.
N. A. FIELD,
T.
;
fc.,
Sec.
SWK
10
31;
N.
a.,
W., containing UU.0U
1, 2, NEK, SWK, NKSE, Sec Jl; T. 28 00.
S,SEK.
Sale N.. 1111
NEK. Sec 11; ESEK. Sec 12; SEKSW'K.
Commissioner of Public Lands, N.. K. 26
SEK. Sec. 19; T. 36 S ,
ti
inert are ao imnrovementL
containing 559.84 acrea. l he
CHAVES
COUNTY
y
Seie Ne. 174ft
State of New Mexico.
NWUNFU Kf.WVWU. NWKSEK. Sec U; W ,NEK. Sec 24; T.
containing loo.uu acrea.
The
improvemeata consist of fencing, value $3000.
Sale No. Itlt
NEW. Sec 10- - T lo c
Sec 11: T. 29 N.. R. 27 f- c- containme J N , R. 17 E.. Lota 1. 2, 4, S, 6, 7, SEK
of house, well, fesve.
consist
improvementa
First Publicatioa April 1, 1921.
Lot J. Sec 4: Lot 1 HO. GO acres. The improvements consist of NWK. SKNEK. EfcSW. SEK. Sec 6; E Office of tbe Commissioner of Public
Sale No. 1772
aelected ing JJ25.U0.
Mk
co"t'"',1
15?M
Last Publication June 17, 1921.
crea,
"
R. 18 E., NEK,
Lands,
Sec. 5: NEKNWK. Sec. 9: T.
SEK. Sec. 17; T. 2
N.. R. house and barn, value $125 00.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
27 E., SSEK.
road Bond
SEK
N r. 11; T. 4 N., R. 16 E , SWKSKK.
Sec 24; T. 29 N, R. 27 E ,
There are aa unnrovc -- Sal. No. 1112
SEKSWX. WKSE. f,e.
v. 1. 26 a., K. 9 W.,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant mcata.
.
Sale Ne. 17Sft
WKNWW. Sec 2. f 20 SWK. Src. 2d: T. 4 V. R. 17 E.. N'SEK.
containing 194.58 acrea. The improvements
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
containing
acres. The imDrovemeni
.. t a. 120.00
N., R. 29 E., containing ft 1.7 acrea. The src. I: T. ft N. R. 17 t.. All of Sec hi ? to the provisions of an Act of Congress,
consist of fencing, value $320.00.
2 wells, fencing,
June 20ih, 1910, the laws of the Sak No. lit
value
4275.00.
Sec
SJ4SWJ4,
improvemeata con a i at of fencing, value E',. SWla. Sc. II: Allec.of SecAll 12: EK.j approved
SWKSEK,
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
of Sec State of Krw Mexico, and rules and re- - ; T. 19 S.,
IS W.,
Sale No. 1772
U;
ENWk. NWKNWK.
N',SE4 Sec 13; T. 291 (30.00.
containing UU.'X
a..
SWK. Sec. 15; NEKN EK. SWK i gulations of the State Land Office, the acrea.
Sec. I; T. M
There are ao improvements.
S5.? 10 J-"OIL AND CAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS N, R. 25 E., containing 80.00 acres. There
Sale Ne, 17S1
NNVW. SWKNWK. SEKSWK, ( mtfnitoner of Public Lands will offer
are ao improvemeata.
SEKNWK. EKSWK. Sec NEK.
containing go.OO acrea. The
Sale No. 1IM
EKNWU. NFix improvementa conaist of well, value $75.00.
19; T. 30 N., R. 33 E-- , ooatainmg 120 00 SEK. Src 22; AH of Sec. 23; SV4. Sc at puNic aale to the highest bidder at
WNEK.
DE BACA COUNTY
Sale No. 1774
SHNWW. NEHNW&
acrea. There are ate improvement e.
WH, SEK Sec. 9 o'clock A. M. on TTiursdav. Aunst SWK. NWKSEK. Lot. 1, 4 Sec la; T. Zi
2i LSEKNEK. WNEK.
KEii S- Jb:
T. 27 S,
t'.NWK. SWWNWK. Sec. 27: T. 4th. 1VJ1. an the town ot KoswelL Jowa
r.KSW K, Sec U; T. wm Nw "'4
Office
of the Commissioner of Public 12; T. 30 N R. 2 E., containing 120.00
,i' S, 'iR. w15 W, containing
KVL NWS. Sec 12: EW 5 N . R. I
Sale No. 17S2
Tt--.
f Sec. 2; NK, Sec ty of Chavee, State of New Mexico,
E , All
ia !i
containine lGO.00 acres.
ao
acrea.
S17.S
I
arc
here
acrea.
improvemeata.
Lands,
R- - 17 E , SWK
nonae
ft
tront
court
km
of
of
T.
Sec.
the
11;
the
The
consist
improvrmtnts
NWK.
ec
N.
in;
thereua,
afcK.
at
house, 3 weUtv
vk.
ii; mK,
improvements consist
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
fencing, value windmills, tanks,
$410.00.
lowing described tracta of land, vis:
Sale No. 177S
Lot 2. NFK$W'4. NW
value T4,qTO,WL
NEKSWK,
fencing,
NKjSEK, SEKSEK. Sec 14; T. NEK. Src. 9; NEK. 5K. Sec 24; WKNLK.
)
N.. R. 29 fc.. containing 1.000 acrea. WU W,SLK. aEKSLK. Sec 25; T. 1
L T. Jl N4 K.
L.
Notice ia hereby given that oursnant to ti4. &ec.
Sale Ne. HIS
VWiZSFU
c.
Sale No. Ifttl
24: T.
ESWK. WKSEK. Sec Sal, No. ISM
EH, Sec 34; T. 24 S., Sec
the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap- taining 116.71 acrea, selected for the Santa The improvemeata con sis t of nonae, bare 7V.N-- R. R.17 IS fc..E SnNWa. Si. 161.22
2S; NKNK. Sec. 34; T 27 S, JL 11
13
acrea. ft; T.
,
and tracts g, vainC $l,4aJl
9 K. aft t.. containing 160.00 acres.
anrl
Bond
re
Orant
Kailroad
13 W
comprising 10,
rand
of
laws
W, SC4, Sec $; T. 25 S,
reservoirs,
the
the
County
proved June 20th, 1910,
to.uo
how
of
wells
acrea. There ax.
The
consist
containing
era,
improvemeata
coataiaing 440.00 acrea. There arc aa imState of New Mexico, and the rules and The improvements constat of fencing, valae
Sale No. 17S1
improvementa.
SEKSWK Sec. 24: T. The above describee1 laada will be cold and windmills, valae
provemeata.
regulations of tbe State Land Office, the Vwuu.
JO
which
m
40
0ft
21
the
R.
each
acrca.
ia
N.,
E., containing
eparatrly
awnaty
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
same is ait state.
Sale New lift
SWKSWK. Sec
pim btg will ne accepted
No bid oa the above described tracta ot
NWKSEK. Sec 3D; T
No bid on the above described tracts There are ne improve spent a.
T.
for lease, for tbe exploration, development,
a.
., containing 40.00 acrea.I; The
R. 22 E, con t amine oOK acrea land will be
for less thaa five cent a per acre which J S--,
and production of oil and gaa, at public of land will be accepted for less than FIVE
accepted for lea, thaa THREE
.
m
1754
No.
Sale
will be 4 erase
to cover t he first year's The im pro vr meats consist of wc0, wind-mil- DOLLARS
SjSK, Sec T.12; 21EtfNWK,
U.O0, per acre, which ia tbe improvements consist of hnu
a wet ion to the highest bidder, at 9 o'clock. DOLLARS (tf OO) per acre, which ia the
N
R. rental, and no person will W permittee
tank, t roe (ha, value tflOOjOOl
on Wednesday, June 1st, 1921, in appraised value thereof and ia addrtfon SEKNEK. ESEK. Sec U;
appraised valae thereof and ia addition wirdmills, tanks, fencing, value $3,000.00.
A
NWKSEK, SHSEK. Sec. 7; SWKSW. te bid at each aale except be has, SMt
thereto the auccceaful
bidder must pay
the town of Fort Sumner, County of De thereto tbe successful bidder snnst pay tor 27
Sale Nc 1,17
Sec.
E;
five
aet
the
S for the iatarovemeata
lftSft
T.
to
Sec.
ante
Ne.
less
Sole
17;
ft;
thaa
EK
Sec
Sec
SEKNWK.
W4WH.
23;
on
WHSWK,
days
tne
the
exist
satin.
prior
new
that
tront
of
at
the
th.t
Mexico,
improvements
Baca, State
M k.
W
. T. Tl,2 S,
contamme 320.00 . r. i;
I
R. 25 E coataiaing SO.OO acrea. There lead.
EKSWK, SEK, Lot 4, t hcrrfor, eVpositee with the Commissioner
door of tbe Court House therein, the fol- Each of the above described tract a will SWK. Sec. 18;
no
of Public Lands cash or certified exchange are no improvementa.
improvemeata.
Sec
19;
be
offered
NWKNWK.
fcach
aale
SKNWli,
NttSWH,
for
of
.n
the
above
described
described
separately.
lands,
lowing
irae.
Sec 20; All of Sec, an; T. 21 N- - R. 2ft E- -, to the amount of tbe above sninimem cash
ac oiierea lor aaae oeparatelj.
N- - MI7A-X- J4
Sec 34, T 21 aV. X II
successful bidders Sale No. MM
The isistwe-stro-ll bid.
SWKSEK. Sec. 1: NEK
Deposits of all
2.
R. 26 E , Sec.
The above aale of land will be oub-ec- t containing 2,634.70 acrea.
T. S
Sale No.
w
NV K Sec 11; WKNEK. SEKNEK, NWK
c nsist of fencing aad Kkcrvosra, will be returned.
The deposit of tbe
containing 3J0 acres. There are ao
R. 27 E.
24L
to the following terms aad condiThe above aale of land win be nabiect
an; Sec, 24. all; T. 3
Comheld
will
be
bidder
valae $200.00.
by the
SEK. Sec 12; NEKNWK, Sec. 14; T. S
See. 2a, W; Sec. 26, all; T. I N., R. 2 tions, via:
tbe sol lowing term, aad coaditioaa. improvementa.
i
missioner of Pablic Lands ene by him , R. 2 ft E SHNWK. Sec 7; NHN& Sec VS.!
E., Sec. 22, WKNEtf, NtfNWtf, SWtfNWH.
No bid oti the above deKnbed
Sale No- - 17Sft
NKSWK. See. 14: T. SI applied to the payment of ewen bid, bat 18; T. S S--, R. 27 E, containing 52271
Exrept for the land aelected for the SanSEKSWK. SWtfSEtf; T. 2 N
ot land will be accepted for lesa tract,
WSWJ4,
There are aw improvements.
R. 2S E. Sec 2, KWtf; Sec la, all; T. 2 ta Fc and Grant County Railroad Bond N., R. 29 E containing au.OB acrea. There if t be ewccessfnl biddrr shall fail te com- Ezceat toe tbe laad aelected fne th. C..... THREE
IXiLLARS f$3 00 mr acre, wh."
bis
there
and
thro
a.
are
ao improvement
paybidder mast pay to
pnrchase by
Fe aad Gr.at County Railroad Boad Faad.
plete
N., R. 27 E- - Sections 2 and 2, alt Sac 4. Fund, the onccessful
is the appraised value thereof and at adSole Ne. IftSS
rag aay aaiance one awoer ana porcnase.
NEKNEK. Sec 11; T. tbe successful bidder mast aay to the ditionSH, NEJ4, Sec S, SE, SNElt; Sec. 6. the Commissioner of PaWtc Lnnda, wr bis
thereto
the auccessful bidder must
taw
coat
17SS
S-No.
Mr;
Sec
21
WHSWU.
tae
oovertasaaa;
of
and
Sale
SEK.
ft
E
R.
40
NW&
00 acrea. There Com mis wooer ot
,
cf
Sec ft,
alL Sec 7,
ageat holding such aale,
containing
Pablic Laada. ear h,. pay for the improvemeata
NSWtf;
that exist oa
SWKNWK. rtprsfti tmioent to avca sale, then eaca are am improvemeata.
w
WSEM: Sec 10, the price offered by hiaa for the land, leva SEKSWK, Sec. N-11; EKNWji,
NEK; Sec
ageat hotdiag each aale
ol
the
load.
Lbe
fforteited
will
R.
2$
21
State
of
to
tne
T.
Sec
for
U:
See.
and
and
all
drpomt
costsaisi
advertising
appraisement,
WJ4NWJ4, NEHXWjs), SE. ElSW);
tbe price offered by aim for tbe load,
120 00
acrea were New Mexico aa bonidated daanagee.
No. IE
SWUNWM.
do
4: SEK fee, for adeertiaiag aad appraisement aad
WJ4. $E; See. 14, ell; See caota incidental to the aale herein, ear h 400.00 acres, of which
Sec
11, NWNEH,
Each of
above dearribed tracta will
for tbe Santa Fc and Grasrt Cown- - t
NF.K. Sec J; T. 7 S, R. a E, exotaio-ro- , all coat, iacideataJ to the aale herein, each be offered the
It, EH. WtfWU, ESW. NCtfNWtf; See 1; and all of oaid amounts mvt be deposit - selected
for aale separately.
The purchaser or pwrrhasere of al or
SSMI ocrei.
in cash or certified exchange at tne ty Railroad Bond Fend. The rmprawemente
There arc M improve- - aad all of oaid amooata mast be eepo.it- NH; Sec 1ft, N4; Soc H, SEtf; Sec 20, Etf,
of tbe nboec described laada.
any
vainc
corral
end
oaid
of
of
$27ML
time
aale
and
which
ftewoag,
part
and
ftL
consist
omwnta
Sectaaa
WHSWH;
a aa caaa ae certitiea exenaaee
EHWA SWXNWaj.
at tbe The above aale af laad will be oabiect
t whether ait mate in owe, or snore of the
29, all; Sec ID, Erf; Swa. 21, Kttf; fcW all of tbeni are eubject to forfeiture to
time at aale aad which aaid amoaat aad ta tba following terms aad coaditioaa,
oameg eowntsvo. will W rosjoirol to Solo No. 15T
Solo No. I7n
via:
te . fTMTM. SWi above witbm
AO N. the State of New Mexico, if tbe ouceeeafal
NEKSFK. Sec 12; T 1 all of thaai are .abject tm forfeiture
22, WHKEX. SEtfNEil. Wtf, SEtf.
M
oetool
vita
tnomli,
See.
S13.1
99
betpa
bidder dooe not eawevte a contract withia KWfai. WSWJ. ftloSW), KEKS14,
21 E
vnjiia,
aorec
fl
4000
The to tbe State of New Mexico, if the eue- Jf . P.
eoatamiag
Eaeeat for the lead aatectol far the laa-t- a
aoatoiaia,
o wrll ri, copaUe of dnlltsg M
4eot
.inH-auNo btd will bo accepted Br seat then tkirtv dare after it baa been mailed eo O; Lota t, , t. SEtoN'EW. KEfaSEM, J- -e
mi
eoaatot
hoaac
well,
ceeafal bidder doe, aot exacata a Ha-traPa aad Great Cerantv Kaiirwad Boad
to aria cmiosmir o4 iatpioteaioat, took, troagha. valae
feiai by tbe State Land Office aaid am-treU E, coatoiaro, WJ of jam feet
tbJOl 00.
$v cwata par arm, vhwa easvll bo
tl; T. St K,
withia thirty daya after It haa beea
- wmsrai oiaoor aiaat
ul oorh oWatk koo heca rwxa-e- :
to
r. laosool.
to provide that tbe parehaser ana KM. Tbero aro M
dihtrotly
d to tswhido and aaver the first ynsr's
mailed to him by tba Stat. Load Offiee, the Caaimiaaioaer
of Publi. Looda, or Ka
mm
firtooat
oooool
ot
JlMM
Sa!a
No.
mtol
KEKSEK.
T
Sec
bio
seen
wilt
at
sen
aad
mebe
pmj
aaid
of
ao
for
4and,
set
rental
per
option
payments
- aoeat
auch aale, one. twentieth af
aaid
to
cowtract
arosida
tba
mm4
Mrthat
holding
oer
of
OXOi
ocre.
Z.
There
Svt
. Sec t:
t
acrea.
vwymlt,
Lota
cwt,
of sunety-fiv- e
21MLewtim..g
Ve permitted to td at aartt sale oseewt than
per erst Solo No. trm
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fee
for ailvr rtisinr and apraisemcnt, an J
all Costs mi ulental ttj the kale herein,
each and all of said ammmti must be
at
drpusiled in cash or . cm fin,
the tun n sale and which said annmiits
and all of tin in art- iul.ji ct to for teiturc
to the Slate t.i New MVxuu. if the micliid-lcfSittul
r do.
tint execute a cwii- tract within thirty days after it has lteeu
mailed to him hy t he State Land Otiuf ,
said control t t
inn nit- thdt the ur- chaser may at his option make payment.
01 not Jc s than
ot ninety
five per crnt ot the purchase price
at
any time alter the sale and prior to the
expiration of thirty year from the date
of the contract and to provide
for the
payment of any unpaid balance at the
trutn the date
expiration of thirty
of the contract with interest on deferred
t he
rate ot four per cent
j..i merit a at
per annum payahle in the anniversary

IN SANTA FE, N. M?

llns is the In- Cream factory tnry. This is the original cl,J Curio
wnrre nicy make Ke l ream Mure-n- et
Who
voiir souvenirs
ce,it ",,re, and t,,,ir it and how kfng established in bu

'take if you go to the Majestic Cafe. of all kinds, the making: of special
Here the chef knows how to pre- - Furniture Fly screen and now is
pare those dainty dishes that you will the time for those screens then go
Cream
from
ol the contract neat
lamess
f
is
i
ami;
9
enjoy and tell your friends about. to the contractor at
ui un kr.
Water
J he
V.
purest ingredients and in a sanitarv
UriLMtia
Curio Store T. S
Everything served that is in season. street. He does all kinds of. mill work
i hey can sunn!
the stores Candelurio 318 years.
The s.tle of land selected for the San- plant.
will
Here
reafind
the
also
cement
you
contracts.
Cement
r
prices
and
the home with hick or bulk Ice
ta i e and Grant Count y Railroad Bond
Autumobilists
This is th
sonable. Where is the Majestic Cafe Plaster for sale. Who is it and how
wid he buij'Ct to the a hove terms Cream.
Good weight and quality 1
Garacre
eouinoed
complete
is
and con.iitioiK ex pt tliat the s iwa- Mul are the
and
who
the
a
proprietor?
as
many
luok
years
experience
In
to
Ice.
tor
carpenter
things
bntlder must pay in
or certified
i
o.
battery service. Auto supplies and
Ihe Majestic Cafe. 2oo San and contractor?
at the titiie (,i .aie,
ot i'ronipt delivery, regular service and Accessories. Auto Tires and
Francisco St Charles Gann.
37. Santa Fe Mill & Lumber Co
Repairs
t he
purcha-- e
pru e oiiered hy h.ra for reasonable prices are tileir business a
snop completely equipped for Weld
the land, iiiiir per cent interest in ad- principles. Who is it, who is the man- All the Plumbing installed or 18 years.
t
ItltT
..w,
vance t"r he ha lance of such purchase
'
and
done
ik'.-is
what
tl.cir
for
brick
V
by the expert at 106 Gal- m
.
,
u
.
..
When you want a delicious
id
.iii.l
l.r
d
price
T
to
rt i in
prue
ixouk a
.v, L u. ucic
steo street is stronK, substantial and
juu vvm 4111U
cuntfact provi'hriK' for the ament of the Ice (.ream5
meal with the best of service.
Auto
- .
a"
with
the
best
car
Livery
.
balance of mu h purchase pi ice in thirty
i
i.v
mt,'
lurable. Not a single feature does a la carte at all hours or
regular
r.jLial annual imi .. imeii' s mhIi
un (Imwv
?"d drivers and rates reasonable. This;
.... .
tiihe neglect and everything is done in meals then
all deferred payments at the rate of four .....
to the Royal place that
'
bales
the
and
service
station
fo
he most careful and skillful manner has been go
a.1.
, ..un
per ct ni per annum m
payments
will
Here
famous
newly
equipped.
Uodfe Brothers Motor
ami interest due on 0(t..h
1st of eath
hat give the satisfaction that gives be served all the delicacies of the seaImi t it hard to get out of the Cars and
O
Trucks. Who is it and what!
year.
a
ne
tell
an
dhe
his
friends.
in
pride
son and their prices will within the
rm in ine niunt or a sintaijle is their storage capacity?
jet your Plumbing estimates here and reach of all. Go
rl uill he
10. Liussun a: wiosson
here for your next
puiiniK an awiui crimp
kijithe"umiuibank-rollcars
13
Valid
be- will
ou
save
easemtut
end
the
in
money
"K'"f!iii
?
old
Luncheon and
Do you know
will tell your
way, and reSelect Kupenlieinier" good
ause of first class work that lasts. friend about theyou
uliere you may iind that very gilt
service ana cookLlothes and you are sure of
Who is it, who is the proprietor and ing. What
All
iv haiever
rifcch!
above ,rs
the occasion may be wed-- e
restaurant, who is the
crd.ed lands ar- i
real style the accepted Fa
low many years experience?
State,
.lint;, graduation, birthday or bridge getting
and what is his motto?
proprietor
sinon- - smartness
B.
Co
F.
in
iianta
t'e Plumbing
good taste
3K.
; something really unique and
The r..ninn?ii.iner
Koyal Cafe G. Herrera whole
.amis, or jpaity
are selected bv eood dressers th
loyle 11 years.
his jjfctit
h .t'luiK
some food sanitation.
".nvc. lit- artistic and yet n,t too expensive? I
are
the
t
rankly,
whicl
an
in
they
i,la
styles
nyht
.,ii,
This is the expert when it
week-Ju- ne
rrje
you ulieady a frequent purcliaser js
j
at aid sale.
When you want those Gar
of style and value. This
comes to Art Metal Work
mvsc
. .
aim,, inuian. .Muuies .. surety
Tl..
r
... .
n
ments Cleaned by the latest
inn.
ivunilt'
if
ine
uui.
.iwim
mn!-- r
.
..
I'
Hi
I
V
...
Ml
.nil
II t'
V,
,n.
'
irni
l,.rllil,tl
.
r.v...is
.1.
and il is th
Will l,C
iv
j '
ou will make no mistake to take the,:
aimo.ul.ere of Old Santa Fe and of
.?l,Igf V '
:
jiuvca. h j
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Fourth Present, Cleaning work
Fifth Present, Bakery Goods
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wnlle tney were waiting for the set urn
kidnapers to return. You can bet high
that I made myself mighty smull und
unobtrusive.
After u while tlie blc man spoke
again.
"What lias Uncle Chon Cliadwick up
his sleeve got, do you think?"
"I don't think I know !" was the
snappy reply. "It's one of two tilings:
a receivership
which will knock US'
Into u cocked hat because we can't
fool with an ollicer of the United
Stutes court or a new deal ull around
in the management."
"Vkii of the two will It be that will
come out of thut comiuiddee room up-

THE WRECKERS
FRANCIS LYNDE

By

Coerrifht bv Charles Scribner't Sons
a Joke and laughi'il some more. Then
"1 don't see it," said
tlie boss,
she asked me if I'd ever been in New briefly.
I
when
York, and
felt sort of small
"Ion't you? I do. I have un Idea
I hud to tell her that I had never
rambling around in my bend tbnt It
been east of Omaha In ull my life. !s about time some bright young felWilli that, she told me not to worry; low was showing tlie people of the
lhat if I stayed with Mr. Norcross United Stutes t lint u railroad needn't
I'd prnlmhly get to go unywhere I lie regarded us an outlaw among the
wanted to.
Industries; needn't have the enmity
Something in (lie way she said It of everybody it serves; needn't be the
inn ill? It sound like u little slam on prey of n lot of disloyal nnd dissntls-lie- d
I lie
buss, and of course I w asn't goemployees who are interested only
ing to stmul for Hint.
"There is one thing about it: H"'
boss will make good wherever he i
,
"You can bet Oil
Hi's," I hit hack.

MARKETS
Furnished by
OF MARKETS
Washington, D. C.

U. 8. BUREAU

Nenvpiijiiir L'olgo Nei Scrrt9.
KrultM and
Ktiiii(ra.
Northern packed round white potatoes up Go to Hie per lull lb, ut hip-pin- ii

(IVntem

points. cl.iiiiK 754) wic. chicau.
eariot inuiket up 5c. at 95c4l II. Ul.
S. u th I'urolina No. 1 lnuh C. ibidem,
I7.5uji7.75 per cloth top slat barrel.
New Vork.
Texan sacked Wins
down 75c per luo lbs., middle,
western cities, at 3.75tii 4. New Vork
cold storuKe A2ty lluldwin apples selling at wider ranue in eastern markets:
New
17.507.75, Ualtimore; 17.1107.50,
H.OU cj 6.50, PhilYork and I'ittshiiruh;
adelphia. Medium size extra fancy
nnithwestern
firm Chicago,
at 13.003.50: winesaps
smull sizes,
J.25'2.75.
Diilry Products.
t'nder influence, of increaHinir production and quality hardly
such as to
warrant heavy wt.irak-c-, butter stocks
have accumulated and prices declined
7c at eastern markets the past week.
Iluyers are buying little, as prices continue downward. CiosiiiK pricey, !2
nenre:
New York. 2Hc: Hoston and
liiiladelpliia. 30c: ChicaKo, zSHc
C'hoce markets have held weak and
trading was little better at preneni.
although prices in Winconsin tn ranue
U'tfclle: at fhiiago, Htil5e: eastern murkets. lli'n 17c. It seems to be
a ease of dullness with no actste factors to uivc life p, market,
Grain.
w
Althoimh prices averaged higher
during Hie week, market trend was
uncertain and sentiment mixed. I
crop und weather reports
reunited in mimcrniiH upturns, but lack
ol foipiiurt invariably resulted in
I'rincipul bearish influence,
wus pussuge of the Tineher bill by
the House of He prcHcntuiives: pit conditions also a factor. Country offerings of corn more liberal with Illinois
and Indiana marketing corn rather
In i'hieago cash market No. a
freely.
winter wheat, 11.55: No. 2 hard.
.No.
3 mixed
11.50;
corn, 58c; No. 3
yellow corn, 5Hc; No. 3 white oats. 3!lc.
J''nr the week Chicago May wheat up
t 'sc. ut ll.tK: May corn down lao.
al .I!",!-Chicago
July wheat up
al $l.lN-'July corn down 2c, at lilc.
MinneuiiuliH July wheut up
at
$
Kansas City July, 2c, at 1.12.
Winnipeg July. lo'4c, at tl.SliV
Live Stuck und Mi'uIh.
Chicago hog pricen declined 5c to 15c
tier loo pounds the past week. Beef
and butcher cattle were practically
uniiiuuged. Feeder steers up 15c to
..11:.
eai calves ailvunced 25c to 7.1c;
I'ut lutntis, 5iic to 11.25: yearlings. 50u
to 2; fat ewes, 7oc to II. Chicago
8.25
Hogs, bulk of sales,
prices:
0: medium
and good beef steers.
$ 7 5 0 fi tf
butcher cows and heifers.
."i.25 4i
feeder steers. $7uS.5U; light
una ineiiium weight vcai calves, iku
11.75:
75 'o 12.25
fat lunilis.
feeding
lauihs, yearlings, IKll; fat ewes,
li.254i 7.75.
With the exception of lamb, eastern
wholesale fresh meat prices declined.
to II; veal, mutton and
Iteef down
pork loins generally II lower per 100
lbs. Lamb ranged steady to 3 higher,
Trices
depending upon the market.
good grade meats: lieef. IH.754I IH;
veal, 1150117: lamb.
2t'g2G; mutton.
loins.
n,'ulS; light pork
222I;
ID.

raised, us you might guess," Mr. Cliadstairs?"
wick was saying.
"WHO
SHEILA MACRAE?
SHE'S A WIDOW."
"A new management. Dunton can't
I grabbed at the name, "Hasil," right
stand for a receivership, nnd Chad-wicruilro.-iiaway: it Isn't such a very common
man. having finished
Synopsis. - Graham Norrrnns. an
knows It. The securities would
the roit. iruction work on the Oregon Mittliin.l, is on his way to Chicago. He
name, and Mrs. Sheila had said somebe knocked out and tlie majority holdto lake a vacation ami then consider a Canadian general manager's
recwater
under
you
the
thing
tunk,
job Jitiiiiue lo.lils. his secretary. Is with him. They are marooned at Sand
ollect about a "Cousin Husil" who ers liuntnn and his bunch couldn't
Creek s;ling. with a charming young woman. Mrs. Sheila Macrae, and her
wus to huve met her ut tlie truln. I imloiiil. Ciiudwick will name the man
yoiiriH cousin. Maisie Ann. I'nseen. lliey witness an exceedingly odd sort of
was putting two or three little private who is to tuke Shaffer's pluce us gentrain hoMup. A s.ecial car is carried off into the hills. It turns out to be
the car of John Cliadwick. lliiani ial magnate. whom N'oreross was to meet at
of my own together, when one eral manager of the railroad outfit.
guesses
l ortal City.
'1'iie "II.jss" and his companions rescue "I'ncle John."
of fhe elevators came down nnd here We might have stood it off for a
came our two, the young lady and while, Just us I said yesterday. If we
the chunky little girl, with tlie major could huve kept Cliadwick from atIntlve vnltii's. 'Die property Itself lins
CHAPTER II Continued.
this meeting."
chuckling und smiling mid giving nn tending
never heili t'nlisiilel'eil, save US H
2
"Hut now we don't coulil sttiml It
arm to each. They had apparently
liilil seen,
menus tn mi end; tin' end heim; to
Mr. Norcross tiil.l what
off
what then?"
stopped ut tlie liullard only to wait
c lnnl 1..1111' to In- - where we eimhle line huiieh nf the Wall Street
ninl liuw
"We'll have to wait and see, nnd
that."
until be could come lifter them ami
wentiblc lo
it. I'llt that tllillt'I Ciiiiii'sti'ts ynti speu k if In tnuke a
size up Ihe new man when be blows
"I like
take them home.
loyalty," she flushed out.
an.
on
iinuther "It is a your
iiiiliina
ln'lp on! much, cither. Irotu liny point 'killing'
line tiling In u day that Is
I saw tlie boss sit
in Ills chair In. He'll he only human, llenckel. And
Inineh."
up
of view it seeineil perfectly foolish,
much too careless of such qualities.
and stare at them. Then lie said: If we- get right down to it we can
"The old stiuv," said Mr. Norcross. And I
ninl tin' ho" nia.lc mention nt tlntt.
him over to our side or make
agree with you that your Mr.
"That's Mrs. Macrae with him now. pull
"We are hiimpinc nV4'r the net re
t happened hi In' then' t"
Il' wo
him wish he'd never been born."
N'oreross is likely to succeed; mure;
Is
a
Ids
she
t iclil
member
of
tinfamily?"
worst
llial
tlio
sult,
Mr.
Chadwirk went than
!.ii:.'
now,"
engine hack,
The big man got up ponderously
likely, if he will only Iciirn to
"A second cousin, or something of
. o'li.i base
r Slmrt l.lne is practii'iil- Mr. t 'lunlw h'k uml "h. "I'ioi
combine u little gentle cleverness with
und brushed tlie cigar ashes olT of his
Inmet
Unit
in
Mr.
"I
il
tinliavi'
said
wimbl
tinCliadwick.
.T.-li.
sort,"
last
ly
nl
Tin' shirk lias the
poclul
"i'ou wait nnd see what
heavy hand."
her once nt Hie major's bouse out In
been a few hour- -' bother
delay. slumped to forty and wnrse; Slmfler,
"I don't think you have any cau-'- e
comes; nilt the cominiddee room out.
tiie
tiie
stminier."
northern
suburb
last
C'hiTal manager and the only to blacklist
In the
of lime tin' ciiinlni tiir
I said.
Mr. .Norcross,"
Mr. Norcross let the three of them I go up to the ovvlce."
I.
tO II
loan we lnie hail for years, lins
Oil
:V .:lkoi Hill llllll
"Hasn't he been right good mid lirolh-crlWhen I was left alone in tlie row of
out and away, und we heard their
get
wife
somewhere, Iliollli it I'l'sicned III disgust; ntul if soini'thim;
to lo it h ,,f you this evening?"
taxi speed up anil trundle off before lobby chnlrs with the snappy one I
isn't done totuiirinw inoriiiiic in I'lit'tnl
' h:.o Ial. oil him nil lliglll, llllll
"lli, I didn't mean Hint," she said
he said, "She Is married, I'm told. was scared stiff for fear, now that he
r engine.
thou
City, I kimw of nt least one minority real
Hiiii'. lo get
didn't have anything else to think of,
I'urni'sily, "Hut In the stateroom
Where is her husband?"
stockholder wliii js coin;; to throw the in Mr.
Vitunilh, Mr. ('ha.luiek was r
Clunlw Ick's car: Hie wntilutor
I
whole mess Into the courls mid try
Mr. Cliadwick looked up as If he'd he'd catch on the fact that I might
1,01 about il. oil general
was open, you know, mull .Maisie Ann
lor a r
'l
llso.l til being
he
already forgotten the three who hud have overheard. Hut apart from giv
4'isliip."
glle-- .
got up ami shut It, and we couldn't
ing me one long stare that made my
Mr. Xurcross looked up quickly.
crossed the lobby.
just
very ivell help hi'arilig what was said
blood run cold, he didn't seem to nocnnII
N
"Who
she
h
Sheila
Macrae?
Hint
Yes,
"Are
I.
thinking
you the minority slo. Iinl.h r, about tin- kidnaping.
Neither Mr
has been married. Hut there isn't uny tice me much, und after a little he
It
I'ni'li' .InlinV" he uskeil, h'tlinc
llec I. il with uhul is line to tl It
f
Cliadwick
secuieil
nor Mr.
got up nnd went to sit on the other
husband she's n widow."
In iiKirrnw n online. ( iraliiiin," In' snlil.
use tin- mime hy wliirh Mr. Cluid-wirin he nidi' to nicoiml for It."
some
For quite u while the boss sat stnr-ln- side of Hie big rotunda where he could
ol'
"'riiel'i'
lire
clul
the
lit
vmis hest known in the wlient pit.
things,
"Can you account for II?" I usked,
at Ids cigar in a way lie bus when watch the elevators going and coming.
Certain scnllhilrcls III 1'iirtlll City ut
"1 .'tin
inure's tlie pity. I had n bluntly enough, I guess.
I guess he hud lots of putience for
lie Is thinking right hard, nnd Mr.
the present inoniont who woiihln't slop Mule Inps4' uf sanity one line nniniliij;
At this she smih'd mid said, "It
Cliadwick let him alone. Then, all of I had to have. 1 hud been sitting in
lit imytliiiir to cm in their cluls, ninl
a few yeiirs lie'" mid houclit III for un would he rather
me
for
presumptuous
a sudden, the boss got up and shoved my corner for two full hours when
mil w mi'lcring now II' Iiuwcs wasn't investment.
I've ilnne eviTylhiiiK I to try where Mr. Norcross anil Mr.
I saw the boss coming down Hie broad
his hands Into bis coat pockets.
Illivcil up in it."
could think of, lii'iiham, to pi'rstiaih' Chailwlik
Hut
failed, wouldn't It?
marble stair with Mr. Cliadwick.
"I've
Uncle
"WIim is Ihiwi'S?"
mind,
John,"
my
changed
liimlon mid his Wall Street
I can
u
wee little
give you just
inayhe
Him Along to the Nearest
he said, looking sort of absent-likout
"Ii.iwes is a minim; innii In 1'ortnl
in spend Just one dulliir III hint. You saw the two men who went Cuffing
of tlie window to where tlie major's
City, ami before Id been nit hour In tell nf their li'nrcallizallull ti tii
over to the unto and smoked while
"Now let's go and get our
taxi had been standing. "If you can
town j I'stitilay lie
tin' up mm
sli'iilincs nn the rnad they were waiting for Hie other two In the figure of the
check; pull me Into Hint deal tomorrow morfighting clothes on."
Wiinli'il me In go over ti Strnthcoiui Itself, hut U s mi phhI. luintun hns to come back? If I am not
u
needn't
a
be
as
with
mistaken,
shot
at
wolf
with an' absolutely free hand to
to look nt some colli prospect lie's hei'ii nmkiiii; mi itispeetion trip over I have seen them
Let It rest at ning I
many times before, humify nn its
do us think best, mind you I'll take
trying to tinniue. I snhl 'Xu' ut first. tin- system with u ilii.en nr su nf Ids anil they are very well known here In that for tlie sculp.
tTO BE C'ONTINL'KU.)
hut
(Jet
your
present.
the Jolt."
was expecting .V.UI, mill New York cronies.
Iiirillsi'
It's u Junketing I'orlul City, tine of them, the smaller und we'll wulk
to the hotel."
thought you'd reach I'ortnl City this excursion, pure and simple, hut while one with the derby hat and the short
"SABBATH DAY" NOT SUNDAY
When we got out of the car. .Mr.
CHAPTER III
morning. When ynti illiln't slmiv tip. they're lure they'll get together mid overcoat, was either Mr. Unfits Hutch Norcross told me to go
by the station
heavy loins, 15'u
I knew I lnnl twelve liotirs mure nil go through the form of picking out or his double; mid the
oilier, tlie and have our luggage sent to the hoModern Writers Display an Amazing
liny.
Directors'
The
n
still
was
new
Meeting
my linmls. ninl lis Ihiwcs
general mmiacer. I'm on the heuvy-Kc- t
Heceipts continue very light, prices
one, might have been Mr. tel.
Carelessness in Their Misuse
I wus up bright mid early the next
fluctuating with local demand; few
bunging mi. I lnnl inir iriiininiiKtfr him nl mid they had tn send me nnllce. itistnve lleiii kel, Mr. Hatch's partner
of the Words.
It was some time after eleven o'clock
shipping orders being received In-by
morning, und after breakfast I took
though It's nn even hot they Imp4'4 in the lied Tower company."
give me It sperllll liver In St ratlicollll,
dealers in distributing markets.
wbeu I got around to the hotel with a little sashay down Nevada n venue
creased
loading al country points reitn it promise tluit I'll In' brought Imcls I'll stay iiwny."
This didn't help out much, but you the
In Kngllsh there Is not a more dctl
Mr.
Cliadwick
hud
traps.
timothy
disapported in Central West. No.
to
a
look
our
have
at
railroad.
Of
nf tilt'
"All' you renlly going tn spring the can bet that I made u note of the two
early this evening, II It
New
I2K.50; Cincinnati,
minted
peared, but I saw the boss at the course, I knew, after what the hoss nlte word than sabbath, yet it Is used 122: Chicago, York,
1K;
22: Minneapolis.
Flyer' from the west the triiln you receivership nn the Ihlllloli penple to- names.
with un amazing carelessness us
counter waiting for his cliuiiee ut the had said to Mr. Cliadwick the
No. t alfalfa, Kansas
.Memphis, 125.
were mi."
night
morrow?"
"You are gulng hack to Mr. Chud-1
No.
I2H.50.
123:
and
for
The
writers
City.
Memphis,
The
melted
of
clerk.
synonym
Sunday.
people
away
we
went to bed,
"Ami
the
muMed.
Mr.
115.50:
"I'm going to give Punton his
Chicago,
ick's car?" she nsked, when she was last, nil but one a young swell who before. Just before
prairie, Minneapolis,
use
New
of
the
Testament
translators
115.50.
Kansas City,
thut we weren't ever going to see
chance. Ili cun appoint the man I telling me good-bnnd thanking
promise vwisn't kept."
salibaih correctly, says u writer in the lit;
would have been handsome if be hadn't
Frrd.
or even Illinois.
"Nil pr4imisi' is ever ki'it m III"' want appointed as general munager.
coining up to the hotel with them. bud the eyes of u manluc and a color Camilla,
mill feeds steady on light
Wheat
Kugle.
Hrooklyu
I'll have to admit that tlie look I got
liemand
remains limited.
I told her I was, ntul then she mine
I'lonecr Slmrt I.iiii'," growled the IiIk willi full power to int. mill ratify n
production,
It Is always Hebrew and In no In Cotton
Unit was sort of corpse-likwith the didn't make me feel ns If we'd found a
2
seed meal about
higher,
Ami tlieli. with n lieniitl-- f Mule plan I've got up my sleeve fur around to the kidnaping
business pallor of a
magnate.
stance Is It associated with the New other feeds dull at prices practically
He had his Culllnnn diamond. Down In the
yards
ul disregard
week.
fur tin' mixed tlgures providing a hit of working capital for again of her own accoril.
from last
Kiring
unchanged
now
Testament
univer
hut on the back of his head, and lie
dispensation
bran iiuoled
125.25: Minevorytliing seemed to be at the loosest
"Yoti may give Mr. Norcross the wiih
of speech: "(iin'c In it hliii' inooti tin' the road, or he can turn me down."
known as Christianity.
19: hard winIndeed neapolis, llli: I'hilndelphla,
it off ut tlie clerk like a kind of loose ends. A
Chicago,
sally
ripping
crew
hllll'SI
switching
I
lilts
I'li'lllS
till'
"And If he does turn you down?" hint
ter bran, Kansas City. 117.50; soft winCllllpll'r of
guve you, If you wish," she drunken bubo.
the apostles were severely rebuked by ter
23:
standard
Cincinnati,
eve uhni'k in tin- middle, liriiluini
"Thi'ti. hy tieorge, I'll see If I cnn'l snhl ; "only you must be u good buy,
the Jews for breaking the sabbath. springbran.
It
seemed tbnt he hud cnuglit a
middlings about II below spring
,
When lliinlsnaw wired mi' frntii
persiiadi' tlie courts to put the prop- .llmnile. and not drug me into it."
seed
bran.
Cotton
meal,
Memphis,
Christians
sahbuth.
cannot
break
tlie
of somebody he knew a wo
:t2.50:
1211.25:
I knew
Cincinnati.
Chicago.
"I see," I nodded ; "I'll tell the glimpse
ynii couldn't ri'iii'h 1'iirtlll erty into liiinkruptcy and Install my
for they do not have It to break.
1:12.25: linseed meal, Minneapolis, I2K:
man, I took It, becuuse he said "she"
boss, when I get u good chance, nnd
.'lli:
S'ork.
New
I'lty before this tiiiirnlni;, lit the very mail as receiver !"
observed
Sabbath and Sunday ore
gluten feed. Chicago,
down
tlie
from
rail
the
of
looking
I2H.10;
curliest. That vvus pilnit tn i'llt my
"I don't envy your man his Job, you ran bet your lust dollar he won't
Philadelphia, 131.71: hominy
on separate days, but this is not nee
mid he wnnted to go up to
feed. Cincinnati. 126: Philadelphia, 129,
time pretty short, with the ilj irnn cither way iitound; tint the least little tangle you up In It lie Isn't put to mezzanine,
us astronomy shows that the Alfalfa meal. Kansas City, 117.50.
And It appeured that the clerk
essary,
ber.
t4
dinbe lireil tomorrow ninriiliitf, morsel in tin- world," said the boss, gether that way.
('Ilia,
Identity of duys from year to year Is
had told the elevator man not to take
ninl yon cut it Mill shorter liy losing
Spot cotton prices declined 21 points
And then:
"Who la he,
she smiled, him up In his
"Well, then,
luletly.
Impossible; since the year and day the past week, closing at 11.56c per
present condition.
twelve hours somewhere along the I'ncli' John?"
me
And
hand.
her
York
with that
giving
are Incommensurable. The leap years lb.: New
May futures down SI
The boss was growing sort of Imr I they tnhl me In the disThe w lieal king gave a great laugh. she sort of edged the little girl Into
show thut any given (lute varies a points, at 12.37c.
I
It
could
tell
the
by
way
"Iion't tell me you liaven't gui'ssed the elevutor before we eoiild get o patient;
patcher's ,itliee t tint ymir triiln was
I)K
l.lK STOCK.
day; even this does not correct the
the little side muscles on his
CatMv.
tichinil u wreck
lip ill it," he chuckled.
"You're the man. chance to shake hands, and I heard
dates, as other corrections the cen- he
ear
An active trade reported nn the rat
When
tlie
working.
got
nil
nut
It
tnriii'il
P.ut
has
tirnlimn."
her tell the boy tn take tbetn up tn of the clerk for n second or
(inooti.
turlal leap years become necessary, tle market. Supplies were limited, but
su beYntl're
ilte nf evcrythlni;.
rlcht. In
almost entirely of desirable
Hut now Mr. Norcmss had sometlie mezzanine binding.
There Is a still deeier reason for dis consisted
tween cusses, he asked what wus the
beef stock, for which demand was
I
liere. Hiid we've H't the tilclit Iii'f4ire thing to say for himself, silting up
went duwn to the
Hy und by,
nf
the
the
sabbath,
carding
severity
mutter with tlie lunatic. I caught
Hoyers generally centered
strong.
Us." Then I suppose he mxhli'il
nnd begun to hunt for the Alexn.
grades of
straight mid shaking tils head sort of
week la un- their interest on the better in
namely, our seven-dabroken
bits
of
the
clerk'
a few
only
linss
siihl:
the
handy weight stink, and.
mi', for
counted thousands of years older than scattered
sorrowfully nt the big man in tlie The boss und Mr. Chad wick were
heavier
Instances.
.
.
types
"Y'oung
Collingwood
knew
lie
"oh, Jlininii' s nil richt ;
facing each other across the table, I'resldent iHinton's nephew . , . saw
the book of Genesis. Evidence Is very moved slowly.
paddi'il chair.
beef steers were quoted
Heavy
what I had for diiui.T this evi'tiini;.
It
"Nn, you don't, my gooil old friend; which was ull littered up with papers
on
was
founded
that
strong
quarteri. . . mezzanine . . . wants to go
with good
largely from 17.75 to
Mini he'll know uhnt I'm pdtitf tn huve
not In a thousand years! You'd lose ami maps nnd reports, and they hard- ladyto her."
ng the sidereal month the "true I1 y lies from 17.60 tn 17.75. Kslr to me.
7.2.i
m grades found an outlet at
for liri'akfnst tniimrrnw imirnlic"
out in the eml, ninl I'd lose out; mid, ly noticed me when- I blew lu mill upThe boss scowled
even
month."
Long before anything
and down, dependent on weight and
at the young felWith the hrldle off, the Id).' mull iiesldi's, I'm not quite ri'inly to com- sat down u little to one side.
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When Albert I'elzel, Cincinnati auto meciiauic, found himself out of u
job because of slack times, he did not idle away his time hut set to work at
once building nn automobile In which to take his wife and three children riding this summer. The fact that he lived in an upstairs flat and had no facilities for auto contruellon did not discourage him in the least for he used the
family kitchen as a workshop. The tiny machine, which is equipped with a
motorcycle engine, was built In five weeks. The body Is twenty inches wide
and mode from tin from the roofing of a wrecked freight car. I'elzel bought
only about $100 worth of material for his car. He says the machine will develop sixty miles an hour. When completed, I'elzel called on some of his
friends to help him lower it to the street through the front window of his flat
The photograph shows I'elzel at work on his
machine while Mrs.
I'elzel and the three I'elzel kiddies look ou.
home-mad-

EASY MATTER TO
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BREAK OF SPRING IS

RESULT OF NEGLECT

FIX BROKEN CAR

Clips Work Loose in Spite of

All

Precautions.
Missouri

Driver Strikes Stump
Off Drain Plug
From Crank Case.

and Tears

SUCCESSFUL

REPAIR IS MADE

Plaster of Paris Mold Used to Cast
Babbitt Covor Which Wat Bolttd
in Plic and Oil Is Prevented
From Leaking.
While touring over some rough
country I struck a stump, as illustrated In the upper
sketch,
which tore the drain plug and Its seat
from the base of the crank case. A
Jagged and apparently Irreparable hole
was left.
After being towed home,
I succeeded In making the repulr Indicated in the sketches. A
box was filled with plaster of purls
and pushed up against the case, as
When the plaster of parls
shown.
had set It was removed. Tills gave
me a perfect form of the hole. The
surface of the plaster form was then
oiled, a paper mold made around it,
and filled with soft plaster. When
this plaster had set, the two forms
left-han- d

shoe-polis- h

jTiiwk

9

ir

Pans and Pper
Wtre Uud to Cast a Babbitt Covor
Which Was Bolttd in Placa Whtrt
tht Crank-Caa- t
Plug Had Been
Torn Out

Moias of Plaatar of

one
were separated and the
whs used as bottom for a mold to pour
molten bnbbltt into as Illustrated. A
suitable holt and crossbar, as shown,
were first placed in the mold. The
finished
product was a perfectly
shaped cover, which, by means of the
bolt and crossbar, was fastened securely over the hole, Shellac was applied to the surfaces to form a packing. The repair was thoroughly successful and In the several months that
it lias been in use It has not let a
drop of oil escape. The plug is readily removable for draining the motor.
D. W. 8. Hutton, Fornfelt, Missouri,
In I'opular Mechanics Magazine.

Intptction Should Bt Madt at Ltatt
Onct a Month and tht 8!ighttat
Play Taktn Up by Tighten,
ing Nuts and Boltt.
Few parts of the car are more
portant and few more neglected than
the springs. It Is mighty unpleasant
to have a spring break when ou tour,
but it is frequent when one gets off
the good highways on to the more or
less bumpy country roads, according
to H. Clifford Hrokaw of West Side
Y. M. C. A. Auto school, New York
city.
Nearly always the breakages are the
result of neglect. In spite of every
precaution the spring clips will work
loose ou the majority of curs. This
weakens the spring and it is likely to
break one or more of the spring leaves
or simp off the bolts holding the clip
In place. The spring dips should be
Inspected at least once a mouth and
the slightest play should he taken up
by tightening the nuts. The thread
of the bolt should be examined for
signs of stripping and where It has
begun It Is wise to replace the part
Lock washers will help to keep the
clips tight but their use should not
be regarded as a reason for neglecting
frequent Inspection. It muy be nece'
tary to put a small strip of leather
under the clips at the small end of
the spring to take up play. Almost in
variably these work loose In time and
need a strip of leather or some other
soft material to keep them from rattling.
The rebound clips also most invariably work loose and rattle. They need
to be tightened and, if necessary, tire
tape may be wound around the lower
part of the clip to prevent noise when
It strikes the spring. The spring
shackles should also be kept well lubricated and the bolts should be renewed when worn.
Im-

last-tnad- e

Do not

Tht Bast Watar.
forget that the very best

The barn is a bad plate for the autoItulld a garage,

mobile.

Brass costings may lie cleaned of
greasy deposits by boiling them In
potash or lye.
The annual license fees for privately owned possenger automobiles In
Havana Is $07 and for truck $13 a year.
-

Based on recent census figures, there
on the

are 110.500 automobiles owned
farms in Pennsylvania.

Beginners should go Into the counwater with which to fill up the cool
and practice shifting the gears
try
Ing system Is rain water or water until
they are thoroughly familiar with
made by melting anow. This la what
it known as "soft water," which them.
meant that it it free from mineral
constant dripping of
If there la
constituents, which are deposited on
e
the pipe and Jackets from ordinary gasoline from the carburetor, tbe
mechanism Is not operating as
water.
it should.
Worn Whosl Drivers.
Silent chains that are now so much
In the case of wire wbeelt it often
happens that the wheel driving mem- used for camshaft and electrical unit
bers become worn, giving the same ef- drive should be treated exactly aa If
fect at though there were play In the they were tett of bearing.
wire wheel It not
differential. If
Because of tbe advent of tbe auto
tight tn place It will slap sideways,
and this knocking often It mistaken mobiles, light motor trucks and trac
for a bucking rear end.
tors, there were 77.335 fewer homes
on ftrmi In Ohio last year than In
1919.
Breakage of Spring Leaves.
The commonest cause of breakage
When tbe car owner it confronted
of the master leaves of truck springs
It lists In the roads. In thlt wty the with the condition of excessive oil conwhole sprung load la thrown on the sumption and no reasonable explanasprings sideways and most of the tion It forthcoming. It Is well to susweight falls on the two down springs. pect tbe rear crankshaft bearing.
float-valv-

too

Surface Grinder.
A handy tool for grinding shims,
piston rings, bearing caps, etc, may
be made by passing
carriage bolt
through the center of the round board
which holds the emery cloth. This it
damped to the breast drill In tbe
chock.

Minute events are the hinges on
which maKnittceut results turn. In a
watch the smallest link, chain, ratchet,
cog or crank, is as essential aa the
main spring itself. If one falls out,
the whole will stand still. Cuminlng.

t.

When tbe storage battery is carried
in a wooden box there is always trouble from the acid slopping over and
eating the wooden box. Wood may be
made proof against acid by painting
with a mixture of six parts wood tar
and twelve parts resin.

Tbe export of automobiles from tbe
An Axle Strain.
Cnlted States In 1930 wat double that
The most severe strain that can be of 1919, amounting to 142J08 passenplaced on tbe rear axle or driving gear ger cars and 29.126 tracks, which la
Is to try te get out of a mud hole by four times tbe number exported la
backing np little and tbea plunging 1918. They were shipped to all parts
forward oa low gear.
of tbe world,
.
.

FK1MARY TOPIC-T- he
Story of a Man
Who Helped.
JL'NIUH TOPIC The Good Samaritan.
INTERMEDIATE AND SiSNlOH TOPIC
Helng a Good Neighbor.
YOU NO PEOPLE AND ADL'LT TOPIC
-- Who Is My Neighbor?
.
(Luke
A certaiu lawyer, lie wus not a lawyer lu the modem sense of that term; most neurly
corresponds to our theologicul professors.
2. The purpose of (v. 2o). It was to
tempt Jesus as to whether He wus
reully learned ill the law; und also tu
entrap llim to show llliu to be hetero-

I. Christ Questioned
1. Hy whom (v. S5).

10:25--MJ)-

dox.

3. The question (v. 23). "What shall
I do to inherit eteruiil life?" Though
a lawyer, his theology was defective.
He thought eternal life was to be obtained by doing. The very words he
used Involve u contradiction. An inheritance is not obtained by doing, but
by being.
He cited
4. Jesus' reply (vv.
liiiu to the luw. This Is the proper
place to send one who Is expecting to
get eternal life by doing. The luwyer
uuswered well, for supreme love to
Uod und love to one's neighbor as lie
loves himself Is the sum total of human obligation. "This du und thou
bliult live." Hut this is the very thing
he cculd not do. Mini needs Uod's
gcuce tu love ut all ; so he stood
condemned by his owu conscience enlightened by the luw. He set out to
trup Jesus, und now he is caught In a

trap, uud In order to Justify himself
he said tu Jesus, "Who Is my neighbor?" The question is unswered lit the
story of the Good Sumurltun.
II, Playing tht Neighbor (vv. 30 37).
In this story of the liood Stiuiurltur.
the question Is shifted so us to muke
clear that the supreme question is not,
"Who Is my neighbor)" but "Whose
neighbor urn I)"
To be a neighbor is
1. To see those ulmut us who ueed
help (v. 33). We should be on the
lookout for those In need of help; uud
love is keen toilscerti need.
2. Have couipusslou on the needy (v.
33). Since Christ is tlie coiiipusslonattt
Due, ull who liuve His nature will be
likewise moved when they see need.
3. Go to those In need (v. 34). the
personul touch tuuny times Is more Important tlmn material aid. It is easier
to give money than personul uld. The
true neighbor gives both.
4. Hind up wounds (v. 34).
5. Set the helpless ones ou our beusts
while we walk (v. 34). Willingness to
deny ourselves lu order to help others
Is a proof of the genuineness of love.
6. Bring to the Inn und tuke care of
the unfortunate (v. 34). The true
neighbor is'uot spasmodic In his giving
help.
7. (ilve money (v. 33). It costs much
to be a neighbor. Love Is the must expensive thing in the world. It cost
Uod His only Sou; it cost Jesus Christ
tils life. May we go and do likewise!
III. The Behavior of the Early
Church (Acts 2:44-471. They were together (v. 44). They
were together because they were
Into the one body of which Christ
was head by the Holy Spirit (I Cor.
12:13). The onesness of the body
was symbolised by the breaking of
bread. Such unity Is only possible
to believers in Christ, that is, those
regenerated by the Holy Ghost. To
get unity, therefore, lu the iielghltor-Ihhh- I
we must get xiple to be suved.
2. Hud a community of goods (vv.
44, 43). They sold their Isissessioii
and goods and parted them to all
men aa every niuu bud need,
litis
proved that they were under the hiw-e- r
of the Holy Spirit, that Is. that
the suiiernutural was being manifest;
for It Is not natural to abandon one's
title to possession. A neighborhood
cannot tie made Christian by getting
people to practice these things: rather wheo It Is made Christian these
things will follow aa evidence that
divine transformation has taken place.
The Holy Spirit can thus unite around
Jesus Christ members of all nations
and constitute a true brotherhood.
3. They were filled with gladness
and singleness of heart (v. 46). Those
who were really born again have no
ulterior motive. What they teem to
be, they really are.
In saved m
and women are controlled by selfish
motives; they seek their own, not an
other's good. This they do while feign
ing love for others.
4. Praising God and having favor
with all tbe people (v. 47). Such unselfishness gained tbe attention of tbe
people and Induced then to yield
themselves to God, who added dally
tucb aa were being saved.
).
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AUTOMOBILE IS MADE IN KITCHEN

WHAT TO DO WITH CHEESE.

Tlie old bugbear of an upset house
time has long ago
9t house-cleuniii- g
been disposed of with
tlie modern appliances
which
keep u house
clean ; which is pleasant-e- r
all around than to
make it clean.
If the
householder bears tills
thought in mind when

With cheese the suggested composition of the moon anil equally as high

S?

Ilfc-I-

l

...r...
tllll'llll

,..
III

(lie amounts used.
At present, however. It is netting
h a c k somewhat
to Its old price
and it will be

choosing

furnishing",
more generally
hangings uud decora-used. Cheese Is u valuable food, beions, she wi save herself much time
ing highly conciMitraled und with no
mil many steps.
waste, one needs to consume twice
A place for
and
everyeverything
as much
for pound, us
thing in its place, a daily dusting of cheese In beef, pound
order to have the same food
the rooms most in use. and the
value, ltcef contains more iron hit n
removing of dirt frequently by
the most appruved appliances, will cheese, but this can he supplied by
take the woe out of work in spring green vegetables. Cheese contains
more lime than meat and much less is
time.
needed to make a satisfying meal.
Kven the two yonr-oh- l
In the home
There are any number of combinatan be taught to heap her possessions tions with cheese
which will take tlie
In a convenient place tinil in sum
meat ami add tin infinite vasort of order. If each member of the place of
riety to the menu.
household can be taught tin' imporWisconsin produces u large part of
tance of this It will save the houseull the cheese made In the I'nited
wife inaiiv weary hours.
States unit the "buy at home" slogan
The way a house Is arranged, finshould be kept In mind when marketished and furnished has much to do
are very popuwith the amount of work In caring for ing. Imported cheeses
lar, hut at present nearly every vait. Stiuly the home; often some simriety Is produced In the I'nited States
ple change such as raising u low and in
many cases of superior quality.
sink, changing the position of table,
The gastronomic delights of bread
stove or cabinet will save miles of
and cheese ami kisses we have been
walking in the course of u month or
taught are the slue ipm nou of living
even a week.
und though the sanitary board bars the
A floor that must be scrubbed often
we still have cheese ami liivttd
tn keep It in good condition is not nn latter
with which to worry along. The foladdition to the comfort of uny family.
lowing dlslies will help In suggesting
A floor covered with
some
watern few- of the wuys we may use this
Is
as
such
linoleum,
proof material,
delicious food:
easily cared for and if varnished twice
Cook
the
Cheese
With
Celery.
will
a year
last for years. lining
coarser portions of celery cut In
away with superfluous shelves, moldpieces, or the root or cclerlac
ings, cracks and crevices In which
may be used cut in dice. Place a lay
dust lodges will help.
in the bottom of a well
Preventive cleaning, or keeping er of celery
baking dish. Cover with
nut dust und dirt. Is well worth the buttered
grated or finely cut cheese, using us
work.
nmch or little as the occasion or sup
Screens lu pantries and storerooms
demands, then mid a few spoon
material ply
covered with
fills of a rich while sauce made of
which will let the air through, are
two lahlespoonftils each of butter and
great saving. Iially dusting of win flour cook eil together ami one Cupful
und
dow sills, porches
steps, using of rich milk added ; salt anil pepper to
rubber mats and scrapers und keep taste,
Itepeat, having the white sauce
ing nimbly rubbers outside In soinu ou
then sprinkle thickly with hut
top,
receptacle until washed, ull are pre tered crumbs and bake tn a moderate
ventlve cleaning.
oven until the crumbs are well
browned. Serve from the dish, once
What medicine can procure digestion?
tried, this will be a cherished recipe.
Exercise. What will recruit strength?
tlior-I'tig- h

-

half-Inc-

(Sleep.

evils?

What will alleviate
patience. Voltaire.

incurable

HOT OFF THE GRIDDLE.
A

place

hot griddle cake Is not out of
even during the summer when
n
cool morning
will make u crisp
brown waffle wel
come.
The Best Waf.
fit. Take one and
one -- fourth
cup- fills of Hour, one
fourth teaspoon.
cupful of thick
tcusissiuful of

ful tit suit, one
sour milk,
soda, tw'o eggs and three tahlespfMin- fttls of melted butter. Sift the Hour,
mhIu and salt. Separate the yolks and
whites of the eggs. I lent tlie yolks
until thick, ntld tbe sour milk and
Hour,
well, add the melted butter
uud fold in the beaten whites. Cook
waffle iron.
on a
Ham Pancakes. Mix
of a cupful of yellow cornnieal, one
and
cupftils of Hour, four
leusisMiiifuls of baking powder, one
tesspiMinful of suit ; then adil three'
fourths of a cupful of chops.'d boiled
ham.
Stir in one uud one half cup
ftils of milk, one egg well Ik'hIcii, two
lablesHM.nfiils of melted fnt and two
tablesiHHiufuls of sugar,
l'.ake on a
hot griddle and serve with bam gravy
California Griddle Shortcake. Mix
and sift together two and
cups
of n
fuls of Hour,
of soda, one tcnspootiful of
,f baking
salt, two le:isMnfiils
powder; Itent one egg yolk, add one
cupful of buttermilk, two tenspoonful
of melted butter. Mix all the Ingredients, limiting well, then turn out onto a floured moulding bourd. Knead
until the dough ceases to shrink when
rolled out. Itoll ami cut with a biscuit
cutter, set In a cool place for an hour.
Hake on a hot griddle from 10 to 13
minutes, keeping hot In the oven until
all are baked. Split while hot. butter
and spread with orange marmalade
spread the top with butter and serve
one-hal- f

three-fourth-

s

one-hal- f

lliree-lourtli-

at

once.

tweet

Red Pepper Jelly. Take
of a peck of apples, five quarts
of water, eighteen red peppers the
sweet variety. Cut the applet after
washing carefully Into quarters; do
not peel or core. Remove the stems
snd seeds from tlie pepiers and chop
fine. Place the apples and peppers In
a preserving kettle and add the water.
Took slowly until soft, then drain
Measure the
through a Jelly bag.
liquid and return It to tbe preserving kettle, cook ten minutes then add
equal measures of sugar. Bring to the
boiling point and cook for eight minThose in the Crave Shall Hear.
utes, then pour Into sterilized glasses.
At tbe Ft t her batb life la himself; Cover with paraffin when cold, and
to hsth be given to tbe Son to hare store In a cool, dry place.
life In himself; and batb given him
authority to execute Judgment alto,
because be la tbe Hon of man. Marvel
not at this; for tbe bour it coming.
In which all that are hi tbe graves
Enough, Anyway.
shall bear hit voice, and shall come
Donald is the only hoy In a large
bave
undone
that
good,
forth; tbey
One day shortly after
to the resurrection of life. John T. family of girls.
tbe family bad moved into a new
28 to 29.
neighborhood an Interested neighbor
asked Donald bow many sisters he
sad. Without tboneht of being either
came
to
Christ
bless; again and
funny or Impertinent. Donald replied,
again He cries. "Blessed are ye," and
Oh, a whole bouse full."
promptly:
ever
tbe blessedness goes
progressively. Increasing along tbe way which
The Compositor Gets Funny.
tbe Saviour points out ; and If we conWestern paper Tbe Wiseman wedtinue walking hi that war, we become
snioroonized at the home f
more and more capable of receiving ding fas
tbe bride's parents. Boston 1
that blessedness. Stler.
h

When Karth's last picture Is dusted
And the doors ure washed and dried
When the oldest rus is beaten
And the youtiKest bus has died
We shall real und, believe me, we'll
neeil It.
Prop down for a wink or two.
Till the dust on the grand pluno
bhall set us to work anew.
With Apologies tu Kipling.
SUGGESTIONS

FOR

"the fairest thing In
eyes" urraved magnifi
cently ami with a stateliness befitting her great udventure. Having
swept an appraising glance backward over a few centuries the
costuiner who conceived this gown
drew
his Inspiration
from
the
middle ages and developed It lu
white satin, lace and pearl heads.
These with tulle, chiffon, silver tissue
and orange blossoms have been used
to make many a more or less stately
gown for the brides of this .lone,
wherein the classic lines of (.'recce
ami Ideas drawn from medieval times
huve proved the most graceful ami Imposing. It u t other times, Including the
present, have given u good account of
themselves In tlie various styles presented for this year's brides.

HKltK

comes

The wedding gown pictured Is of
Ivory satin with a band of heavy lace
outlining the neckline uud tlraped In a
flat girdle about the hips. Tlie gown
is long and embroidered with tiny
pearls. It lias u court train of princess lace finished at the end with a
till
wide band of satin embroidered
pearls. A wreath of orange blossoms
with small sprays dropping at each
side supports a wired headdress oi
The long tulle veil fulls under

lace.
It.

Pearl bends are playing a conspicuous part In this season's wedding
gowns. They form the bend dress for
many costumes, beginning with the
simplest bund or strand of pearls und
ending with elaborate fringed coronets
or the stately Itusslan turbans.

For the Wedding Cortege

THE HOUSE

WIFE.
Tin r are many tasks which seem
of little Importance tu the woman
who lias kept house for
year but w hich are a hug
bear to those less expel!
The newly-wediced.
who will not ask advice
or is usluimcd to confess
her Ignorance has many
hard knocks to take us
she Journeys along in her
housekeeping.
This Is the time of year to wash or
send to the cleaners, the winter
blankets.
prepare a suds of good
soap and put the blankets into a gisid
big tub of water ami have it us hot
as the hands can bear, washing one
Mnnket at a time, using a plunger
r small suction hand washer. Those
vm use a power machine that does
not rub tlie clothes will tinil that sat- Woolen
needs careful
Isfacto.V.
handling to keep it from "tilling und
shrinking. Never rub on a board hut
squeeze with the liniuls ami wring
through a loose wringer or simply
squeeze out the water anil let It
drip ou the Hue. A warm windy day
Is the best for drying blankets, then
If they are brushed vigorously to raise
the nap they will be fluffy and look
like new. Fold und pack with a
handful of cloves or a small piece of
cotton saturated with turpentine to
keep the moths from troubling them.
Heavy suits and wraps which will
not lie ucd during the summer should
lie aired, brushed and put away in
f
hags or chests.
Ienther chairs may lie kept looking
well by rubbing them with linseed oil
and vinegar, using one part of vinegar
to two of oil. Polish with a silk cloth
after rubbing the oil mixture into the
I est her.
Fresh blood stain nn wool may be
removed If starch Is applied at once,
rubbing It In well, then when dry
brush and all spots will disappear.
Silver If wrapped In canton flannel and kept in an airtight receptacle with a piece of camphor will
tot tarnish.
To soften brown sugar to roll, put
the nose of the teakettle steaming
with boiling water Into the bag of
sugar for a few minutes; It will soften and moisten It so that it can ba
sjulckly rolled.
d

moth-proo-

for bridesmaids
Till-- quest
mid
Is nn

lints tills
delightful one.
easy
File bride can hurdly go wrong In her
liioice and her maids are sure to be
pleased; for this is a season of pic
turesque und colorful millinery. Given
thes two advantages and the inspira
tion of a wedding cortege, designers
turn bsise a Mietlc and unbatnsred
fancy and produce hats fit for the
heads of angels. The wedding procession is tlie magnificent hour for
and this year's hats meet It
niapiificently.
It takes a real artist an educated
judgment to think out the best in
millinery, and not only brides but
milliners themselves do well to rely
designers in this
upon authoritative
matter of bridesmaids' millinery. It
is better to ropy a masterpiece than
make an Indifferent attempt at original
designing.
At the top of the group a small hnt
of narrow fibbon and brnld preserves
lines a fl. vor of the
in Its
quaint jioke bonnet. The narrow ribbon with plcot edge, which alternates
with rows of braid In the shape, falls
from the bark of the hat In many
s
peep and
loops. Little
stray over the edge of the brim at if
to get a look at the fair face of the
,

maid.

A wise

with foliage and small

Is nt home In the front of thit
line mistei, vtitn these nowers In their
natural colors one can Imagine the hat
lu any light tint the bride may choose.
.lust ut the right a hair braid hat

with round crown and medium brim,
accepts two of the style decrees of
Paris for this season. First 'ts long,
curling plume, that curves over the
crown, proceeds across the brim and
spirals down to the shoulder. Is
sponsored by the French and its brim
edge takes advantage of the vogue for
lear bends. This hat Is displayed in
white or light colors. The very
hat of hnlr braid at the left
of the group Invites color and Is encircled with a wreath of fine grasses
with flowers and fruit among them. Its
snsh of velvet ribbon slips through tbe
brim, falling from the underbriin In
lis.ps and long ends. A glorious bat
of white hair brnld with an ostrich
wrenth, straying across the front and
over the brim, presents the charms of
and finishes the group fit
tingly.
wide-brimm-

e

forget-me-not-

Handlea Sell Them.
Manufacturers
say most women
shoppers select mubrellas more for the
attractiveness of tbe handle than for
the wearing qualities of the clotb. To
that end fancy bandies this season are
being made even more fancy. Ivory,
amber and celluloid are used to make
them.
Depends Somewhat.
Tbe old ssying "If you want any
thing done, do it yourself," is all right
If yon do not wast too many things
done.

Coat Cap Matches Dress.
new coat cas Is to be worn with
The
matching dress underneath.
cape and the skirt of the dress are
made In the new circular cut. There
are large coin spots, two or three times
as large as the ordinary coin spots, cut
out of one material appliqued with a
buttonhole stitch. Several new capes
ornamented with wide braid have
made their apearance. The new type
of cape flares at the bottom In order
to give the flaring frock underneath a
T?e brabies are sewed on to
A

corrvoHT sr

vbton wvyirs umon

simulate a shoulder line at the back,
which they, having followed the
shoulder to the front, run to the bottom. Sometimes there are two row s,
and sometimes only one.

after

For Your Vanity Box.
Vanity boxes which combine two
shades of leather are popular this season. A favored combination it vacb-ett- e
and gray suede. Gray and blue,
gray and black, black and white, and
various shades of tans with dars
browns also are popular.
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In Honor of Mix Lindberg
Miss Lucie Becker and Mrs. L. C.
Becker of Belen were joint hostesses
at the home of the latter or Miss
Esther Lindberg. Each lady was ask- ed to bring some scraps of goods
lout of which she could fashion some
useful gift for the bride-to-b- e
and
ctnen eacn wrote a verse appropriate
votMrs.
Linn
to the gift.
was
J. F.
ed the honor of making the clcver-th- e
est gift and Mrs. John Becker, Jr.,
for the best original verse, the gen- tlemen of the party acting as judges
There were 24 guests at this affair.

fied success and most delighful. Mrs.
Charles E. Doll whose rare musical
talent is well known in 'Santa Fe was
Mr. Stoes accompanist.
The vocal
selections by Miss Claribel Fischer
N'eariy $1, )(), H) will be withdrawn!
were charming and beautifully renfrom tile New Mexico banks by State
dered. The double trio, consisting of
Treasurer Charles 1'. Strurt; between
Miss Fischer and Miss Carroll, as
June 15 and July 1, so the institutions IHjTffttyQQtttfP
first sopranos; Mrs. F. Burton and
at'iVct'd have
officially notificel
s
Fes
Newly-WedMrs.
Field
of
Visit
Santa
k. C. Ten Eyck, second sopraFlanders
The
Poppies
by tin- state hank examiner, James;
.f th
m ral Harry S. Bowm-leg.ir;, nk Y P;
Justice
Attorney
'11m-at 9 o'clock, at
The Poppy Ladv of France has
nos; Mrs. N. Summers and Mrs. R. F.
miming
1!, R, .ic.
inn w ill he required
Saturday
t
business
an left recently ou
Mr
irkcr
home of Miss Margaret Taylor,
prcine court
to retire sti'e highway debenture-- , come to America again!
Asplund, altos, rendered two groups
('-- ,
of songs with Miss Evelyn McBride
She has brought with her millions and Miss Ethel Erickson, 411 East
soon to mature. The hanks are now
at the piano and was a very pleasas
tor ahotit of tiny red silk poppies, the kind that Second street. Dr. Don W.
depositaries
,11,!
tor I). K !!. S.ll,Peter Lilian, and acting
Joseph Ilf rgere-It is ' blow on Flanders Field," and she is
of the state's fund,.
ing feature of the enjoyable program.
county health officer, and Miss
S 11,
,,f Alhuqllel ,ilr,
("barb's fi.'inn who have been attenel-in- $J.ti,iti) nisoiar
The event was given for the benefit
- ios:hle.
to take going to help America" unite with Jen Frey, a teacher in the past year
planned,
city Saturday cnnmte
the Military Institute- at Re.swcll aliotit
in
in
marin
united
of
the Woman's club and a neat sum
Central
school, were
halt of '.lie account that each Fram e on Memorial Day
honoring
Delightful Birthday Party
r,
1', til,t,i i,n,l a lew clay.
an- Ileum- for the summer vacation.
the brave dead who sleep in French riage by. Key. S. E. Allison. Miss VirTwenty-fiv- e
hank has.
children, of various was realized for the building fund.
soil
ginia Wellborn was maid of honor. ages, were invited to the J. F. Joyce
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 1). Burns,
1'aul Stocs, of I. as Oil, es. the bril- EASTERN STARS GIVE
The poppy has been adopted by fie Folowing the ceremony, which was home last Friday,- that being the
in Sanc.i
The annual meeting of the Santa
oi It, i ra Auiat illa, arri-a
recital
liant
violinist, who gave
at.
BIG SOCIAL EVENT American Legion and other patriotic performed in the presence of only in- 10th anniversary of June Joyce who Fe Woman's club was held at Library
I ,
U ednesday. Mr. Hums is a pro-- ! the- Mttscuntm
even-- !
building
I'rielay
flowa
timate
breakfast
as
memorial
desired
her
friends,
little
their
schoolmates
and
wedding
hall
Amarilla.
of
IllilH !!
organizations
nic reliant
Tueday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
ing re turned home Momlav. Mr. Stoes
Dr. and Mrs. Guela- - friends to make merry with her. They Among the business transacted the
One of the prettiest and most en- er. It was at the American Legion was served.
of
w hile
in
was
the
the
'
city
guest
id Mrs. la
Mr
cable events held this year at tile convention last fall that Mme Anne kunst then departed in their car, for played games on the lawn and were report of the President Mrs. F. C
( ). Miller at their j,,
s. are visiting Mr. Mr. and Mrs. J.
cf HI
,eso,
Scottish Kite Cathedral was the en-- E. (iiierin was christened "The Pop- a visit in Santa he. Doctor Guda- - afterward lined up and marched
Wilson, and of the chairman 'cf the
Don
holmon
avenue.
Ciaspcr
their
at
S. l.ut
has been in Roswell since Jan- - to the spacious dining room where Art and Literature department, Comand Mrs Marie
tcrtaiiiment and dance given last
py Lady of France," a name by which
1.
avenue-Mrs.
in
is
His
home
home on I), m
ll
she
Detroit, Mich, they were treated to cake and grape munity Welfare department, and of
is now known on two continents
nary
sjier
tiling by the Eastern Star ladies
Mrs. I M. Wagner and ehildie-u
riucrU Miss
JlVle re iu
the Poppy Lady is the founder of i.Miss l rey s home is in Missouri, lheyjjuice. All join in wishing June many the; different standing committees
hr the direction of Mrs. Hugh Wil
will return shortly from Pueblo, Col
will
Fe
of
Children's
Roswell
ill eitv.
to
Santa
the
French
Litt.
and
after their, more years as care free and happy w.-rreturn
American
matron
presented. The revision of the
Mr. Wagner
who - citv liams, worthy
orado.
No. V).
About 310 guests I ague in
and America. I his Santa re visit and will make their as the first ten years have been.
constitution was unanimously adoptI"..
I.. Ward.
Mr
h t a contract school superintendent at Pueblo will Chapter a'teiidance.
invitatKi.ihome
here.
Roswell
The
News.
a
seeks
movement
Carlsbad
which
were
Current.
ed.
in
The
officers elected were: Mrs.
jis
growing
elutics as presieh-not
r tl e erection o!
SIX room resid-pe- r assume his
were limited to members ol the Mas-- e not only to aid the little martyrs of
Frank Parker, first vice president;
"xl.'.s on Mo
avenue, the New Mexico Normal I nivcrsitv
A Reception for Rev. Eller
nic lodges and Eastern Star Chap- devastated Fram e, but still more im Pleasant Surprise Luncheon
Mrs. P. Berardinelli, recording secreat I. as Vegas the first of June.
c instructed
building wiii
The reception given Rev. F. A. tary; Mrs, J. T. Murphy, Treasurer.
ter. A delightful program was pres- Iportant, hopes to teach the children
to Mrs. Maxwell
Complimentary
of architec- aloii
the .int l I
of !of both nations to remember and to K. Smith, the Ancho W. R. Club en Eller, Saturday night at the Holly The Art and Literature department,
A liursum Club Is being organized ented at 8:30 o'clock consisting
ill
st $(,,(M).
ture n
Benson home on Canal street, was Mrs. J. O. Seth, chairman; Mrs.
ejcal selections by a male quartett foster the friendship which had its tertained at the home of Mrs. J.
in Santa Fe and it will s"Oti include
v ith
the
at
McBride
Miss Evelyn
with a surprise luncheon. Mrs. largely attended
inception on a battlefield.
by members of George Keel, first director; Mrs. P.
Anions tho-attending the dedica- almost every Republican in the Capchoir
Rite
and
in
widows
Scottish
Its
Grace
The
church and their friends, who Berardinelli,
war
members
France,
second director. The
Smith is leaving Reeth's Spur to make
Catholic ital City. Everyone is diguing up, piano.
tion ei the line
Max
and
solos
millions
have
made
the
cornet
to
two
there
by
Berueffy,
her home in Dalhart, and in token gathered
orphans,
get acquainted with Community Welfare department, Mrs.
ihureh at Albiujue-reiueSunclay were and outsiders who do not vote
- of red
Miller
as
O.
reaciomMrs.
and
with
welcome
of
the
J.
new
A.
exact
C.
who
the
Von
Jr.,
in
is
rector,
of the esteem
poppies
replicas
which she
Kyvenheim, chairman; Mrs.
to her made honorarv
held,
the following: I. I). Sena, clerk of have reenieste-e1
field which Am- was showered
with any exquisite cently came to Carlsbad from Con- George Wells, first director; Mrs.
the .supreme court, Mr. and Mrs. Ma- members. The idea is to send p;llr. pauist. At the conclusion ol tne pro-- poppy ot
sum back to the senate and there Jgraiu dancing followed anu excellent erica is to wear on .May .with. I his pieces of needle work, the handiwork necticut. The reception was very in- Reed Holloman, second director. Mrs.
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The fellow who smokes Camels, wants
Camels. That's because Camels have a
smoothness, a fragrance and a mildness you
can't get in another cigarette.
Don't let anyone tell you that any other
cigarette at any price is so good as Camels.
Let your own taste be the judge. Try
Camels for yourself
few smooth, refreshing
puffs and you'd walk a mile for a Camel, too.

